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“Any marketing book capable of generating real discomfort and inspiration in equal
quantities (like this one does) has to be a ‘must read.’ A ‘hands-on,’ practical guide
to help you improve your business and delight your customers.”

Paul J. Snaith
Vice President Marketing
Shell Gas (LPG)

“Value-Based Marketing for Bottom-Line Success is a value-based book whose prac-
tical approach separates it from the plethora of theoretical marketing books. The
treasure this book gives us is the template for building our own practical, proven
marketing road map.”

David L. Hilton
Director New Business Acquisition
Lockheed Martin Corporation, Systems
Integration

“Value-Based Marketing is a wake-up call not for just marketing executives but for
all members of leadership in an organization who need to understand and deliver
on the simple axiom—the company that creates the highest customer value and
best customer experience wins. [This book is] a ‘must read’ framework for dis-
covering and delivering on a unique and distinguishing value position in the
market.”

Jack Calhoun
CEO
Accelare

“A refreshing change from the usual literature on marketing. The authors address
the challenges of creating and sustaining value through an innovative, practical,
and pragmatic ‘blue print.’ A must read for any corporate executive frustrated as
to how to translate theory into practice that delivers value.”

Omar M. Shamma
Chief Executive
Al Gurg Fosroc LLC, a division of BP Plc
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“Value-Based Marketing for Bottom-Line Success lays out a clear road map for man-
aging in the hypercompetitive, deflationary conditions that face most businesses
today. By providing a focus on the metrics to monitor consumer dynamics and the
processes to measure individual and corporate performance, De Bonis, Balinski,
and Allen provide the needed linkage between their observations and your busi-
ness operations.”

David Andrea
Managing Director
Center for Automotive Research
Altarum Institute

“Many businesses today have no idea what value they bring to the customer, they
simply sell products that customers need. This book challenges you not only to
understand the value but to turn it into a competitive weapon.”

Henry S. Proctor
Business Vice President
Organic Intermediates, Solvents, and Monomers
The Dow Chemical Company

“Value-Based Marketing for Bottom-Line Success helps managers learn how to recon-
nect with their customers. It’s practical, it’s comprehensive, and it provides real
insight into creating customer wealth.”

Scott Fuson
Global Executive Director, Marketing and Sales
Dow Corning Corporation

“This book is packed with all the right tools for business success. They asked all
the right questions needed to turn value creation into bottom-line results. I found
myself taking notes on almost every page!”

Fred M. Daniell
Marketing Director
TICONA
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introduction
the business world

we have come to know

xiii

It’s easy for a company to believe that it is doing what’s best for its customers. It’s
another matter entirely for the customer to believe it!

—De Bonis, Balinski, Allen (2002)

Over time, this maxim became an ever stronger focus for our life’s work and the
basis for this book. As we witnessed companies struggling to improve their busi-
ness performance, we grew passionate about learning, testing, validating, and apply-
ing key business practices that create superior customer performance, healthy
organizations, and sustainable business results.

Our passion, though, has not been focused on searching for the next big busi-
ness idea. We fought to avoid finding a rare idea that worked once by some stroke
of luck and then generalizing it to every business situation. Rather, we focused on
finding the repeating clues, themes, and principles that worked most consistently
throughout time and across situations. Personal performance and motivational guru
Anthony Robbins always stresses that “success leaves clues.” We think so, too.

First, we sought to identify ideas, practices, methods, and principles that had
and hadn’t worked in our own businesses. Then we sought to examine why these
aspects either worked or didn’t work. In many cases, we found that we did what we
knew worked, but we couldn’t communicate to someone else why these aspects
worked. This led us to analyze and then structure frameworks and tools that oth-
ers could use. Finally, we explored the thinking and practices of other people and
businesses. Over several years, a strong framework began to emerge that could be
used with great success to face just about any market or customer or business chal-
lenge. We have refined these practices and applications to speed implementation
and improve results performance.

This book enters the market where there is no shortage of new business ideas
or lack of advice on how to better run businesses. The market for such business
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books is composed of a tough audience of battle-weary business readers who have
heard too many ideas that never worked and failed to outlast their hype. Yet there
has never been a greater need for ideas and practical methods that can make a dif-
ference to a business.

In 2001, there were 257 public companies with $258 billion in assets that
declared bankruptcy in the United States. This beat the previous worst year in bank-
ruptcies, 2000, which saw 176 companies with $95 billion in assets declare bank-
ruptcy. In the bear market of 2001–2002, 26 of the Fortune 100 lost at least
two-thirds of their market value. In 2002, 67 companies went bust in the first quar-
ter alone.1

There is plenty written to explain this phenomenon of business prosperity
followed by a painful decline. Explanations include loss of focus, loss of leadership,
spending too much, losing sight of customers, competitive response, weakening
market forces, lack of process, bad systems, wrong employees, employee shortages,
arrogance, and complacency. While all of these can be contributors, we believe the
decline often has a simpler explanation.

As it grows, a business loses sight of its value commitments and customers.
The business focuses on capturing the growth available to it. As the business grows,
it fails to give deliberate reflection on whether customers require more and more
modifications to the value it offers and the way it conducts business. And with a
business’s success, new attitudes and behaviors arrive to help propel the business
confidently forward. These attitudes and behaviors often hide what’s really hap-
pening inside many companies:

1. They grow disconnected from what really matters to customers.

2. They lose vision, lose sight of what the company is really in business to
accomplish.

3. The cost of doing business changes.

4. The people working in the business change.

In a world where capitalism has emerged as the economic and customer model
on which to build a business or a country, more companies are likely to struggle
and many will still fail. The question remains, “Is there a way for business to suc-
ceed today and to sustain that success using good business practices, or has the mar-
ketplace become so crazy that success is merely by chance?”

We’ve learned that part of the answer lies within the character and the ambi-
tions of people running a business. The recent behavior of Enron, WorldCom, and
many Wall Street investment firms reminds business people that character is still
an important component of a business’s culture and value system. But were these
failures triggered by a defect in their culture or value systems? Or did the leaders
lose sight of what the business was created for in the first place, thereby setting in
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both change the way you look at customers and your business, and give you the
knowledge and tools to really make a difference to your performance.

We’ve written the book so that you can read it from cover to cover and fol-
low the logic of our 5-step value-based Pentadigm marketing model. Or you can
familiarize yourself with the Pentadigm model in Chapter 2 and then dive into the
stage that is most important to your company or is most in need of development,
updating, modification, or repair. Depending on your needs, either approach will
help you extract maximum value.
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motion their own demise through the emergence of other cultural values and
norms? If many of these failures are really rooted in losing track of what the busi-
ness is created for, then we think that business (and capitalism) has a very bright
future.

This optimism assumes that the majority of business people want to operate
with integrity and honesty. They just need an approach they can count on to guide
their thinking and behavior to accomplish the fundamental mission of any business:
to bring together a group of talented people, resources, and capital in order to pro-
vide other people (customers) with something that will make everyone’s lives bet-
ter. Not surprisingly, the power of this simple concept of capitalism is easily lost
when money, power, and prestige start to guide the business.

Where Have the Clues Led Us?

• If you were asked today, “Who are the greatest value-creating
businesses in the ’90s,” what would you answer?

• If you were asked today, “Which company have you most admired in the
past 10 years,” which company or companies would you name?

• If you were asked today, “Which companies do you think are managed
the best,” who would you name?

• If you were asked today, “Which business leader(s) do you admire most,”
who would you name?

• If you were asked today, “Which companies’ practices and ideas are you
trying to benchmark and introduce into your own firm, and whose are
you trying to emulate,” what would you answer?

In the past couple of years, most people arguably would name Jack Welch as
the best leader and say that GE had the best business performance. Welch has been
called one of the greatest and most influential business leaders of our time, and as
a result has spawned a dedicated following of me-too Jacks and GEs. Clearly his
leadership was impressive, and GE’s performance appears to bear out his effec-
tiveness. Part of GE’s success can be attributed to the fact that each of its business
units was indoctrinated with GE’s own point of view about successful business char-
acteristics. Its continued success has led to a wealth of explanations from the busi-
ness media examining GE’s “secrets.” One might even wonder if anyone other than
GE could succeed today.

But if you’re sitting there thinking your company is no GE and you are not
Jack Welch, you need to read further. While their performance has been consis-
tently impressive, the reality is that there will be very few companies who will ever
be able to duplicate GE’s approach. To be just like them, another business must do
everything GE does and have three other things working for it. First, it needs a
world-class financial/capital operation to be able to manage money flows. Second,
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it needs to be an expert at acquiring many other companies and efficiently inte-
grating these acquisitions to extract earnings and reduce costs quickly. Third, it
must be world-class in managing public relations. These three capabilities, often
overlooked, are a critical part of their business approach and will be needed if you
plan to build your business into a highly valued stock the way GE does it.

We have also found strong evidence by leading thinkers that many less idol-
ized companies are very successful today. In Good to Great, Jim Collins identifies
twelve firms whose average financial performance outperformed such companies as
GE, Merck, Intel, Walt Disney, Wal-Mart, and Coca-Cola by 2.5 times.2

Our work isn’t a research study. Rather, we have taken a “get-your-hands-
dirty” approach to discovering the things that will guide any business to become a
high performance business. For the past 10 years, our goal has been to develop and
apply practical ideas, approaches, and tools that any company could use regardless
of its current market position. The quest was to focus on those things that were
well within a company’s ability to control. This both increased the reproducible
results and reduced the excuses of why the approach didn’t work for X, who was
unique and different as a business, team, product, or market. Fortunately, many of
the companies we worked with applied these approaches in complex market envi-
ronments where the companies faced significant challenges. Over time we noticed
that there were similar and common themes to most challenges. The idea emerged
that some common principles are at the core of running a business and achieving
great performance with customers.

These core principles then became the compass which not only guided prac-
tical implementation of work processes and improvements, but was also to judge
magnetic North when it came to evaluating the latest new management idea. This
may have become one of the more powerful spin-off benefits of developing this
approach. There was now a commonsense way to validate the potential use of new
ideas.

For example, the popular management idea currently being pursued by many
companies is to build a business based upon Six Sigma. While Six Sigma is in our
view a good process improvement tool, most companies need to do more to find
success with customers than just apply Six Sigma. As we discuss later in the book,
the Six-Sigma tool, Voice-of-the-Customer, is based on the questionable assumption
that customers can tell you how you can help them improve their businesses. This
may be true in some cases, but we have found that it is far better to assume that the
customer will never be more knowledgeable about what a product, technology, or
service can do for them than the company selling it. We also warn against just let-
ting the customer decide what the value-creating component of your product, tech-
nology, or service is. A company needs to discover on its own how to make its
customers more successful by knowing more about the customer than the customer
might know about his or her own business or life.

One company that discovered what really mattered to customers is Southwest
Airlines. Southwest may represent the best example of a value-based marketing
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company in action. Southwest Airlines has consistently implemented what it dis-
covered about customer value by simply offering the best value commitment and
backing it up with a solid organizational alignment that enabled it to deliver the cho-
sen value commitment to a precisely targeted group of travelers.

What has struck us about Southwest is its ever increasing success in one of
the toughest industries in the world. The airline industry has high fixed and vari-
able costs and large capital requirements, and airline customers are brutally demand-
ing. It is a fiercely competitive industry, led by the biggest players, sometimes
irrationally. In fact, the airline industry over time tends to make no profit because
of competitive and financial pressures.

Despite these industry constraints, Southwest historically has had the best
financial performance of any airline and is the only airline in the world that has
made money consistently every year. Southwest’s performance from 1990 to 2000
averaged a total return to investors of 34.8 percent. By 2000, Southwest had become
one of America’s most admired companies, returning 37.7 percent from 1995 to
2000, with a whopping 108.2 percent in 2000. In comparison, GE delivered 28.6
percent from 1990 to 2000, a 34 percent return from 1995 to 2000 and a total
return of �6.1 percent in 2000.

As Southwest Airlines CEO Herb Kelleher stated in the June 1999 issue of
Money Magazine: “When we started out, the people of Texas weren’t willing to set-
tle for peanuts either. You have to establish a different value system. What do peo-
ple really want from air transportation? They want to get there safely, on time and
with pleasant people.”3 Of course, Southwest will get you there quite economically
as well. Another interesting insight about great value creators was subtly expressed
by Kelleher. “You have to establish a different value system.” 4 This suggests that there
is a proactive element to implementing a better value for customers. At first, cus-
tomers may not completely appreciate the new value, since they have been condi-
tioned by past business offers companies have made. Southwest Airlines discovered
what the best value was and has consistently made money for investors after its ini-
tial six-year start-up phase. How you can determine the best value for your cus-
tomers is one of the key steps in this book.

Equally intriguing beyond Southwest’s shareholder performance is its high
customer satisfaction level and great safety record while maintaining the lowest cost
structure in the industry. In addition, it has well-paid and highly motivated employ-
ees, and airport authorities aggressively lobbied Southwest to come to their towns.

The real demonstration of Southwest’s effectiveness as an organization and
as a business worthy of emulation came in the wake of the World Trade Center
tragedy. Southwest didn’t call for government bailouts or start lay-offs, as did its
industry peers. Neither option fit with its commitment to its people nor were they
necessary for the airline’s well-being. “Nothing would devastate Southwest Airline
Co.’s arm-around-the-shoulder chairman, Herb Kelleher, more than a lay-off,”
Michelle Conlin wrote in BusinessWeek. “Through jet fuel spikes, recession, even
the Gulf War, Southwest has never in its thirty years downsized a single employee.”5
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“We are willing to suffer some damage, even to our stock price, to protect
the jobs of our people,” said Southwest CEO James F. Parker.6 Can’t you feel the
stock analysts and business leaders grimacing when they read this? How commit-
ted do you think Southwest’s employees will be now and in the future? And how
many people would love to work for a company like Southwest?

It is perhaps tempting to turn this into a case for better employee practices
to achieve better business performance. But better business performance is never
sustainable if the business value to customers is weak. Our belief is that superior
value for customers, with the appropriately aligned organizational structure, cre-
ates the most successful business that can ultimately foster great employee prac-
tices. This is really the secret that Southwest Airlines figured out, a secret it’s
practiced diligently for thirty years. It’s the same value commitment you can use to
achieve great business performance.

Two European airlines—Ryanair and Easyjet—have also turned in record-
breaking market and business successes by emulating Southwest.

Ryanair began operations in 1985 with the launch of a daily flight on a
fifteen-seater turboprop Bandeirante aircraft between Waterford Airport in the
southeast of Ireland and London Gatwick. In 1986 it began offering Dublin-to-
London flights, challenging the dominance of government-owned Aer Lingus and
British Airways.

When CEO Michael O’Leary arrived in 1991, he inherited a $30MM loss.
The airline redesigned its service to target underserved segments and target busi-
ness and leisure travelers with low price guarantees over the Internet. It cut unprof-
itable routes, inefficient planes, and frills. Passengers grew from 4MM in 1998 to
7.4MM in 2001, with a 2002 target of 10MM. Ryanair’s 2001 profits grew 37 per-
cent over the previous year to �123.4MM on revenues of �487.7MM and increased
margins to the highest in Europe, 25 percent in 2001. Ryanair’s costs per employee
are purportedly half British Airway’s.

Started in Luton, UK, in 1995, Easyjet targets business travelers who would
normally fly the main flag-carriers. Initially the airline flew to smaller airports, but
has recently added Schiphol and Gatwick. Operating on an 11 percent margin in
2001, Easyjet’s profits grew 81 percent in 2001 over the previous year to £40.1MM
on revenues of £356.9MM. Its passenger load grew to 7.1MM in 2001 from 5.6MM
in 2000.

The value-based marketing approach described in this book—instinctively
developed and consciously practiced by Southwest, and now Easyjet and Ryanair—
reflects a reality for any leader at any level in the organization; the real game is deliv-
ering superior, meaningful value impact to target customers.

While it may seem like there aren’t any good answers today for achieving sus-
tainable business success, don’t give up just yet. Value-Based Marketing for Bottom-
Line Success has been built on 10 years of applied knowledge and practices. Our
Value Commitment to you is that Value-Based Marketing for Bottom-Line Success will
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the view from
pentadigm’s world

CHAPTER
1

1

“Cheshire Puss,” asked Alice. “Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to
go from here?” “That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,” said
the Cat. “I don’t much care where,” said Alice. “Then it doesn’t matter which
way you go,” said the Cat.

—Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (1865)

The business marketing mantra from the mid-1950s was the marketing mix, the
4Ps of marketing—Product, Placement, Price, Promotion. In the 1980s it was
Michael Porter’s competitive forces. The decade of the 1990s saw sales and mar-
keting respond to the buyer’s demands for more cooperative relationships with rela-
tionship marketing. As companies headed to the twenty-first century, “solutions”
became the buzzword in the marketing lexicon as “value” replaced products and
services in suppliers’ offerings. Contribution Margin or bottom-line profitability
usurped top-line revenue management.

Read through your annual report or visit your own company’s website. Review
the same information sources for your customers or your competitors. Count the
number of times you see the word “solutions” or “value-added” solutions or “value.”

A content analysis of a broad spectrum of public domain materials produced
by the top 150 companies in the chemical industry in 2001 found that 65 percent
announced that they are customer focused. But according to an analysis of what
these companies actually do in the marketplace or how they deliver against what
customers value, only 10 percent are even close to being customer focused. It’s easy
to say that the customer is the center of your business strategy. It’s more difficult
to behave that way.

• If you claim to be customer focused, you need to read this book with a
critical eye on your company.

Copyright 2002 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click Here for Terms of Use.
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2 VALUE-BASED MARKETING FOR BOTTOM-LINE SUCCESS

• If you shout your customer focus from the rooftops, you need to read
this book with an open mind.

• If you don’t profess to be customer focused, you need to read this book
at least twice.

In the years prior to writing this book, the question we’ve been asked con-
stantly by clients has been, “How can our business better succeed?” There is no
shortage of answers. Like you, we’ve been exposed to many exciting ideas and the-
ories; business strategies such as Strategic Intent and Value Migration; financial
management approaches such as Economic Profit or EVA;1 core competencies; busi-
ness reengineering in organizational effectiveness; operations systems such as Lean
Manufacturing and Six Sigma; and customer focus and satisfaction practices like
one-to-one and permission marketing.

Most business improvement ideas seem to be one-dimensional—they propose
a business focused on one central idea, like becoming lean or developing the best
competencies or becoming competitive or focusing on leadership. While these can
help you and your business, they often do so in isolation or in a vacuum that fails
to consider the entire supply chain, the extended value chain, or the business ecosys-
tem in which your business is operating.

Our own thinking, behavior, and practices have evolved over the years based
upon what we’ve experienced, learned, and seen succeed or seen fail. These collec-
tive experiences challenged our thinking, and shaped ideas we applied and practiced
as we ran our own businesses or helped other people manage theirs more profitably.

The more we began to organize our thoughts, the more we became convinced
of the wisdom of a multi-dimensional view of the marketplace and an enterprise-
wide sense of change and customer focus. As a result, our Pentadigm value creation
model relies on those characteristics always associated with great business success:
focus and discipline, alignment, commitment, intellectual decision making, deter-
mination to the point of doggedness, inspiration, innovation, and implementation.
These aren’t characteristics that are endemic to an organization or easily developed,
but they must become intricately nurtured and embedded into the personality of
the organization.

The business paradigm on which this book rests is the integration of business
strategies, processes, and practices to deliver a superior customer value commit-
ment to your chosen target customers while making a profit. It’s a win-win approach
to conducting business that results in mutual value for your customer value seg-
ments and you the supplier. We define mutual value in terms of the difference
between a long-term relationship driven by value exchanged or shared between
buyer and seller and a short-term transaction that focuses on revenue and costs.

This is Pentadigm, a term we have coined to describe the complete picture of
business thinking that we are urging business people to adopt from this book. Pen-
tadigm is the quickest way for us to integrate and convey what we need to say
throughout the book. Pentadigm is an innovative new paradigm—an advanced new



way of thinking about business from the customer perspective—and Pentadigm is
a simple 5-step model enabling any business person to approach managing or build-
ing his or her business from the customer perspective. Pentadigm thinking and
behavior ensures that business people recognize their fiscal role in managing a busi-
ness. So Pentadigm is shorthand for the title of our book, Value-Based Marketing
for Bottom-Line Success: 5 Steps to Creating Customer Value.

The Value Paradigm

The ancient business axiom is “Build a better mousetrap and the world will beat a
path to your door.” That doesn’t work anymore. In the mutual value paradigm, you
have to ask the following questions.

1. Does anyone need a better mousetrap? If the answer is “yes,” you have to
ask the next question. If the answer is “no,” don’t build it anyway.

2. What does the target customer want the mousetrap to do? Define this
explicitly, thoroughly, completely. Then ask the next question.

3. How much value does the world associate with the benefits of a better
mousetrap? What are the customers willing to pay for?

4. The final question is this: Are you willing and profitably able to deliver a
trap that does what the target customer wants it to do?

These four questions will help you determine whether you provide value at a
cost that enables your business to make a return greater than what the investment
costs are, that is, make an economic profit. One of the core insights of Pentadigm
is that successful value creation requires, first and foremost, understanding what
really constitutes customer value and secondly, understanding how your business
subsequently aligns its resources to deliver that value to its chosen value segments.

This requires an outside-in, market-focused, customer-driven commitment,
which addresses whether or not your company’s customer value commitment is the
best value for the customer relative to anything else in the marketplace. It is not
asking your business to be foolhardy and do anything and everything to delight cus-
tomers. Rather, you must figure out what will make a difference to your custom-
ers, even to the point of not doing certain things you currently do. In this way, then,
you can profitably afford to do the things that make the biggest difference to cus-
tomers. Making the biggest difference to your customers is how you will win and
then retain them for the long term.

In one of our consultative projects a number of years ago, our task was to help
a large multi-divisional, technically driven business comprehend key elements of
value delivery. Simply telling this business about key ideas and practices wasn’t going
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to get it over the threshold of letting go of its traditional ways of doing business and
embracing the concept of customer value commitment. Case studies provided a
more influential tool. We needed an unusual case for this client to demonstrate how
a technically oriented company could think about its business and customer value.

One of the companies we studied was RE –VO, a maker of high-performance
sunglasses. RE –VO was founded by former NASA scientists who had been part of
developing and using specialized technology for glass surfaces on spacecraft to pro-
tect highly sensitive instruments exposed to the extreme sunlight conditions of outer
space. From a start-up position, RE –VO created a new category of very expensive
high-performance sunglasses priced at $150 to $300 per pair. The company grew
quickly and was ultimately purchased by Bausch & Lomb, which sold RE–VO to the
Luxottica Group S.p.A. in 2002.

Visionary thinking led RE –VO’s founders to believe that there could be an
application for the technology in protecting the human eye. But what made the
company unique was how the scientists studied specific consumers and created cus-
tomer value segments based upon unique insights—the value of the glass technol-
ogy for each segment. The insights RE–VO developed about potential sunglass
customers were achieved studying the lives and activities of these customers to
determine how the glass technology could provide unique value for these people
and their activities. The entire RE – VO operation was aligned around the customer
value segments. Rather than focusing on the technology, behavior you might expect
from scientists, the focus was on the customer.

RE–VO could have chosen to translate its technology story into a feature-rich
promotional message focusing on how its technology achieved distortion-free 100
percent UV and IR ray protection for wearers. This could have been backed up with
plenty of light-wave charts to prove the key selling points.

Instead, RE–VO’s actual customer approach to developing its business started
with going to ski slopes, and fishing and boating locations to watch and interact
with people who wore sunglasses. They were trying to learn what their potential
customers faced while skiing, fishing, or boating. What was it about coming down
a mogul field, for example, that made it difficult for skiers to see, which affected
their ability to navigate the run for maximum fun? Or how could seeing better help
someone catch more fish? Even more specifically, RE –VO focused on those cus-
tomers in these activities they considered innovative within the activity—the peo-
ple who had to have the latest, best gear for the activities in which they passionately
engaged.

For maximum customer value, RE –VO came to realize that not only did the
customers need RE –VO’s superior sunglasses to make the ski run easier or to see
more fish, but they also needed lens frames that provided superior fit, comfort, and
style. RE –VO found that its customer value segments tended to participate in their
chosen activity for long periods. The best technology would be useless to custom-
ers if the frames made the customer uncomfortable when worn for a long time.
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During an interview for the case study, RE– VO CEO Carol Montgomery was
asked why we were interested in documenting her company’s business model. Before
we could respond, she finished her question with, “Doesn’t everyone run his or her
business this way?” as if the approach was just common business sense.

The answer for her then and even today is “no,” the majority of businesses
aren’t run with a customer value focus. While many businesses claim they are cus-
tomer focused and provide value, the actual corporate behavior and financial results
belie the claim. And explaining away performance shortfalls as “it’s the new econ-
omy” or “the global market has become so competitive” prevents these businesses
from adopting a customer value approach to business.

Other sunglass suppliers look at business through the eyes of their own orga-
nizations and not the eyes of their customers, an appropriate metaphor that explains
why competitors couldn’t see the opportunities RE –VO did. To extend the meta-
phor, one of us is a brand loyal RE –VO wearer, primarily because the glasses not
only protect his eyes, but help him see the fish better. While there are at least two
dozen sunglasses brands from which fishermen and women can choose, 
RE –VO provides its customer value segment with the best value, even at more than
$200 per pair.

Many respected companies are less customer value focused at times than the
market demands. Nikon, the renowned Japanese camera and optics manufacturer,
entered the market, for example, to compete directly against RE–VO in the mid-
’90s. Like RE –VO, Nikon also had a very strong heritage of technological leader-
ship in its field. Nikon customers also tended to reward its superior technology and
quality with a willingness to pay premium prices for its products. The RE –VO mar-
ket seemed like a great fit for them, yet Nikon withdrew a few years later after
entering. A quick examination of Nikon’s strategy execution may help explain why.

Nikon did produce a superior lens and good-looking glasses. It also studied
and segmented customers. Nikon entered the marketplace at a time when numer-
ous other “cool” brands were entering or expanding into the high-end sunglasses
market.

However, the Nikon sunglasses which competed with the RE –VO H20s were
heavier, the frames were less comfortable, and the lens coloration reduced visibil-
ity when looking for fish in the water. For a price tag of more than $300, one of the
primary value needs for a fisherman wasn’t met, even if the sunglasses did carry the
Nikon brand. In addition, Nikon’s products were first made available through its
traditional channel—camera shops. This channel had little value for sunglass buyers.

Many businesses have some appreciation of customers’ needs, their operating
costs, and their product/service benefits and investor expectations. Most firms, how-
ever, tend to misunderstand which of these drives performance and which follows
as a result. We believe that the most important aspect to long-term success is pro-
viding superior customer value, and this is supported by substantial evidence from
those companies who tend to be the leaders in their respective markets—Nike,
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Home Depot, Hilti, Starbucks, BMW, Southwest Airlines, Dell Computers, and
Toyota, to name but a few.

Related to this is where competition and the competitive environment fit.
Amid the growing intensity of doing business globally, beating the competition has
become the main strategic thrust for some organizations. Competition is relevant
in the Pentadigm model, but it should not be the basis of your strategic thrust. You
need to consider the implications of competition: Do the customers believe that the
competition is or will be capable of delivering a superior value?

Your reason for existing as a company should not be to crush the competi-
tion. It should be to create value for your chosen customer value segments, to make
your customers more profitable and thereby gain profitability for your company,
and to do this better than the competition. Two reasons for not focusing on beat-
ing your competition are:

1. Great value creators understand that it’s the customer who ultimately is the
final judge of value, not the competition. One of the consistent Pentadigm themes
is that all of your strategic efforts, thoughts, insights, and actions need to be work-
ing on figuring out how to win with customers. Interestingly, you are more likely
to beat the competition when you deliver the best value to your customers.

2. Every single dollar, every hour of a person’s time, and every piece of equip-
ment or relationship with suppliers and customers is extremely rare and precious,
and is becoming more so every day. These need to be focused where you will have
the most impact—and that’s with delivering superior customer value.

It’s been our experience that, to be successful in business and achieve excel-
lence, you must focus on what really matters to your customers. Don’t let your
competition be your arbiters of value. Don’t let your competition drive your per-
formance by what could likely be noncustomer value metrics and strategies. And
don’t claim in your annual report to be a market leader when you are just focused
on beating the competition. Great market leaders bring to the customer something
that redefines what customers can do or achieve today. Beating the competition only
makes companies more efficient in what customers can already do today.

Business success isn’t just about providing customer value. You’re not a char-
ity; you’re in business to make a profit. You can become so focused on customer
value that you become myopic and lose sight of your own long-term profitability
needs. The dynamic tension between satisfying your customers and managing your
costs distinguishes the gap that exists between most marketers and successful Pen-
tadigm marketers. The latter combine the disciplines of customer focus and profit
orientation to sustain their business growth profitably. The Internet was plagued
with good marketers, some great customer value stories, and lousy businesses.
Remember, no matter how great the customer value commitment is, if there isn’t a
sustainable profit model underpinning the business, there is no business.
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While customers will often want more and more value from you, what they
are willing to pay for is another story. Pentadigm marketers focus on those bene-
fits that have the most impact to their customers and for which their customers will
pay. Eliminating the lower priority benefits controls costs and is critical to your own
ability to make and sustain economic profit. In so doing, your business success
attracts new customers, and your business is able to maintain a leading edge in the
value committed to customers. This will be particularly important as your success
draws the attention of competitors.

Pentadigm: Five Steps to Creating
Customer Value

Broadly paraphrasing Mark Twain’s assessment of the weather, “Everyone talks
about value, but very few companies know how to recognize, quantify, and deliver
it.” Pentadigm is our innovative, practical approach to understanding, creating, and
capturing customer value. It’s innovative because it’s driven entirely by customer
value. It’s practical in its simple five-step approach. It’s a value delivery model that
enables your company to become truly driven by customer value, to implement
value-based processes, and to capture your appropriate share of that customer value
as a profit.

A significant contributor to business failure is poor implementation. This book
provides both the tools and insights to practically implement value-driven think-
ing and behavior both within your company and with customers. Pentadigm pro-
vides simple, practical tips and commonsense approaches based on our firsthand
experiences of creating customer value and on our experiences helping clients
develop and implement customer value commitment.

Pentadigm has some beneficial consequences or side effects, if you will. It
communicates a unique message to those customers who are judging your ability
to continually deliver meaningful value. It builds an enterprise-wide, customer-
focused culture and teamwork that enables your resources and processes to zero in
on delivering customer value.

More importantly, Pentadigm provides a foundation for building trust
between you and your customers by demonstrating that you understand and will
fulfill customer needs and value expectations. You may not have the best new prod-
uct, but customers can place their faith on your Pentadigm model to continually
deliver the best value over time.

Think for a moment about the number of times that companies tried to sell
to you personally something that they have claimed is the best product. The mes-
sage might have sounded great, but you didn’t buy from them because you weren’t
quite sure you could trust them to deliver the expected value. Your continued loy-
alty to your current product or supplier is likely based upon meaningful value you
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gained in the past and your current provider’s consistency in meeting your needs
over a long period of time.

Is this value commitment too far-fetched in today’s cutthroat business-to-
business (B2B) world? Too naïve? We’ve heard the arguments. Who has time to
worry about building relationships and trust? Get that fast nickel today because who
knows what tomorrow will bring. You have to sell to generate revenue and you have
to generate revenue to stay in business. Besides, customers don’t really care about
building a relationship if they can get a better product or better price.

Several years ago a large automotive industry supplier we’ll call Cutting Edge
developed a new and highly innovative system for one of the large automotive man-
ufacturers. The auto engineers evaluated the system and said it was clearly superior
to any other supplier’s system. There was no question in anyone’s mind that Cut-
ting Edge should get the contract because of its cutting-edge technology and its
cost-effective approach. Cutting Edge was given the word that they would be
awarded the contract valued in the tens of millions of dollars per year.

Shortly before the contract was to be signed, Cutting Edge was notified that
auto executives had decided to award the contract to a rival supplier we’ll call Con-
stant Performer. Cutting Edge and the automotive company’s engineers and pur-
chasing and manufacturing departments were all disappointed that the superior
product had lost out, but chalked it up to company politics.

As we began to evaluate the situation with Cutting Edge, it became apparent
that the automotive company’s decision was a good one after all. The automotive
executives did recognize that Cutting Edge’s product was superior in features, ben-
efits, and price. But what they also recognized was that Constant Performer, to
whom the contract was ultimately awarded, had established a long track record of
continually delivering a series of value-creating ideas, products, and innovations.
Constant Performer made sure the auto executives understood this by quantifying
how much this had represented in financial worth to the automotive company.

Faced with a decision of buying the latest innovative idea from Cutting Edge
with no track record or buying from Constant Performer who had a proven his-
tory of demonstrating the ability and the commitment to continually deliver new
value, the auto executives understood what really mattered to the ongoing vitality
of its business, and what gave its company the most cumulative financial and inno-
vation impact.

Something good came out of this experience for Cutting Edge as well. Rather
than turn around and bemoan the automotive company’s decision, it learned the
lesson about the need to build a value-creation process and to build a track record
of performance in what value it delivered to its customer. The automotive company
was impressed with Cutting Edge’s innovation and was open to evaluating whether
this was a one-time event or a sign that this company had some unique capability
that could help it long term.

Cutting Edge continued to develop great products and systems, proving its
ability to continually bring value. Today, the automotive company trusts in the abil-
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ity of Cutting Edge to consistently deliver both innovation and value. The result is
that Cutting Edge has usurped Constant Performer’s position as the supplier of
choice whose business is most committed to delivering value to customers.

There’s another important reason why you should view Pentadigm value cre-
ation as a dynamic model. A dynamic model is something that is continually
improved. When innovation, for example, is viewed as a continuous, interactive
process, it will make you far more effective at product development.

Pentadigm is a more productive path to transforming your business into a
dynamic value-creation model by transforming your culture and processes into ones
that continually scan for market insight about customers’ behavior and future needs.
At times this insight results in simpler product and service improvements that help
you maintain your value position; at other times it presents truly large opportuni-
ties for change. This enables your business and innovation efforts to offer future
value that customers will be more likely to pay for because it’s connected to what
really matters to them.

Breaking a Few Eggs

You can’t make an omelet without breaking a few eggs is conventional business wis-
dom. We’re going to challenge you to break some eggs, to break with some com-
mon and popular business ideas and practices. If successful, by the end of this book
you should reach the conclusion that Pentadigm makes a lot of sense intuitively and
practically.

The changes Pentadigm proposes require you and your company to challenge
its traditional product mind-set, which says, “Build a better mousetrap and the
world will beat a path to your door.” Too often a company puts so much effort into
striving for improvement that it forgets about first learning what really matters to
customers and what customers will pay for. These businesses tend to focus on:

• providing more value-added quality products/services to customers
• finding a new point of differentiation with current products
• improving cost efficiencies of current products
• creating new products for customers
• cutting price

While potentially beneficial for customers, this perspective puts the focus
back on internal thinking, products, and goals. These efforts tend to send the mes-
sage internally and externally that product and price drive the business. But it more
often tends to blind the business from seeing critical value-creating insights that
surround the business every day.
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We’re not splitting hairs on this point. We’ve seen this pattern play out fre-
quently in many different organizations because this type of thinking and behav-
ior seems to make sense, at least until you’ve seen a lot of “value-added” that never
gets added to the business’s bottom line. A Pentadigm business builds a better
mousetrap because it knows that customers really need and want a better mouse-
trap, it knows what “better” means, and it knows how much the customer will pay
for the improvement. The Pentadigm model offers insights to realize true customer
focus, frameworks for how your organization must function, and some essential
tools to set up and implement Pentadigm thinking within your business.

We realize challenging popular business practices may not be the safest thing
to do in your organization. Many practices, such as corporate restructuring, cus-
tomer satisfaction, and Six Sigma, have become so much a part of the management
toolbox that any alternative views could be treated as subversive. Most popular man-
agement tools have their fit and are a benefit to running a business. But the focus
is introspective. Even most customer satisfaction programs run on an internally
generated set of criteria rather than a model giving customers the opportunity to
speak their minds. Six Sigma and its voice-of-the-customer tool seduces a company
into thinking it’s listening to the customer, which it might be. This tool also pre-
supposes that customers have enough insight about their own business to accurately
describe their needs.

But what’s missing is the proper “guidance system” that links the essence of
your business (EOB), the fundamental core purpose of your business, to these tools
in such a way that sustainable profit and organizational performance are created.
The essence of what business is about hasn’t changed through the years. EOB
remains figuring out what customers need, delivering products and/or services to
fulfill their needs, and making a profit doing so. Any tools should enhance the EOB.
Of course you should always be concerned with how efficiently your business is run.
However, when efficiency of processes and organization become the driving focus,
you have lost sight of your EOB. Pentadigm is the way to maximize both your EOB
and efficiencies.

For example, Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is often driven first
to maximize your profitability with customers. In many cases, CRM rates custom-
ers based on their profit stream to you. The lower rated customers, those with small
or no profit, are then eliminated from your customer base. In seems to make sense,
but it misses the opportunity that might be derived from real discovery. Though
the more profitable customer base could be an indication that it values you more so
it is willing to pay you higher prices, this is only the case until the customer base
has been discovered by a Pentadigm-driven competitor.

This represents an inherent conflict between CRM and our dynamic Pen-
tadigm model. It was once conventional wisdom that money could no longer be
made in PCs, steel, airlines, or manufacturing, but Dell, Nucor Steel, Southwest
Airlines, and Solectron have proven otherwise. It was once conventional wisdom
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that money couldn’t be made in groceries, paper goods, plastics, or small cars. But
the success of Kroger, Kimberly-Clark, GE Plastics, and Toyota belies that belief.

In fast-moving consumer markets, this fallacy of unprofitability is exacerbated
by the speed of change and the swiftness with which competitors copy or improve
on your offering. This phenomenon is also becoming increasingly prevalent in many
business-to-business markets as protection becomes more difficult and the speed of
catching up accelerates. Branding provides one of the most powerful ways of dif-
ferentiating your value offerings by linking the value offering to the brand.

Your customers brand your company and its value offerings, whether you
intend for that to happen or not. Just by virtue of being aware of you, you are
“branded” in customers’ minds. Fundamentally, your brand is a mental representa-
tion of your value. A proactive branding strategy enables you to assume and exert
control over branding to make certain customers’ perceptions match your inten-
tions. If you don’t manage the branding, you run the risk of losing control. Never
forget, ignore, or underestimate the impact of branding.

Our Biases

We’re not academic researchers. We’re practitioners who have experienced and
observed business performance that couldn’t be explained by a company being in
the right place at the right time with the right wind at its back. Southwest Airlines,
Nucor Steel, Nike, Home Depot, and Dell operate in what are considered to be
lousy industries, but they perform well year after year. As we began this book to
explain value-based marketing for bottom-line success, we pooled our observations
about the best behaviors, practices, and leadership of companies we encountered or
worked with who were exceptional or ineffective in providing value.

These observations led us to recognize some biases that have shaped the Pen-
tadigm model and our thinking. You may agree with some of these while others
may strike you as absurd. Arguing each of these isn’t the point. After reading this
book, we believe you’ll understand that successful businesses happen when there is
a well-executed implementation of a meaningful customer value commitment—
meaningful to the customer and meaningful to the supplying company. With this
understanding, these biases—which aren’t listed in any order of priority—should
make more sense.

1. Conventional wisdom: Being fast in time-to-market is critical.
Our bias: Delivering a winning Customer Value beats speed every time. Fast-to-
market and a bad Customer Value Commitment � big fat losses quickly.

2. Conventional wisdom: The customer is the domain of sales and marketing. 
Our bias: The customer pays the wages of everyone in the company. It is a com-
bined and inextricable responsibility of everyone in the company to ensure that a
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profitable commitment to chosen target customers is created, implemented, and
sustained.

3. Conventional wisdom: Ask the customer what improvements we need to make
and match them to our capabilities. 
Our bias: Constantly and proactively strive to improve the value commitment to the
customer. “Dollarize,” that is, quantify those improvements that delight the cus-
tomer at every opportunity. Do not let the competition get better at quantifying
customer value than you are.

4. Conventional wisdom: The “old economy” manager was poorly prepared, but
the “new economy” graduate has the right skills to figure out how to succeed. 
Our bias: Both have poorly understood the implications of economic profit when
making investments to pursue opportunities in the new economy. According to the
Gartner Group, the total net return on information technology investment from
1985 to 1995 was only 1 percent. The $500 billion spent by the United States alone
in 1996 exceeded the combined corporate profits in 1995 by $175 million. If we did
the math since 1996, we would be willing to bet there is still little improvement.
While the productivity claims might be correct, attaining high productivity with
a weak Value Proposition doesn’t generate profit because the buyer response is likely
to be weak. All too often, information technology investments are driven by an
overriding desire to cut people and costs without a clear connection to how cus-
tomers benefit. Being faster, easier, and better needs to be measured for the rele-
vant and meaningful impact to customers.

5. Conventional wisdom: The new E-business economy is creating a new list of
new rules for business success. 
Our bias: All the best examples of business success stories, such as Dell, Nucor,
Southwest, Home Depot, Solectron, and so forth, are companies that didn’t exactly
make up their own rules. They understood their essence of business (EOB) and how
it related to customers, and they drove it forward to the marketplace. They deliv-
ered a superior customer value commitment to a targeted set of customers with an
aligned business organization. And they excelled at aligning their organization and
business systems to most economically deliver a superior customer value commit-
ment. This is Pentadigm—and the new economy, including E-business issues.

6. Conventional wisdom: The new economy requires getting eyeballs over prof-
its, which means that Amazon.com is the future. 
Our bias: Eyeballs are easy to get. But eyeballs are attached to a brain that can deter-
mine quickly if the customer isn’t deriving the value it needs or expects or was prom-
ised. Winners will be those companies that bring a superior, meaningful value to
customers. Amazon.com has a good customer value commitment, but it has diffi-
culty creating economic profit. Amazon.com could have made economic profit, but
the math doesn’t work in its favor. Now its cost of equity and debt is excruciatingly
high, and its background channel and inventory systems costs outweighed its
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returns. In addition, Amazon.com has made no attempt to recognize and deliver to
customer value segments. It has one model and one strategy, which leaves large
amounts of money on the table. Businesses had better make economic profit or else
investors will place their money where they get a positive return.

7. Conventional wisdom: Implementing the latest systems, software, devices, and
partnerships to deliver a superior customer experience (what some call customer
relationship management, or CRM) is critical to winning. 
Our bias: There are costs associated with every one of these efforts. Winners select
those activities that have the most significant impact on their targeted customers
that the customers are willing to pay for and eliminate everything else. Even for
their targeted customers, leaders don’t do everything. Typically less profitable busi-
nesses write off the Information Technology (IT) investments as sunk cost and a
necessary investment in today’s competitive climate. But they don’t account for the
costs associated with getting more productive, hoping these costs can be recovered
from leaner and more responsive operations. The question is, leaner and respon-
sive for which customers?

The year-to-year listings of corporate economic profit performance tend to
be topped by companies who are better at creating exceptional customer value. In
those companies, every dollar spent is linked to a specific and relevant value-creating
activity for customers for which the business has confirmed the customer is will-
ing to pay. Surprisingly, often there are great customer ideas that customers will
tell you to invest in, but which they don’t want to pay for in the end. Sure, 24/7/365
customer service centers are great for customers, but what if it added to your cost
of operation? Would customers pay for the attendant price increase, or are there
other value drivers that are even more significant for them for which they would be
more willing to pay first?

8. Conventional wisdom: If the margins aren’t high enough, cut the costs. 
Our bias: Get the customer value commitment right and you can create more value
for your customer, which they will pay for. A 1 percent increase in price on the same
cost base converts to a 10 to 30 percent increase in profit, depending on your aver-
age Return on Sales (ROS).

9. Conventional wisdom: The Internet changes everything. 
Our bias: The Internet only enables new channel approaches. If your customer value
commitment is unappealing to buyers, it doesn’t matter whether it’s offered over
the Internet or through another channel. The Internet could be a powerful new way
to deliver value to both existing and new customers if it’s a channel to which they
will respond. For example, the U.S. Department of Commerce reported in early
2002 that the amount of Internet retail sales had increased by 20 percent over 2001.
This sounded significant until the second statistic was offered: for each retail dol-
lar spent in the United States in 2001, only one cent was spent via the Internet. And
just because Dell can be successful on the Internet doesn’t mean your business can.
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Dell’s customer value segments and in-place operations, such as call centers, set the
stage for Dell to upgrade to Internet-based operations.
10. Conventional wisdom: Understanding customer needs revolves around regular

customer surveys. 
Our bias: Discovering customer value demands regular, multi-level, interactive dia-
log and analysis with the customer at every customer interface. Five key questions
frame the dialog:

• How does the customer do things today?
• What is the customer’s cost picture and where does our customer value

commitment figure in those costs?
• What’s wrong with how the customers are doing things today?
• What would be the “dollarized” value of improvement?
• What will change for the customer over the next three to five years?
Customer satisfaction research must abandon the use of predefined checklists

and provide an open format for customers to express their real views. Additionally,
customer satisfaction must be done with a business team that can interpret what the
customers are not telling you. This team needs to intuit what customer behavior,
market trends, and your capabilities could mean for customers.

Our Objectives

We considered calling our book The Art of Avoiding the Wabashi based on a favorite
“shaggy dog” story of one of our grandfathers.

During the final days of colonialism, a missionary visited a remote African
village. Addressing the village people, he told them about the wonderful things he
and his group were going to do for the villagers. They would build sanitation and
irrigation systems, teach the children to read and write, and help the farmers
become more productive by introducing new crops and livestock. After each of his
pronouncements was translated by an elder who understood English, the people
raised their arms in praise and shouted, “Wabashi. Wabashi.” Later, while touring
the village, the elder pulled the missionary away from a large pile of bull dung he
was about to step in and advised him, “Be careful not to step in the wabashi.”

Pentadigm is a very practical, “no Wabashi” guide for understanding, creat-
ing, and capturing customer value. Our litmus tests for value-based marketing as
defined by the Pentadigm model are quite simple. Does it deliver desired value that
customers will pay for? Does it improve a company’s business profitability, what
we’ve referred to as the Essence of Business?

Pentadigm stresses practicality, process, and measurable outcomes in com-
mitting customer value profitably. It challenges current concepts, precepts, and busi-
ness and marketing biases. For example, we believe the concepts of commodity
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products or markets need to be challenged; every product or service can be value
differentiated on some basis other than price, even in a mature market. The task is
to discover unique value needs and expectations important to targeted customers
who would respond to the value offering.

What was once a head of lettuce is now a package of pre-cut, washed, ready-
to-serve salad greens that costs two to three times more. What was once a two-
inch-by-ten-inch wooden floor joist is now a stronger, quieter, “engineered beam”
at a premium price. What some might consider just a quarry with sand, rock, and
gravel is now run like an ATM money machine offering 24/7/365 availability of Six
Sigma quality materials to allow road builders to schedule around traffic jams, not
quarry schedules.

Developing a consciously chosen value mind-set can allow your company to
offer value differentiation that really matters to your targeted customers. Practic-
ing Pentadigm will help your company create and capture value.

You may believe that you already have a customer-value–driven business, but
our experience is that most companies who say they’re customer focused actually
are not. In fact, the louder they say it, the less they do it. Pentadigm provides a
framework and a process flow methodology to make certain that there is a logical
order of steps and priorities to turn what you say you want to do into action, cre-
ating value for customers and generating profits for your business.

Our expectation is that many of you will initially acknowledge Pentadigm’s
precepts—value-based marketing for bottom-line success—as obvious business
common sense, which you already practice. Only those who really challenge cur-
rent practices critically against the contents of this book are likely to be awakened
and refreshed by Pentadigm insights. We hope that our practical tools will help you
to become Pentadigm practitioners who can convert these realizations into reality
for your customers and your businesses.
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. . . customers make their choices based (not on) how good the product or service
being offered is, but rather, how good a value it is (compared) to the competitor’s
offering.

—Day & Reibstein1

Assume that a favorite restaurant you frequent is Ziroli’s Italian Ristorante, and
that between your house and Ziroli’s there are at least four other Italian establish-
ments. Why do you drive past the others to have dinner at Ziroli’s? It’s because
Ziroli’s meets or exceeds your value expectations and offers you more value than
the others. Value is a tangible concept that can be defined and quantified. This is a
major premise on which Pentadigm is based.

Our view of value-based marketing is an integrated view of the entire busi-
ness process that focuses on the value needs and value expectations of the customer,
so it’s more than a traditional functional marketing approach. It’s an enterprise-
wide leveraging of powerful market concepts we refer to as Pentidigm or how we
use the term value-based marketing. Pentadigm is the optimized combination of
business processes, people, capabilities, resources, and capital that are focused and
implemented in five continuous, dynamic steps that help you create value for both
you and your customers. Exhibit 2-1 shows a road map of these five steps.

Step 1: Discover—Understand the customer.
Step 2: Commit—Commit to the customer.
Step 3: Create—Create customer value.
Step 4: Assess—Obtain customer feedback.
Step 5: Improve—Measure and improve value.

Copyright 2002 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click Here for Terms of Use.
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Pentadigm is a framework around which you can organize your business, make
decisions, develop your people and processes, and allocate capital in line with the
value set of your customers. Pentadigm is the way your company can compete prof-
itably in its marketplaces by focusing on and maximizing the right Essence of Busi-
ness (EOB) offer with customers. You can enter the Pentadigm model at any stage,
but as a continuous improvement process, you will eventually go through all five
steps.

Wherever you enter the five steps, your value-based marketing should start
with a visit to the optician to dispose of your Intra spectacles and get your Value
spectacles fitted. Intra specs are the dark spectacles (glasses) through which a tra-
ditional business looks from the inside out at its markets and customers. Value specs

EXHIBIT 2-1

Pentadigm Road Map

Discover

Commit

CreateAssess

Improve

Customer
Value



are the glasses with clear lenses through which a company sees its markets and cus-
tomers from an enlightened perspective. Without Value specs you’re blind to
the true views, perspectives, opinions, and behaviors that build your customer’s
value set.

To support your Pentadigm transition, there are a number of key concepts
that appear throughout the book.

• Customer value comes first and foremost. This should be the heart of your
EOB. Customer value is the single most important concept your business needs to
comprehend and build itself upon. Starting anywhere else is myopic.

• The fundamental principles of a customer value commitment are that it must
(1) provide real value to the customer, (2) be superior to competitor value offers, and
(3) be profitable for you.

• Form follows value. In 1896, American architect Louis Sullivan proposed
that “form follows function” in successful architectural design. Paraphrasing Sul-
livan, Pentadigm is grounded in the premise that form follows value in business.
Organization design, processes, utilization of capital, and human and other corpo-
rate resources are determined by your customer value commitment to your target
customers. There isn’t one right answer to organizing and utilizing your company’s
resources, but we suggest that this is one governing principle that needs to be fol-
lowed. Your customer value commitment must be aligned with your customers’
value needs and expectations. And since the value expectations are different for each
value segment, many different customer value commitments may be required to be
successful.

• Sustainable value creation. A successful value-creating organization thinks
and breathes value commitment and behaves in ways that deliver what really mat-
ters to its customers. The goal is to embed this thinking and behavior into your
organization to capture value from market dynamics.

• DTS and DTC. Develop your value delivery around Dominating the Seg-
ment (DTS) or Dominating the Cycle (DTC). In DTS, you stay focused on a par-
ticular customer segment you have chosen, as Southwest Airlines does with
short-haul business travelers. In DTC, you dominate a group of customers as the
customer value changes over time, as Toyota does with car buyers. In either case
the customer’s success is your success.

The biggest and most difficult shift to Pentadigm is looking at the world
through Value spectacles. In fact, as long as you continue to wear Intra specs, you’ll
never truly integrate Pentadigm behavior. Value specs may seem like an odd meta-
phor at first. Most companies tend to be internally focused, spending more time
trying to figure out how to improve their own bottom-line performances. The
thinking is, “Let our customers worry about their own bottom lines. We have our
own profitability issues and obligations to shareholders.”
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Successful firms determine what brings real impact to their customers. For
example, an internally focused quarry can run efficiently and make a profit. But as
Granite Rock Quarry in California has proven, a rock quarry run on a value-driven
basis understands that idle manpower and equipment has a far greater impact on a
construction company’s bottom line than the cost of the raw materials. The con-
tractor’s profitability is affected by on-time delivery of sand, rock, and gravel. The
customer value commitment should be focused on eliminating costly downtime for
the contractor customers.

Granite Rock’s simple but powerful customer insight came because it looked
at its business through Value specs. Perhaps more interesting is why the entire
industry missed what everyone could see driving down any highway under con-
struction—idle manpower and equipment waiting for sand and gravel to show up.
Granite understood that business success comes from making its customers’ busi-
nesses run more profitably, that the best way to make your numbers is to help your cus-
tomers make their numbers.

If your daily mission is to generate more revenue by selling product, your out-
comes are going to be very different than if your daily mission is to help your cus-
tomers become more profitable. Positively impacting customers’ profitability makes
you a valued and valuable supplier. Regardless of what your customers make or sell
or what you sell to them, the ultimate deal maker is demonstrating tangibly how
you impact their profitability better than your competitors.

Consider the rise of EMC from a $380 million dollar corporation in 1992 to
one valued at more than $6 billion by the end of the decade. EMC’s first break-
through came when CEO Mike Ruettgers and his team realized that a super-fast
data storage system to access critical information would be of significant value to
customers’ operations. EMC customers like Delta Airlines saw the value of fast data
mining and “went so far as to waive a freeze on capital expenditures so that it could
chuck its old IBM and Hitachi” equipment and spend $8 million to acquire faster,
more reliable, more cost-efficient EMC machines.2

Fundamental Principles of Value-Based
Marketing for Bottom-Line Success

Value-based marketing is the optimized combination of business processes, people,
capabilities, resources, and capital that are focused and implemented in five con-
tinuous steps so that your business is able to understand, commit to, create, and
capture value with customers and sustain its own profit growth.

First, Pentadigm is a model driven by customer values and impacting all
aspects of your organizational dynamics. Second, Pentadigm is a business ethic that
focuses on the needs and values of the customer. Third, Pentadigm is a practical
toolkit to enable you to implement the model and the ethic in your organization.
Fourth, Pentadigm is a new integrated view of the entire business process driven
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from the source of demand, which is customer value expectations. Fifth, Pentadigm
is a dynamic model that you can enter at any stage.

The fundamental principles of customer value commitment cited in Chap-
ter 1 provide the basis for three key questions when committing to creating value:

1. Is your customer value commitment providing real value to the customer?

2. Is your customer value commitment superior to competitors’ customer
value commitment?

3. Is your customer value commitment profitable for you?

The basis of this thinking is rooted in management training for New Prod-
uct Development nearly twenty years ago. Managers were trained to figure out if
(1) their product was real for customers, (2) the product could win versus compe-
tition, and (3) the product was worthwhile financially for the company. The attri-
bution for this paradigm has been lost with time, but the idea behind the question
grew much broader and deeper for us than just for applying to new products.

Over time we came to realize the limitations of such product-centric views,
and gradually started to craft the logic around value for customers and the supplier
organization’s ability to understand, create, and capture that customer value. This
led to a fundamental principle of Pentadigm—value must be predicated on what
really matters to your customers, where your value is superior to any other options
the customer has, and where you can provide what-really-matters profitably. These
three Principles of the Customer Value Commitment depicted in Exhibit 2-2 should
drive all your value thinking, behavior, and decisions.

While in the short term you may satisfy only one or two of these principles,
no business can sustain performance if it doesn’t excel at balancing all three prin-
ciples (see Exhibit 2-3). In some new-business scenarios, profit may slip short term,
but this loss is acceptable only if you have a distinct advantage in the first two
parts—real value and superior value. If you don’t, you’re building a business based
upon a cracked and leaky foundation. The ultimate goal of Pentadigm is to help
you create, implement, and sustain your customer value commitment. Arguably,
Amazon.com offered real and superior value. But once the company lost sight of
profit, it invested in expensive infrastructure that could have been achieved more
economically through partnerships.

Defining Value: The Value Ratio

An exchange occurs when two parties get and give up something of value.3 What
each party expects to give and get constitutes their value expectations. Give and get
are value drivers; they drive the buyer’s purchasing behavior with the objective of
satisfying the value expectations. As Day and Reibstein suggest, the basic founda-
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tion of any successful business exchange is that the customer obtains value, not
products or features. A customer relationship is based on the ability of the supplier
to consistently provide value and to provide more value than can be derived by the
customer from the competitors’ offerings.

In seminal work done by Lanning and Philips and others in the early 1980s,
value (V) was defined as the equation: End-Result Benefits (B) minus Price (P) or
V � B � P. 4 Value is a quantification of what the customer will get minus what the
customer has to pay.

Benefits are frequently confused with features, to which anyone who’s ever
worked in sales can attest. Benefits are desirable consequences or specific advantages
sought from an offering by a customer to satisfy a need. It’s always a creative chal-
lenge to take a product or service, its features, and the outcomes of those features
and derive a benefit. For example, the viscosity of ink—the feature—permits con-
sistent application of a legible product time and date information on a package—
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EXHIBIT 2-2

Three Fundamental Principles of a Customer Value Commitment
THE PENTADIGM PRINCIPLE: Pentadigm—where customer value commitment and

business value are created and sustainable performance is grounded.

Is our value offer

superior?

Is our value offer 

real?

Is our value offer

profitable?

PENTADIGM
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EXHIBIT 2-3

Developing and Sustaining Enterprise Value Creation

REAL 
VALUE

SUPERIOR 
VALUE

PROFITABLE 
VALUE

IS OUR VALUE REAL?

❑ Is the market real?

Who is the customer?

What are the customer

segments?

What are customers doing today?

Why are they doing this?

What is or could be more

meaningful?

❑ Is the value proposition real?

What are the critical value

factors?

What are customers’ value

options?

How will customers benefit? 

What will customers give up?

Can it be done?

Can we quantify our value?

❑ Would customers believe it?

Why will customers be better off?

Is the timing right for customers? 

Does it really matter to them?

IS OUR VALUE SUPERIOR?

❑ Is our value superior to the

alternatives?

How and why superior to other

options?

Is ours the most meaningful and

relevant? 

For which customer segments?

For which segments is it inferior?

Is our value-based price right?

❑ Can it be developed and 

produced? Can we deliver?

Is sales, service, and supply chain

ready?

Can our processes be aligned? 

Is our channel to customers

suitable?

Are customer relationships in

place?

Can we prove our value to

customers?

❑ Would the market believe it?

Why will it improve our market

position?

Is the timing right for our

market(s)?

Does it really make a difference?

IS OUR VALUE PROFITABLE?

❑ Can we make money?

What will it cost us?

Can we afford it?

What/where will we stop

spending?

When can we expect to be

profitable?

Can we make economic profit?

❑ Does it fit with our company

goals?

How does it compare to other

investments?

Does it fit into our portfolio?

What will we stop investing in?

Does it meet our strategic

direction? 

Does it support the company’s

mission?

Does it sustain our Pentadigm? 

❑ Would the company believe it?

Will our organization be 

behind it?

Will our leadership support it? 

Is it right for our future success?



what the feature does. The benefit is that the production line experiences no costly
downtime, which is the real benefit to the manufacturer, and which is quantifiable.

Home Depot’s 2002 Winter Olympics advertising campaign, for which the
company was a corporate sponsor, focused on the number of Olympic athletes who
work for the company and the medals they had earned. As Home Depot Olympians
won medals, the ads had a rollover counter at the end, which increased the total.
The ads were engaging, but having Olympic athletes for employees may not be per-
ceived as being a benefit to a building contractor. The buyer, not the seller, defines
benefits.

Price in the original value equation was defined as what’s paid for the prod-
uct or service.

Benefits and Price are delimiting terms. And since the purchasing decision is
a trade-off, it makes more sense to us to treat the Value (V) as a ratio of Desired
Benefits (DB) over Relative Costs (RC) or V � DB / RC. Value is a quantification
of what the customer will get divided by what the customer has to give up in the
exchange.

The terms Desired Benefits and Relative Costs are used deliberately as more effi-
cient descriptors in describing value in an exchange. Exhibit 2-4 illustrates this con-
cept. A Desired Benefit is something the customer really wants, something that
matters to them and for which they’re willing to pay. The Desired Benefits you
expected Ziroli’s Ristorante to provide the first time you ate there ranged from,
perhaps, ambience and delicious food to a well-stocked wine list and great service.
The Desired Benefits sought from an automotive paint by a body shop that spe-
cializes in high-quality refinishing of BMWs could be ease of application, a single
application to achieve the desired quality, a consistent color match, and technical
assistance to achieve the desired quality.

Relative Costs is more than price. Cost is what the customer has to give up
to acquire the Desired Benefits derived from your products or services, which is
more than the price of the product or service. A professional purchasing depart-
ment or buying center knows what it costs to acquire the products and services it’s
buying and how much it costs to spend each purchasing dollar. And costs are rela-
tive: ordering costs could be lower for a centralized purchasing function for one
global customer, higher for another.

The three basic components of Relative Costs are:

1. Acquisition costs: for example, net price; ordering costs; time, energy, and
effort in the purchasing process; cost of mistakes in order; prepurchase
evaluation costs; risk; and trade-offs.

2. Possession costs: for example, storage costs; shrinkage and obsolescence;
taxes and insurance; materials management and inventory; transportation;
and maintenance.
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3. Usage costs: for example, user labor costs; process costs; product shelf life
costs; replacement costs; and disposal costs.

A fourth, often overlooked, component of cost is opportunity cost—what is
traded off or forfeited by the spender deciding to incur the cost. The trade-off could
be foregoing quarterly sourcing and negotiation for a long-term supplier contract.
Cost can also include the perceived level of risk; failure to use substitute products;
the time, energy, and effort required to make the purchase decision, among other
situations.

Your Relative Costs when deciding to make a reservation at Ziroli’s perhaps
included the risk of an unknown dining experience, the time it would take you to
drive to the restaurant and wait for a table, and the price of the meal. For the BMW
auto body shop, cost might include not only the price of the paint and credit charges,
but the skill level required by the employees applying the paint, special equipment,
storage costs, and so on.

A product or service is perceived to have value when the customer perceives
the value ratio to be �1.0/1.0. This value really does make a difference to the cus-
tomer, and so it is more likely to prompt a buying decision. If the ratio is �1.0/1.0,
then you haven’t created value or the perception of value for the customer. To
increase a value ratio, you have to either increase the Desired Benefits and/or
decrease the Relative Costs.

Buyers of the same product will have different value ratios. The high-quality
automotive shop described earlier is more focused on the Desired Benefits compo-
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EXHIBIT 2-4

The Value Ratio Balance: Desired Benefits over Relative Cost

RELATIVE COSTS

(GIVE)

DESIRED BENEFITS

(GET)



nent of the value ratio and is less concerned about the Relative Costs. Conversely,
a small-town mom-and-pop auto body repair shop may be more of a price buyer.

And looking through the Pentadigm Value specs, a price buyer is a value
buyer. For a price buyer, price is an important value driver and is a big component
of the Relative Costs denominator in the value ratio. The price buyer sees no dif-
ferentiation in physical product nor in the basic services of each supplier. Typically,
price buyers are sophisticated and knowledgeable users of what they are buying. If
these customers are chosen as target customers to pursue, the challenge becomes
forming the organization’s processes, resources, and people to serve them prof-
itably. We’ve seen only a few pure price buyers. Even in some large markets for
undifferentiated products, we have discovered new value drivers for what were
regarded as “Lowest Price Buyers.” For example, the ease of doing business can be
more valuable to such customers than pure lowest price, which raises an issue worth
discussing.

In the customer value ratio, price is just one factor of Relative Costs. This
means that, rather than thinking of price in terms of supplier costs plus margin,
Pentadigm perceives price in terms of value to the customer. The more value you
deliver in terms of Desired Benefits to Relative Costs, the more price is impacted.
The less value you deliver, the more price is commoditized.

If you can’t establish a positive value ratio for the customer in any aspect of
the offering, price is irrelevant. Instead, you must challenge whether that element
of the offering is relevant or appropriate. As customers’ needs change over time,
you must either make regular checks with customers to maintain your understand-
ing of their value set and how that affects price, or you must proactively develop
new value offerings based upon your knowledge and insights about customers.

In any market segment and to any customer there is a lowest price offering.
In understanding and setting price, start with this offer, as this is the low-point
benchmark against which to compare and contrast your offering. Once you’ve
described the lowest price offering, you need to be able to build a logic and an argu-
ment to justify the scale of difference in your price compared to that low point.
Then determine how the customer benefits from additional elements of your offer-
ing and what those elements are worth to the customer.

Every customer value segment has specific elements of its value set which—
if fulfilled—will attract a non-price-sensitive response. The key is to identify
these elements. This forms the basis of your pricing decision and your price argu-
ment/justification.

Any idiot can compete on price. But only the supplier with the best-cost posi-
tion based on the principle of “form follows value” can sustain such a policy long
term and hope to remain profitable. Others must find the true basis of value in their
customers’ value set, and position and price accordingly. A key principle in under-
standing price sensitivity is the age-old concept of price elasticity, summarized in
Exhibit 2-5.
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Understand that, in the supplier value ratio, pricing is the only element of the
marketing mix that generates income; all other elements incur costs. A common
perception is that value-added brings value. That’s not true. Value-added is usually
defined from the supplier’s perspective. You’ve “added” something to a product or
service offering which you think has “value.” But if the customer doesn’t care about
that something, it’s not value-added. It’s critical in your Pentadigm pricing strat-
egy that you understand how important Relative Cost is in relation to Desired Ben-
efits for the customer value segment and how much value the customer assigns to
or associates with that element of the offer.

The Value Ratio Chain

In reality, there are three value ratios relevant to the customer and integral to Pen-
tadigm: the Expected Value (VE) ratio, the Value Proposed (VP) ratio, and the Actual
Value Derived (VA) ratio. In the prepurchase stage, a need drives buying behavior.
Consider the situation when a global sales manager needs a way to connect his or
her virtual sales force in real time. Specifications—a list reflecting Desired Bene-
fits and Relative Costs concerns—are drawn up. This list is the user’s Expected
Value ratio that drives the purchasing behavior to the next stage.

The sales manager asks purchasing to see what products and services are avail-
able in the market that will satisfy his or her needs and meet or exceed the expected
value. Purchasing sources potential suppliers, who are asked to respond to a Request
For Quotation (RFQ) or tender containing the specifications with products, brand
options, and prices. Potential suppliers respond with their respective value propo-
sitions, explanations of what Desired Benefits will be delivered at what Relative
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EXHIBIT 2-5

Factors Affecting Price Elasticity

Demand Will Be More
FACTORS AFFECTING PRICE ELASTICITY ELASTIC INELASTIC

Product is perceived as unique X

Many substitutes are available X

Product has low switching costs X

Product is easily compared with competition X

Price is used as an indicator of quality X

Expenditure is significant investment for the customer X

Product forms only part of total costs X



Costs. This is the buyer’s value proposition ratio that helps the buyer decide which
supplier to use.

A customer buys value, not the product or the service. The customer’s pur-
chase decision is motivated by the belief that it will get more value than expected,
that VE � VP. If the expected value to be derived from your product or service is
greater than what the customer is promised it will receive—VE � VP—the likeli-
hood that a transaction will occur is very small.

Postpurchase, a customer has either a formal or an informal evaluation pro-
cess to assess the value actually delivered from the transaction and, ultimately, the
relationship. This result is in the Actual Value Delivered ratio. After your first din-
ing experience at Ziroli’s, you evaluated the actual value derived based on what you’d
expected to receive and decided that the value was equal to or better than any of
the other Italian restaurants in your area. It’s that value that you continue to buy
each time you have dinner there.

Customers must obtain at delivery a value greater than or equal to what they
were promised they would receive—VP � VA. This leads to repurchase behavior. If
customers fail to obtain the value they thought they would based on your commu-
nications and representations prior to the sale—VP � VA—there might be problems
with payment on the purchase order, expectations for adjustments to the purchase
agreement, and almost certainly no repeat business.

The value ratio chain that ultimately leads to a relationship over time is VE �

VP � VA. This means the actual value delivered (VA) by the supplier must equal or
exceed the perceived value (VP) promised to be delivered. And that the perceived
value (VP) promised to be delivered must equal or exceed the expected value (VE)
the customer is seeking in a transaction with a supplier. A key Pentadigm axiom is
that those companies that consistently provide this value ratio chain for customers
gain a sustainable competitive advantage in the market.

What happens when customers reduce the number of suppliers? What’s your
experience in terms of who the first suppliers are to be cut? Is it the suppliers who
have the least quantified impact on the customer’s bottom line or the most? What
happened when you were absolutely convinced you had the best deal for a customer
and lost the business? Was it the best deal with the greatest profit impact from the
customer’s perspective? Are you really sure what the key drivers are of your cus-
tomer’s bottom line relative to your product and your competitors impact on it?
The foundation for your business in any market—whether it’s business-to-business
or consumer markets—is having a superior customer experience that touches the
buyers in ways that are most meaningful, relevant, and specific to what is impor-
tant in their world.

The evaluation and adjustment of the customers’ value expectations become
easier to do as trust builds during the lifetime of the customer relationships. The
result is the ability to partner with customers and proactively anticipate what their
Desired Benefits and Relative Costs are going to be. This powerful relationship
position creates a long-term sustainable competitive advantage.
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It’s also important to understand that you as a supplier also have a value ratio
defined as the Desired Benefits derived from doing business with a customer or value
segment divided by the Relative Costs of acquiring, maintaining, and retaining that
customer or V � DB / RC.

The value ratio should consistently be above 1.0 for a customer or a customer
segment to qualify as a target. A preferred customers’ list with attendant criteria
defining what makes a customer a desirable target helps keep the sales and market-
ing effort focused. Other useful tools include calculation of customer (discounted
net) lifetime values for customers or target market segments and development of
economic profit models for products and segments. Both of these are discussed later
in the book.

The 1-2-3 Strategy for Customer Segments

In the mid-1980s, one of us worked for the GE Plastics business unit where he had
the opportunity to work on a cutting-edge innovation program to advance build-
ing products in the housing market. The project, Living Environments, was more
popularly referred to as the Plastics House or the House of the Future. At that time,
GE’s dominant customer segments focus was on Innovators and Optimizers. Its
industry focus was the home building industry, one the group saw as positioned in
the mature stage of the product-market life cycle (PMLC) curve. Though GE Plas-
tics recognized that there was innovation occurring within the industry, the influ-
ence of the code and regulatory environment “controlled” innovation to protect
homeowners, builders, and the industry itself.

Given this environment, GE needed to develop some way to help its custom-
ers, who were conservative by nature, become comfortable with the potential inno-
vation that plastics could bring to the industry. What this market needed to know
was what was possible with plastics right then, what could be done with plastics in
the near future, and what the future might hold in store. From this simple idea grew
the 1-2-3 Strategic Value Plan approach, which is a timeless way to develop a busi-
ness’s strategy and drive the customer value game plan.

While most companies spend a fair amount of time waiting for customers to
tell what they want or studying trends, the GE Plastics group figured that it could
create the trends or at least play a significant role in influencing them. The prem-
ise was that GE’s customers would never invest time or energy in learning what GE
Plastics and its products, services, and technology could do for them today or in
the future. The objective became to proactively educate GE Plastics customers by
showing them the future. Living environments became the working laboratories to
explore the future and shape respective destinies with 53 leading home products
companies, including Sony, Kohler, Bose, Johnson & Johnson, Masco, Carrier,
Weyerhaeuser, and Matsushita Electric Company.
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The parallel Pentadigm lesson is that, once you’ve decided who your target
segments are and whether to be a DTC (dominate the cycle) or DTS (dominate the
segment) player, you need to create a 1-2-3 Strategy Value Planning diagram, illus-
trated in Exhibit 2-6.

Strategy 1 is the most relevant meaningful value that you can deliver today,
this year. Strategy 2 starts you thinking about what’s likely to matter next with your
customers one to two years in the future. Strategy 3 is your vision for your cus-
tomers two to four years down the road. Strategies 2 and 3 don’t need to be and
won’t be perfect, but they do need to help you suggest possibilities or prototypes
that your customers can dialog with you on.

The point of the Plastics House wasn’t intended to convince home products
companies that people would be living in all-plastic houses. Rather, it was to find
the best opportunities to provide customer value with present capabilities and
expertise, and to involve customers in an ongoing dialog to help them envision what
the future could be.

If you’re always one step ahead with superior customer value commitment,
you’ll be one step ahead of your competition. Competition will surely come, but
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EXHIBIT 2-6

Strategic Value Planning

WHERE ARE YOU LEADING CUSTOMER VALUE?

1 2 3

0–1 YEAR 1–2 YEARS 2–4 YEARS

(Time line relevant to your market)

❑ To which customer segment

can we deliver superior

customer value with what we

are capable of doing today? 

❑ How will we interact with

our customers to learn what

will matter to them in the

future? 

❑ What/Where/How can we

leverage to grow customer

value based on what will

matter next to our

customers? 

❑ Do we drive DTS or DTC? Is

our form emerging to follow

the value we intend to

deliver? 

❑ What could be the future of

our customer value in their

markets, applications, and

customers? 

❑ What will the potential

implications of DTS or DTC

tell us about changing

customer value? How do we

lead change in the

marketplace?



once the Pentadigm momentum has gathered within your organization, you’ll have
created a significant competitive weapon.

Understanding the definition and calculation of value is critical to each of the
five Pentadigm steps. You have to discover your customers’ value expectations and
value ratios to understand the Desired Benefits sought and the Relative Costs con-
cerns. You must decide whether or not to commit to providing the expected value.
You have to create the value by making sure that the Desired Benefits and Relative
Costs are implemented and delivered. You need to assess the customer relationships
you’ve acquired by measuring the actual value delivered. And you have to constantly
improve your customer value commitment as the value ratios for the customer value
segments change.

One question you may have right now is, “Is Pentadigm something our busi-
ness can do?” You may be thinking that your situation is different from any exam-
ple we have used so far. And that’s probably true, to a point. The companies in our
examples all had their own unique and different challenges.

What Pentadigm helped us realize is that it doesn’t matter so much what your
current position or difficulties are. Businesses like RE–VO and IBM start or turn
around, as IBM has done in the past decade, when customer value needs and expec-
tations are connected with and aligned to the business’s EOB. That’s the challenge
and promise of Pentadigm.

KEY INSIGHTS

1. The biggest and most difficult shift to Pentadigm is looking at the world through Value
spectacles. In fact, as long as you continue to wear Intra specs, you’ll never truly integrate
Pentadigm behavior.

2. The best way to make your numbers is to help your customers make their numbers.

3. The fundamental principles of a customer value commitment cited in Chapter 1 provide the
basis for three key questions when committing to creating value:

• Is the customer value commitment providing real value to the customer?

• Is the customer value commitment superior to competitors’ customer value commitment?

• Is the customer value commitment profitable for you?

4. Since the purchasing decision is a trade-off, it makes more sense to us to treat the Value (V)
as a ratio of Desired Benefits (DB) over Relative Costs (RC) or V � DB / RC. Value is a
quantification of what the customer will get divided by what the customer has to give up in
the exchange.

5. The value chain that ultimately leads to a relationship over time is VE � VP � VA. It’s
axiomatic that companies which consistently provide a superior value ratio for customers
gain a sustainable competitive advantage in the market.
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CHECKLIST

❑ Step 1—Discover: Understand the customer.

❑ Step 2—Commit: Commit to the customer.

❑ Step 3—Create: Create customer value.

❑ Step 4—Assess: Obtain customer feedback.

❑ Step 5—Improve: Measure and improve value.
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step 1: discover—
understand

the customer

CHAPTER
3

33

Be it furniture, clothes, or health care, many industries today are marketing
nothing more than commodities—no more, no less. What will make the differ-
ence in the long run is the care and feeding of customers.

—Michael Mescon1

The marketing landscape is littered with the carcasses of products and services
launched by companies who didn’t understand their customers and, as a result, were
caught in the trap of “if we build it and sell it, they will buy it.” In the mid-1980s,
Coca-Cola spent $4 million to develop a new Coke, failing to understand that the
new formulation wasn’t good enough to overcome buyer loyalty for the “classic”
Coke taste. Buyer loyalty was predicated on something in classic Coke valued by
buyers and absent in the new Coke, which Coca-Cola failed to assess or realize.
What Coke had seen and focused on was the Pepsi product that was gaining
customers.

In 1987, GM launched the “Not your father’s Oldsmobile” campaign target-
ing younger buyers. Focused on improved styling and features, the campaign fea-
tured famous parent-child pairs like Ringo Starr and his daughter, Winona and
Naomi Judd, William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy and their kids, Harry and Shari
Belafonte, and Roger Moore and his daughter. Even with its new features and
design, Olds didn’t meet the needs and expectations of the younger drivers in the
Olds target market. The campaign slogan has become part of the vernacular, what
one pundit described as a phrase “synonymous with marketing desperation.” GM
is now closing its Oldsmobile division.

In the late 1990s, Webvan launched a home grocery delivery service. The
assumptions were that the grumbles in the tiresome line at the grocery store would
translate into online behavior grocery buying. That parents with small kids would
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appreciate having to make fewer trips to the store, always a challenge in child man-
agement and control. That the graying population would be physically safer not
going out to shop. That the newness of online ordering would trigger a trial that
would lead to a change in grocery-buying behavior.

Webvan had an efficient website and on-time delivery system at comparable
prices to what consumers would find in the stores. Webvan was ranked first among
all Internet grocery stores when it went out of business. What Webvan failed to
understand was customer needs and behavior. Online grocery shopping isn’t a con-
venience buying activity like stopping at the store on the way home for a loaf of
bread; it requires advanced planning of a shopping list, which consumers don’t do
often. Online grocery shopping behavior was primarily for stocking up on staples
or heavier and larger items that are difficult to carry to and from the car and then
into the house. And even with a quick online interface, online ordering was still
more of a hassle than pushing a cart up and down an aisle. Buyer behavior doesn’t
change in Internet time.

From these cases it might seem like we’re advocating an anti–new-product
development stance; we’re not. But think about product development for a moment
from the perspective of value-based marketing for bottom-line success. Reexamine
the terms new product development or product innovation. The focus is product. The
objective for product management is to make new or existing products profitable.
We understand that product can mean offerings broader than the physical product,
such as service, information, and relationships. But your product/service is often
only one, and perhaps the least important, value driver for your customer. Value-
based marketing is less about product and more about a customer value creation
and commitment model, which may occasionally require a new product to be
developed.

One of our favorite examples of a product whose manufacturer thought it had
discovered a value-added, differentiated offering but which missed the target mar-
ket by not understanding its value expectations was the smokeless cigarette. Touted
as a new, differentiated, value-added cigarette, it was intended to change the for-
tunes of R. J. Reynolds.

The cigarette was almost smoke-free and the smoke emitted was supposed to
be cleaner than the smoke from a regular cigarette. Given smoking trends and the
national antismoking sentiment in the United States, the smokeless cigarette should
have been a winner. After more than $500 million invested, have you ever seen a
smokeless cigarette? The benefits of a smokeless cigarette weren’t desired by smok-
ers and didn’t offer enough value to result in a change of behavior. The benefits of
a smokeless cigarette were immense for nonsmokers, but they weren’t benefits for
the target buyer.

What’s your company’s best marketing faux pas or disaster story, and how
much of the failure is attributable to not understanding the customer and the cus-
tomer’s value needs and expectations?



Five Actions in Pentadigm Step 1: Discover

Understanding the customer is the first step in achieving bottom-line success by
applying value-based marketing using the Pentadigm model. Discover what your
customers’ needs and value expectations are. Discover what the business relation-
ship looks like through their eyes. Discover who the players are in the value chain,
from the end user of your value commitment to all channel members. Discover and
quantify the value that flows between the value chain members. Discover which
customer value segments exist, based on their value needs, expectations, and choices.

Discovery demands a much greater proactive commitment than merely sur-
veying customers or listening to them. Resistance at the start of discovery may even
be desirable. Your cynics will keep the process grounded. Discovery requires atten-
tiveness, creativity, imagination, and even speculation. Discovery should be one of
the most exciting adrenaline rushes your team gets. Discovery is as unpredictable
as it is exciting; you must constantly be alert to new discoveries that may challenge
or change your original ideas. Listen for signals like, “. . . if only . . . ,” “. . . but what
I really need . . . ,” or “. . . it would be worth . . . to me.”

You only have to look around at some of the really successful offerings in the
marketplace to realize that this is true. If Michael Dell had listened to the tradi-
tional channel partners in the PC industry, he wouldn’t have invented his highly
successful direct offering. People and companies who anticipate or fuel market
needs and exceed the customers’ value expectations are the market makers.

Discover includes five major actions.

1. Define and map the market. The customer’s buying process examines the
underlying value drivers that guide the buyer’s decision making and links the driv-
ers to the evolution of customer value (Customer Value Cycle). Look at your mar-
ket and the offerings in the market through the eyes of the customer. Understand
customer choices and the reasons for those choices. Define the market by the needs
of the customer.

2. Understand customer value expectations. Identify benefits sought by the cus-
tomer and quantify the value to the customer of that benefit. Understand buyers’
willingness to give up certain things in order to get what is most important to them.

3. Discover customer value segments. Value-based segmentation identifies groups
of customers with the same or similar value ratios, that is, what drives and triggers
their buying decisions. Seek unmet needs relentlessly.

4. Assess competitive position. Know how customers in a customer value segment
perceive and value your offering versus that of your competition. Assessment of
your competitive position evaluates the customer’s judgment of your customer value
commitment in comparison with those of your competitors.

5. Select target customer value segments. This is based on their attractiveness and
your ability to compete effectively in that customer value segment by delivering
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superior customer value. Target only those customer value segments that are attrac-
tive, and where you have or can build a competitive advantage that the customer
recognizes and values. Selecting target customer value segments leads to a value-
based strategy where you as a supplier make a conscious choice about which cus-
tomer value segments you choose to serve. Only serve customers whose Customer
Lifetime Value (CLV) is positive and high.

Define and Map the Market

Until 1965, Harley-Davidson was the dominant player in the U.S. motorcycle mar-
ket. Company analysis showed that Honda wasn’t a significant threat, that light-
weight motorcycles would not be popular and that little market growth could be
expected. However, from 1964 to 1981 while motorcycle registrations in the United
States quadrupled, Harley-Davidson’s market share dropped to 3 percent. Part of
that was attributable to major quality and cost issues.

A bloc of Harley-Davidson executives and stockholders bought the company
in 1981, and made it the company’s mission to improve the bike’s battered quality
image. To emphasize its after-sales service commitment, Harley-Davidson estab-
lished the HOG (Harley Owners Group). And it “pressured dealers who they felt
perpetuated a ‘bad-guy image’ . . . to clean up their acts, to stop treating owners of
Japanese motorcycles (hence potential Harley owners) with contempt, and to reach
out to new customers through (Harley-Davidson’s) new product lines and ‘boutique’-
quality clothing.”2

But a major hurdle remained in the public’s perception of a HOG—Harley
Owners Group—member as a “. . . pot-smoking, beer-drinking, woman-chasing,
tattoo-covered, leather-clad biker.”3 Market research suggested that an unexpected
customer value segment was developing an interest in big motorcycles. Dubbed “the
Rubbies,” shorthand for Rich Urban Bikers, this customer value segment included
lawyers, doctors, businessmen, and other nontraditional HOG-types looking for a
prestigous “all-American” item. Focusing on the Rubbies, Harley-Davidson had 20
models of huge bikes available for the market by 1991 and began to license its dis-
tinctive Harley-Davidson shield logo on T-shirts, cologne, pajamas, caps, and other
products. “The biker image was sanitized in an effort to make it safe for ‘rubbies’
and wannabe bikers.”4 The company was back in the black by 1983. From 1989 to
2000, HOG membership rose from 90,000 to 200,000. Sales revenues almost
quadrupled and profits increased from $35 million to $350 million.

The Harley-Davidson story has three key learning points relevant to defin-
ing and mapping your market.

1. Think about customer value expectations in innovative ways. Motorcycle
buyers weren’t all just looking for transportation; some just needed the big,
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attention-getting, distinctive throb of a Harley motor—the all-American
toy.

2. Use market research, but merge and combine it with intuition and gut
feeling, to understand customer behavior, trends and unmet needs.

3. A new value segmentation strategy can help reposition or reinvent a
product, a brand, or a company.

Understanding customers’ value ratios and being able to quantify them
requires the resource commitment of a mix of people who believe in the value deliv-
ery paradigm, who like to interact with customers and who are naturally curious,
comfortable with the ambiguity of customers’ needs, and are objective, factual, ana-
lytical, and data driven. They should be from a number of functions, some of which
currently interact with customers like marketing, sales, and customer and techni-
cal services, while others may not currently have direct customer interface like
finance, production, or IT.

Defining and mapping the market seems self-explanatory. The objective is to
chart what the market looks like in terms of behavior, needs and expectations, chan-
nel players, and solution providers to discover customer value segments. In its sim-
plest form, it’s altering your mass market to a segmented one composed of clusters
of customers with homogeneous behavior and needs. It’s changing a random aggre-
gation of target buyers to a linear plot from those most likely to respond to your
customer value commitment to those who will never respond.

A good way to think about defining and mapping a market is to consider using
the Product-Market Life Cycle (PMLC) and turning it into the Value Life Cycle
(VLC). The PMLC maps the four stages a product goes through in its life: Inno-
vation, Growth, Maturity, and Decline. One might argue at great length about
details and descriptors of the PMLC, but we have found some remarkable patterns
and common denominators of value across many markets.

For now, consider the key theme of the traditional look at PMLC. Most busi-
ness people can accept that over time an innovation’s relative relationship with cus-
tomers will change as the market grows and new competitors enter. Ultimately,
businesses tend to believe that they will need new products in their pipeline as over
time the product will reach maturity and become a “commodity” in their markets.
Before that time, though, if you’re product-centric in your strategy, you will
develop another innovation and start a new PMLC curve. The top of Exhibit 3-1
illustrates this pattern of strategic thinking.

However, there is a more effective approach to understanding the market and
developing a strategy, choosing to Dominate the Segment (DTS) or to Dominate
the Cycle (DTC).

The PMLC represents a dynamic model of customers as well as product
markets. Customers with different value drivers buy in different stages of the
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PMLC and many of these customers demonstrate consistent behavior over time.
Yesterday’s economizer customer, for example, will likely be an economizer cus-
tomer today, tomorrow, and the next day. A paper mill that buys several thousand
tons of processing additives is likely to show very consistent buying behavior as
an economizer or an operationalizer.
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EXHIBIT 3-1

Value Cycle—DTS and DTC

TRADITIONAL PMLC THINKING
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DTC—DOMINATE THE CYCLE
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But there are also buyers who, because of the nature of their markets, change
buying behavior, which you can count on happening just as consistently. An exam-
ple might be an automotive company like GM, Ford, Toyota, or DaimlerChrysler.
It initially looks for innovation and optimization, but as a vehicle model matures, it
rewards suppliers less and less for the original innovation, and more and more for
behaving like economizer and operationalizer suppliers.

In DTS, the middle diagram in Exhibit 3-1, you focus on one segment, such
as Innovators. Your entire business is focused and aligned to deliver valuable inno-
vation to buyers who themselves are focused on providing leading-edge innovation
to their customers. You grow your business based upon growing innovation with
existing customers and adding new customers who are also looking for an innova-
tive edge. This was exactly the approach Intel used in chip development and GE
used in growing its plastics business. The trick is to be able to discriminate between
customers who are only looking to create one innovation and then decide to ride
their own PMLC curve into maturity from customers who use constant innova-
tions as their primary source of profit generation. It’s also important not to be
seduced into following the former.

This has been the brilliance of Southwest Airlines—it targeted one segment
and kept on growing by looking for more airport markets with the same customer
type. It also explains why the other airlines fail to compete successfully against
Southwest. While the other airlines kept thinking Southwest wasn’t a real airline,
they never considered Southwest’s simple insight of just looking for more of the
same customers in other geographic areas.

In DTC, the bottom diagram in Exhibit 3-1, you recognize that customer
needs will change over time, and you build the ability to manage and drive cus-
tomers through the cycle. This is a far more complicated strategy to pull off. Many
companies think they do this today, but we think there are some powerful impli-
cations most overlook. Let’s again consider suppliers to automotive companies.
Once a supplier sells an innovation, the supplier knows it will be down-engineered
as an automotive company gets more experience with their product or system.
Rather than proactively moving customers to a more cost-effective, down-
engineered value specification, most suppliers will spend considerable energy and
resources trying to justify the original value. This is the same strategy you see with
many pharmaceutical and software companies. They have a tendency to wrap them-
selves in expensive branding campaigns to prevent the customer from being able to
purchase a product or service more cost-effectively, even when the original prod-
uct may be overspecified or overpriced relative to its current marketplace position
on the VLC.

In DTC, a business uses to its advantage the natural cycle that buyers and
markets go through. Your goal is to not build artificial customer value barriers and
thereby add costs, but to build velocity to get customers through the cycle. Think
of it as the inventory turns for customer value. The other traditional downfall to
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doing this has been in building cost structure that gets spread across all segments
and customers. To sustain doing this, a firm must consider separate operating value
units or change its cost accounting practices.

Dell computer has successfully managed both its customer segments and
changing technology innovations in the marketplace. Look through Dell’s website
at www.dell.com. Dell has segmented its customers and has given them the option
to choose which level of technology sophistication fits their needs and priorities.
Catalog and Internet retailer, the TireRack, also has aligned its business to manage
changing customer value over the cycle.

You’re probably thinking we’ve oversimplified the reality of your business.
We recognize that you may be playing all over the PMLC with all four customer
segments and your business is base loaded with customers you can’t give up. But
you’re not ready to make the DTC and DTS decisions until your segmentation
work is done anyway.

In most cases there will be an evolution between your budgetary cycles to get
to either DTC or DTS. In some cases your business may have the ability to suc-
cessfully manage several DTS markets. But you won’t know this until you under-
stand your existing customer segment mix. Pentadigm market maps need to be
developed at different levels of detail.

We recommend you start with a “high-level” map describing all the needs, all
the value expectations, all the value chain members and their behavior. From this
knowledge, you can “drill-down” to deeper levels of detail, depending upon what
you discover to be relevant and appropriate to developing your understanding of
the customer value set. Always start with the customer and work back up the value
chain.

It’s important to quantify the customer expectations and customer value com-
mitments at each level in the chain.

• Who pays how much for what? Why are they paying for these things?
• What customer value do they create?
• What do they get back in profit from the next value chain member?
• What customer value are they seeking themselves?

Often the market map is only a first step in understanding customer needs.
Further analysis and questioning may be needed, such as:

• Why customers choose certain solutions and/or sources of supply?
• What are their current cost and drivers of their behavior? What would

cause them to change behavior?
• What unmet or poorly met needs do they have?

These questions and their answers may lead to a redrawing of the market map
to discover groups of customers with similar needs or behaviors.
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Understand Customer Value Expectations

A client once asked, “Should we develop a geomarket strategy first and fit that into
a global market strategy or vice versa?” Our response was, since the subject of the
question was “we,” the wrong question was being asked of the wrong people. The
question should be, “What would best fulfill our customers’ needs and expectations?”

Each customer has a different set of values that it uses as a basis for reaching
a buying decision. Discovering and understanding the purchasing behavior and value
drivers of individual customers is the first step in value segmentation. This provides
a meaningful basis for targeting those customers who are most likely to value your
offering and to enable you to calculate whether you can serve those customers
profitably.

In Pentadigm, a customer is any member of the value chain who directly or
indirectly purchases or influences the purchase of your customer value commit-
ment. In some cases this can be one or more individuals at one or more levels in the
buyer’s organization. Or it could be one or more members of the value channel. The
more complex the purchasing decision or the greater the value of the purchase, the
more likely there is to be a decision-making unit comprising several individuals. In
such cases, it’s crucial to understand the different needs of each individual, how
much weight each has in making the decision, as well as identifying who will make
the final decision. These criteria could determine the choice or preference of
supplier.

For example, criticality and value of the purchase, as illustrated in Exhibit 3-2,
can help define buying behavior. For the Low Critical/Low Value buyer, an EDI
interface for order placement could be critical, where a Low Critical/High Value
buyer would be driven more by price. For a High Critical/Low Value, guaranteed
availability of a just-in-time ( JIT) supply would be a key value driver compared to
long-term supply, R&D, finance, and marketing partnership for a High Criti-
cal/High Value customer or customer value segment.

Submitting a tender or request for a quotation (RFQ) are both strategic indi-
cations of benefits sought and cost concerns. An analysis of a customer’s RFQs can
establish a clear checklist of what value the customer will buy. One of the best tools
for understanding a customer’s value needs and expectations is its Preferred Sup-
plier List (PSL), which is discussed in the section on proactively seeking customer
feedback in Chapter 6.

Make sure that your understanding of the customer isn’t too myopic. Cus-
tomers don’t make buying decisions based on a single desired benefit like 24/7 tech-
nical support or a single relative cost like finance charges. Customers want as much
value as they can get and will make trade-offs when forced to do so. A buyer may
like the technical service responsiveness of Supplier A, but selects Supplier B based
on the R&D support it provides, despite the fact that technical service responsive-
ness is slower. For the buyer, R&D support is more important; it has a high utility
value for the buyer. Low price should be preferable to a high price. But a buying
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decision isn’t made based on price alone. The buyer’s value set consists of a series
of criteria, usually associated to a value and organized into a priority order. This
value set is used by the buyer to compare and eventually select offerings based on
a trade-off of benefits and value versus cost.

Customer preferences should be analyzed in terms of these trade-offs that
then shape your company’s customer value commitment. Trade-off analysis is a
widely used customer research technique that can help determine:

• The relative importance of each of the desired benefits and relative costs
of a given offering

• The desirability of each benefit and cost option
• The optimum combination of benefit and cost options that results in the

most value

One popular trade-off analysis method is conjoint analysis, which is effective
in many situations, to help you understand the combination of benefit and cost val-
ues to which your customers will respond. Conjoint analysis helps determine the
relative importance of each desired benefit or relative cost, the importance of every
option within each combination of benefits and costs, and the value expected from
each possible combination. “Conjoint” means factors presented together. Conjoint
analysis involves the measurement and analysis of customer preferences for bene-
fits and costs. Preferences are driven by “utility functions” that influence customer
preferences. Utility functions can differ among markets or customer value segments.
Conjoint analysis provides an estimate of the value or utility placed on each level
of a value driver or preferences for combinations of benefits and costs. Combining
the utility score of various value drivers helps identify product preferences for opti-
mal benefit-cost combinations.

By quantifying customer preferences for benefit-cost combinations and the
trade-offs, conjoint analysis can also provide valuable information for new-product
development and forecasting, pricing decisions, and market segmentation. And cus-
tomer value segments can be defined according to how they are differentiated by
their preference for specific offerings.
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EXHIBIT 3-2

Value Drivers Based on Criticality and Value of the Purchase

LOW CRITICALITY HIGH CRITICALITY 
OF THE PURCHASE OF THE PURCHASE

Low Purchase Value Programmed rebuys Security of supply

High Purchase Value Price buyers Partnership with supplier



Discover Customer Value Segments

Customer value segmentation is where you jump-start your value-based market-
ing for bottom-line success. To fully understand customers, you should be famil-
iar with the concept of market segmentation, which incorporates patterns of
customers’ unfilled wants and needs and their resulting value expectations and pur-
chasing behavior. You can use this understanding to organize customers into dis-
crete customer value segments or clusters or groups according to similar value
expectation (VE).

Segmentation is based on the idea that markets are not randomly aligned but
can be defined by groups of customers with homogeneous needs and value drivers
called customer value segments. Segmenting is a crucial step in organizing your
understanding of customer value that is not only the basis for choosing target cus-
tomers, but the building block of your customer value commitment. It not only
permits you to concentrate your customer value commitment efforts, but allows
you to concentrate your strength against the value commitment weaknesses of your
competitors.

Once you understand the customers’ value needs and expectations, you can
discover the customer value segments. The word discover is used intentionally; the
customer value segments already exist, but haven’t been defined. Customers are
behaving, thinking, and making decisions. Your challenge is to discover what drives
this behavior. Remember that the customer is any member of the value chain who
directly or indirectly purchases or influences the purchase of your customer value
commitment. For many market opportunities, this can mean segmenting at more
than one level in the value chain.

Unmet or poorly met needs are the most powerful way to define a customer
value segment, and these should be targeted as a first priority. If you don’t find any
unmet or poorly met needs on a first pass, look again. Give every customer the
opportunity to create a need by helping them see needs and expectations they didn’t
know they had. Our experience has been that predictable and discoverable customer
value segments exist within all markets.

Take the simple example of a producer of insulation products. These prod-
ucts are sold via a distributor to a building contractor who installs the products in
a building to provide a certain level of comfort, warmth, and energy efficiency for
the building owner or occupier, described in the value chain in Exhibit 3-3. The
choice of the insulation will be made or influenced by an architect who is not
directly part of the purchasing process and, as such, is an influencer. There are also
building codes that must be satisfied. At the beginning of the value chain is the insu-
lation producer’s raw material supplier.

Each of the members of the value chain has needs and value expectations, sets
of desired benefits and relative costs, which need to be fulfilled by one or more value
chain members. For the distributor, the value drivers could be the brand, availabil-
ity, and margin to be earned. The contractor’s value drivers might be ease of instal-
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lation, availability, local codes satisfied, and no health risk for the crew. Value driv-
ers for the architect might be no risk for specifying the brand and exceptional envi-
ronmental performance, which enhances the architect’s reputation. The building
owner would also be interested in the efficiency of the materials that would impact
energy costs and maintenance required. If the owner isn’t the person living in the
building, warmth and comfort would be value expectations for the occupant, who
we’ll call the Warm and Comfortable Building occupant. So, who are the custom-
ers for the insulation producer?

The insulation producer needs to discover

• what the value drivers are at each step in the value chain
• what needs it can deliver profitably at each step in the value chain
• who really calls the shots in this value chain—the channel captain

The insulation producer’s final marketing strategy would have to address and
fulfill the value drivers as far down the value chain as it can, which could mean hav-
ing up to six different customer value commitments to exploit the market oppor-
tunity, one each for the distributor, contractor, architect, owner, occupant, and
building codes regulators.

The insulation producer also sells its insulation to companies that specialize
in creating cold-storage facilities for food retailers, depicted in Exhibit 3-4. The
value drivers for the members of this value chain will be different. For the occu-
pant in the first value chain, the key expectation is building warmth. For the food
produce consumer, it’s not suffering food poisoning. It’s the same insulation prod-
uct with different channels and different value expectations for the members of
those channels. Selling the product based on standard features and benefits limits
the ability to differentiate and to capture profit from the value being delivered.
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EXHIBIT 3-3

Value Chain from Raw Materials Manufacturer (RMM) Through an Insulation
OEM to a Building Occupant
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In searching for customer value segments, start at the deepest level in the value
chain where the value or benefit of your offering is still recognized and work back
from there, discovering customer value segments at each level up to the direct trad-
ing partner. In order to develop a winning marketing strategy, you will have to tar-
get customer value segments at each of these levels in the value chain.

It’s crucial to start at the last level in the value chain where the real value and
benefit of your customer value commitment is still recognized. It’s here that the
greatest value in your offering is likely to be acknowledged and here that it can have
the most impact on the member. In many cases, particularly where you are serving
the final customer through one or more channels or intermediaries, those interme-
diaries may not fully or accurately communicate the needs of the final customer.
This means it’s important to either have a regular dialog with those customers
directly or do your own independent market research.

It’s equally essential to discover customer value segments at each level
between you and the final customer. You must target each relevant customer value
segment at each level in the value chain with an offering that is compelling to them,
and these customer value segments will be driven by different needs that also
require managing.

Many companies divide their customers into some continuum within two
basic customer value segments—price buyers and premium buyers. Premium buy-
ers are so-called because they pay you more; therefore, you claim they value you
more or are value-buyers. Suppliers tend to feel they can differentiate themselves
in some way to premium buyers more than price buyers. The higher the amount
of differentiation these customers pay for, the more premium they get classified.
We consider this simplistic and not a sound basis for value-based marketing for
bottom-line success.
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EXHIBIT 3-4

Value Chain from Raw Materials Manufacturer (RMM) Through an Insulation
OEM to a Food Produce Consumer
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We would always recommend that you conduct thorough research into your
customers’ needs and value ratios as a basis for segmentation. But recognizing that
time doesn’t always permit that step, the Pentadigm model has a basic, generic cus-
tomer value segmentation that may be helpful as a starting point for need- and
behavior-based customer value segmentation: Innovators, Optimizers, Opera-
tionalizers, and Economizers. Each customer value segment buys according to a
unique set of needs and uses the value ratio to make a purchasing decision.

For the Innovator customer value segment, the primary value driver is the need
to maintain a leading-edge competitive advantage in the customer’s market and to
be perceived as an innovator in its industry by creating value with leading-edge
products, technology, markets, and processes. A highly knowledgeable risk taker,
the Innovator focuses on the Desired Benefits and offsets the Relative Costs with
a higher priced offering, which means an innovator tends not to be price sensitive,
but innovation sensitive.

The Optimizer customer value segment is not a pioneer like the Innovator, but
its most important value driver is the need to reach full market potential by being
able to fulfill demand and avoid the loss of opportunity. This segment wants to cap-
italize quickly on the emergence of new market opportunity that someone else pio-
neered. Less of a risk taker, the Optimizer customer value segment focuses on a
balance of Desired Benefits and Relative Costs around the need to ramp-up pro-
duction of tried and tested product and service solutions.

The need to optimize profits is the main value driver for the Operationalizer
customer value segment. The market is nearly mature and this segment recognizes
the need to drive operational effectiveness to gain share with customers. The Oper-
ationalizer seeks desired benefits to optimize total cost of acquisition and use. This
customer value segment expects Relative Costs to be satisfied by achieving opera-
tional efficiency.

The final generic Pentadigm customer value segment is the Economizer. The
essential value driver for this group is the need to buy from the low-cost supplier
in its value chain. Purchase decisions are made on the basis of price alone, when no
further cost advantages are perceived overall.

The case for and against market segmentation has been a hot topic in the past
decade. There are those who suggest that to be successful today, you have to treat
every customer as unique and special, the customer of one. In some markets, cus-
tomers are so big it makes sense to do this. Ironically, much of the customer-of-one
thinking has been with consumer goods, mirrored in many B2B markets by the
practice of Key Account Management, so it’s certainly not a new idea. While treat-
ing every customer as an individual might be an ideal to be strived for, often the
cold hard facts of business economics make it prohibitive. Customer value seg-
mentation at least helps you to get as close to 1:1 (one-to-one) marketing as you
practically and profitably can by grouping together and targeting customers who at
least share many values. The weakness of one-to-one marketing has been its lack of
critical consideration on costs and explanation of how to leverage scarce resources,
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suggesting instead that prices of customized solutions will be justified by buyers to
cover any costs for the customization.

Assess Competitive Position

Sun Tzu wrote in 500 b.c., “If you know yourself but not the enemy, for every vic-
tory gained you will also suffer a defeat.”5

Most of us were taught early in our youth how to compete, to beat our oppo-
nent, sometimes at any cost, to win. While understanding the competition and your
competitive position is relevant, your strategic thrust shouldn’t be to crush the com-
petition. This is a fundamental precept of the Pentadigm value-based marketing
model, which focuses on creating value and sustainable performance by delivering
what really matters to your customers while being profitable. Whether the compe-
tition will be able to deliver superior value now or in the future is relevant, but it
should not be the foundation of your business philosophy.

Most companies, including yours, conduct some type of competitive assess-
ment, ranging from informal to very sophisticated. The primary objective? Fun-
damentally, you’re looking for ways to grow your business and improve your profit,
to try and figure out how you can sell more. You want to know where you have a
competitive advantage. You want to know where you’re not as strong as you need
to be, where you need to improve relative to the competition.

And all of this must be judged and measured from the customers’ perspec-
tive, since they are ultimately the arbiter of the purchase. You’re looking for the
places your competitor is weak and you can exploit. Unfortunately, the presump-
tion underlying most competitive analysis is that, in figuring out how to beat the
competition or gain a competitive advantage, you will gain something that will mat-
ter to your customers. This is a flawed more is better or better is better logic.

The effect is a very product-centric exercise. Most of the tools, graphs, and
matrices that your business probably uses in the competitive analysis are designed
to show where you can leverage strength to increase market share. Often these
assessments are used to justify business decisions that have already been made, to
support a compelling story for your business on why your competition is going to
get clobbered by your new strategy.

Should the objective of competitive analysis be to figure out where and how
you can beat the competition? The answer to that question depends on your fun-
damental business perspective. Are you in business to sell products or to create and
deliver value? Do your customers really care if you beat your competition? The cus-
tomers care if you provide them with a superior customer value commitment. Is the
customer better off if you beat the competition? Same answer.

In most cases, a business strategy bent on beating the competition sets in
motion a costly, brutal, long-term no-win game. When competition becomes too
much of the orientation and focus for a business, three things happen.
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1. Your improvement becomes driven by the competition, often giving that
competitor credit for knowing what really matters to customers. This is a
dangerous assumption.

2. The competition is also conducting competitive assessments, so they are
improving based upon what they see you do. The competitors’ customer
satisfaction studies are telling them the same things your studies are.
While you think you’re outsmarting them, savvy competitors are
implementing the same operational improvement ideas you are.

3. You and your competitors become focused on each other, ignoring what
really matters to your customers. Rather than figuring out a unique
customer value commitment for customers, you focus on improving what
you have, what you already know, and what your investments already are
doing. Did you ever notice every competitor in your market is working to
become the low-cost and high-value producer?

Michael E. Porter, the guru of competitive strategy in the 1980s, later
lamented the inordinate attention paid to competition by businesses. “. . . a focus
on operational effectiveness alone tends to create a mutually destructive form of
competition. If everyone’s trying to get to the same place, then, almost inevitably,
that causes customers to choose on price. This is a bit of a metaphor for the past
five years, when we’ve seen widespread cratering of prices.”6

There is a need for competitive analysis and assessment, which can be one of
the most formidable undertakings in which a business can engage. This may be true
in some cases, but, as Pentadigm suggests, there is a better way to both improve
your business and deliver better value to your customers than your competition
without engaging in the zero-sum game.

Since it’s the customer who is the final arbiter of value, not the competition,
every single effort, thought, and insight needs to discover how to win with cus-
tomers. You are more likely to beat the competition when you deliver the best value.
Superior value for customers wins and keeps customers and befuddles the compe-
tition because most companies are focused on their own products first. A clearly
superior customer value commitment means you can compete and succeed without
it being a blood sport.

The competitive behavior of Southwest Airlines, in our Pentadigm analysis,
suggests it practices this mind-set. Unlike most traditional airlines whose leader-
ship is intent on driving competitors out of business, Southwest has historically
avoided engaging in these death matches. Southwest knows that head-to-head price
wars are costly. It lets competitors beat up one another and then moves into a mar-
ket, usually at the invitation of a local airport authority, when it can better serve the
customer on its own terms. As a result, the airline preserves precious resources,
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energy, and talent until it’s able to satisfy the customers’ expectations. Not a macho
business strategy, but smart.

Most of Southwest’s competitors focus on justifying within their own minds
why Southwest isn’t a real airline, on their own business operations, or on how to
achieve the lowest cost per passenger mile. They fail to grasp the link between the
value Southwest delivers to its targeted customer value segments and Southwest’s
success.

When Pan Am tried to reemerge in the late 1990s, its self-described com-
petitive strategy was to emulate Southwest, but with its own unique perspective on
how to reach a broad market spectrum of customers through a variable cost orga-
nizational structure. Further, it believed that the historical Pan-Am brand was an
asset which could be leveraged to gain customers in this new strategy.

The reality was that the new Pan Am tried to be the old Pan Am in the belief
that the customer would respond to its variable cost structure, a cost structure that
was supposed to enable it to provide value-added benefits to different customers in
different seats on the plane. But because Pan Am wasn’t targeting specific customer
value segments, it had no customer value commitment with which any of its cus-
tomers could really identify.

If nothing else, your current competitor analysis approach should confirm that
your competition is working just as hard and as smart as you are on the same things.
There are few businesses consciously looking to perform more poorly. Some may
be better at improving themselves, but everyone is working to improve operations
in the same fundamental ways: cutting costs, improving productivity, restructur-
ing to be faster, simplifying processes, and getting better at satisfying customers.
While operations and short-term profitability may improve, where do the real
breakthroughs in your customer value commitment come from when your compe-
tition is doing the same to improve their business? See Competitive Assessment in
Appendix 4.

Select Target Customer Value Segments

When asked what the return on investment (ROI) was for a $30,000 golf weekend
with clients and potential clients, the national sales manager of a Fortune 100 com-
pany told us that he didn’t know. Challenged about the justification for the cost, he
replied that he didn’t know what business was derived as a result of hosting the golf
events, but was sure that business would be lost if he didn’t.

Value-based marketing isn’t mass marketing and it’s not about market share.
It’s laser-targeted marketing that identifies customer value segments to pursue. You
not only have to decide whether or not the company has the critical processes and
desire to meet the customers’ value expectations, but whether or not those rela-
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tionships result in value that’s important to customers. Answering those two ques-
tions helps select viable target customer value segments and ignore others. You must
conduct analysis and exercise judgment to decide whether you can do business more
meaningfully and profitably with any customer as a single customer or as part of a
customer value segment. The greater the share of your profit and/or sales from one
customer, the greater the justification for individualizing these customers as their
own customer value segments.

A basic question that needs to be answered for each customer value segment
and sometimes even each account within it is, “What does it cost us to acquire,
maintain, and retain those customers?” This must be compared against the value
captured from the customer value segment. Most organizations can’t measure either
side of this equation at the customer or customer value segment level.

Most often there are more opportunities than you either can or want to
exploit. So you must make choices. You as a supplier have a value ratio just like cus-
tomers do. Your desired benefit is a profit stream over time divided by the cost of
that profit. Your relative costs are the acquisition, maintenance, and retention costs
associated with your customer relationships.

There are some customer value segments where the Relative Costs are greater
than the desired profitability of those customer value segments. Long-distance
telecommunications providers have paid $50 or $75 or $100 to acquire six-week
consumer relationships with a revenue stream of less than $25 per month and neg-
ative profitability.

Many tools have been tried and tested over the years to help decide which cus-
tomer value segments should be targeted and which shouldn’t. There are two that
are helpful: the Target Customer Value Segment Tracer and the Pentadigm CLV
calculation.

The Target Customer Value Segment Tracer, calculated in Appendix 2, is a tool
that helps identify quality customer value segments to target based upon your abil-
ity to fulfill the needs of that customer value segment better than your competi-
tion, and at a profit.

Customer Lifetime Value (CLV), described in Appendix 3, is variously
referred to as Net Present Value (NPV) or Life Time Value (LTV). It’s a calcula-
tion of the profit that can be anticipated from a customer or a customer value seg-
ment over a specified period of time, a financial metric that is relevant to corporate
budget planning and forecasting. CLV answers the basic question about whether
or not a customer or a customer value segment is worth selling to based on the
anticipated profitability of the relationship. By knowing the worth of customers in
terms of profitability, the acquisition cost of relationships can be calculated.

And remember, not choosing to serve a segment today only means you haven’t
yet figured out what constitutes a value to the segment and or how to provide a
superior value to the segment and make a profit.
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KEY INSIGHTS

1. Map the market from the customer end of the value chain. Map at all relevant levels of detail
from broad product-market to customer value segment. Name the customer value segments
according to benefits sought.

2. Customer value set. Everything can be quantified somehow. In a recent workshop,
participants were exploring the unmet needs of hotel guests and one participant—a tall
gentleman—highlighted his unmet need for a guaranteed longer bed. When asked how
much this would be worth, he initially estimated $10-20 per night, which the group felt
might not be so attractive to a hotel. We explored the value further to define and map his
value expectations. Several questions and their answers helped define and map the
respondent’s value expectations and the trade-offs he might be willing to make.

• When do you stay in hotels? During the week.

• Why? On business, to visit customers.

• What happens if you don’t get a room with a longer bed? I don’t sleep so well.

• What is the upshot of that? I may not be 100 percent on the ball the next day.

• What happens if you’re not on the ball at the customer’s location the next day? I could make
a mistake, even lose a contract.

• What are the implications for you from that mistake? It could impact my performance
bonus, jeopardize my career progress, or, in an extreme case, I could lose my job.

• So, what is the real value to you of the longer bed? Well, having considered all this, maybe
more like $50-100 per night!

3. Pentadigm “generic” customer value segments can kick-start your value-based marketing for
bottom-line success: Innovators, Optimizers, Operationalizers, and Economizers. Each
customer value segment buys according to a value commitment and the use of the value
ratio to make a purchasing decision.

CHECKLIST

❑ Have you defined and mapped the market? Look at your market and the value offerings in
the market through the eyes of the customer. Understand customer choices and the reasons
for those choices.

❑ Have you developed a clear understanding of your customers’ value needs and expectations?
Identify the value sought by the customer value segment and quantify the value to the
customer.

❑ Have you discovered customer value segments built around similar values? Seek unmet needs
relentlessly and segment according to customer needs.
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❑ Do you know how customers in a customer value segment perceive and value your customer
value commitment versus that of your competition? Base your assessment of your relative
competitive difference on the customers’ perception and judgment of your customer value
commitment and competing offerings.

❑ How have you targeted customer value segments? Target only those customer value
segments where you have or can build a customer-competitive advantage that the customer
recognizes and values and for which the customer is willing to pay. Only serve customer
value segments whose lifetime value is positive and high.
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Unless commitment is made, there are only promises and hopes, but no plans.
—Peter Drucker1

Early in the 1990s, a start-up Taiwanese company we’ll call Taiwan Industrial
Products (TIP) started marketing and selling its products to big-name manufac-
turers of consumer electronics, appliances, and computers who purchased large
quantities of limited range plastics. Three Global 500 companies based in North
America and Europe dominated this mature market.

TIP targeted the price-sensitive Economizer customer value segment with its
tight margins and offered prices 20 percent lower than the Big 3, a strategy that
appeared to reinforce the stereotype of cheap Taiwanese products.

At first, the Big 3 ignored TIP, thinking it was just another cheap, low-price
supplier using a penetration strategy to buy share, but which would eventually raise
its prices. From their perspective, Economizers were big, “bad” customers who
demand unrealistically low prices because of their volume purchases. They tried to
look for ways to “sell” value to these companies while sustaining their prices and
margins, but the Economizer customers defected to TIP in hordes.

What the Big 3 didn’t comprehend was that—from a customer value per-
spective—TIP was the high value supplier to the price-driven Economizer cus-
tomer value segment. TIP became an enormously successful and highly profitable
business in a mature market. Its profitability was up to 2.5 times better than the Big
3. What TIP clearly understood was that there was considerable value to be cap-
tured with Economizers.

Large manufacturing operations are price sensitive, but they also require
high-quality product suppliers—defined by consistency and predictability of per-
formance at Six Sigma level—as well as on-time delivery as important value driv-
ers. Without quality and on-time supply, these large manufacturer customers that
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sell into fiercely competitive markets could suffer downtime in their plants, wiping
out profits.

While the Big 3 continued to invest time, effort, and money in search of ways
to sell value, TIP committed itself to helping the Economizers become profitable.
It discovered what mattered most to the Economizer customer value segment and
eliminated the added-value costs that didn’t matter. TIP turned the industry’s tra-
ditionally “bad” customers into great customers and did so profitably by offering
superior value and creating an enterprise form that was aligned to the superior value.
See Appendix 5 for the value commitment rating tool.

The TIP case flies in the face of much of today’s Customer Relationship Man-
agement (CRM) thinking, in which customers are classified based on their profit
stream to you, the supplier. The lower rated customers, those with small or no
profit, are eliminated from your customer base. This seems to make sense on the
surface, but it can lead to missed opportunities that might be derived from real dis-
covery. Most CRM approaches fail to reflect the insight needed to turn bad cus-
tomers into great ones, like TIP was able to. Often, under the CRM model, a more
profitable customer might be misconstrued as one that values you more and is will-
ing to pay you higher prices. However, this may only be true until the customer has
been discovered by a value-driven competitor. If a customer value analysis, like we
describe in Pentadigm, is not part of your CRM package, you won’t realize this
until the business is lost.

The TIP story exemplifies the inherent conflict between CRM and Pentadigm.
CRM focuses a company on profitable customers in the current way a company con-
ducts business; the five-step Pentadigm model focuses a company on creating supe-
rior value for customers first and then achieving profit through the right resource
alignment. And this challenge is becoming increasingly common in many business-
to-business and consumer markets as companies continue to try to gain competitive
advantage through the same product-centric view of markets and customers.

Five Actions in Pentadigm Step 2: Commit

As the behavior of the Big 3 toward the Economizer customer value segment illus-
trates, just developing an offering doesn’t necessarily offer value to the customer.
Once you’ve understood the customers’ needs and value expectations, you have to
make a serious commitment to the customer to meet or exceed those expectations.

Customer value segments at different levels in your value chain impact the
demand for your products and services to a greater or lesser extent. The key is to
deploy the right customer value commitments for each customer value segment so
that you’re not deploying resources unnecessarily, and so that customers can appre-
ciate the value they’re receiving from you and appreciate the real value of your cus-
tomer value commitments. If you are to capture the true value for your customer



value commitments, you must commit to fulfilling the customer value segment’s
needs and expectations.

Commit includes five major actions:

1. Define customer value segment strategy. This must be based on choosing the
customer value commitments on which you’re going to compete in your
target customer value segments.

2. Develop superior offering. Your customer value commitments have to
embody superior values and benefits for the respective customer value
segment and link the customer value commitments to the brand.

3. Create the right organization. This requires assessment of your current
capabilities against the capabilities needed to deliver the customer value
commitments competitively and effectively to the target customer value
segment and a plan to fill the gaps.

4. Define Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). Include the key measures and
benchmarks customers use to track your value performance.

5. Communicate internally and externally. The customer value commitments
must be communicated to the target customer value segments and within
your own organization. This means managing both the sales, the
marketing communications, and the internal communications processes to
provide a clear, consistent message.

Define Customer Value Segment Strategy

What TIP understood in committing to its target customers, the Economizers, was
that it could dominate the customer value segment by providing the superior price
value expected. It then created a business organization that was completely aligned
to deliver that value; that is, form follows value. After your value discovery is com-
plete and you understand the customer, you need to assess your customer objectives
in each customer value segment. There are four objectives that can be adopted.

The first is growth, through expanding the size of the customer value segment,
expanding your average share of customer demand, taking customers from the com-
petition, or a combination of all three. The second is maintenance, designed to pro-
tect and retain a growth position with customers and optimize your profitability
for a given customer value segment. Third is harvest, in which you’re making little
or no investment in a customer value segment—simply extracting cash from the
customer value segment for as long as it remains feasible and profitable to do so.
The fourth is to not compete or to exit the customer value segment, especially if
it’s not profitable to enter or to remain.
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Your customer value segment objectives are an evolution of strategic decisions.
When first targeting a customer value segment, you would most likely pursue a
growth strategy, investing in sales, expanding channels, and offering incentives to
penetrate the market. As your relationship with the customer value segment
matures, your strategy shifts to maintenance, consolidating the customer interfaces
and channels; investment is made in this customer value segment only to protect
your position or resist competitive threat and only until the position is no longer
sustainable. Given the opportunity, you take advantage of your position with the
customer value segment and harvest it to generate cash for investment in the next
growth opportunity. Finally, you may exit the customer value segment when it no
longer represents a significant source of value to you either in terms of cash or profit
or when it has been superseded by another customer value segment. Exit is a strat-
egy many companies adopt far too late for their own good!

Determining your position in a customer value segment as well as that of your
competition provides needed insight about not only the customer value commit-
ments and Customer Lifetime Value, but whether it’s possible for you to dominate
the customer value segment (DTS) or dominate the cycle (DTC). This was dis-
cussed in Chapter 2. It’s most likely you will choose DTS where you have the most
significant value advantage for a customer value segment, but it’s not advisable for
most companies to commit to pursuing DTS simultaneously for each customer
value segment identified. The better strategy is to pursue DTS in a few chosen cus-
tomer value segments. Next, reverse engineer your competition’s ability to dupli-
cate what you have discovered. While your discovered insight might be novel, the
ability to imitate might not be so novel.

You’re also better choosing one customer value segment to first establish your
DTS position before tackling another customer value segment. The remaining cus-
tomer value segments ultimately become part of your customer portfolio, each man-
aged based on its own distinct value expectations. Your business may not be the
dominant supplier until adequate resources and funding can be dedicated to the sec-
ond prioritized customer value segment for DTS.

In considering DTC, the key is to determine whether you can create enough
strength within each customer value commitment to sustain the hand-off that will
occur between changes in customer value in the cycle As customers transition
through each customer value segment in the cycle, they need to recognize that you
have strong customer value commitments for the part of the cycle they are now
entering. If the market is closed-loop in nature, customers will recognize your abil-
ity to transition them to any value in the cycle.

For example, a graphic design business we’ll call Edgy Design may at first buy
cutting-edge software and computers to develop edgy advertisements for clients.
As it grows, edge is still important, but its client projects are also requiring more
and more production by more and more people for less dramatic design output for
clients. In time, competition has gotten wicked and Edgy Design has to manage its
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costs much more closely. The reality is that cheaper computers and software get
the job done. During these transitions, if you’re a supplier to Edgy Design, your
objective is to lead it into each phase, recognizing the nature of how its business is
changing, not trying to up-sell your latest, more expensive stuff.

If the cycle is closed-loop, Edgy Design will eventually realize that new
cutting-edge graphics equipment is needed and your offering reflects cutting-edge
again. In an open loop DTC, the original buyers eventually leave. The Edgy Design
partners close shop to develop other business ventures. But new buyers are contin-
ually brought in to replace those that leave.

As the Edgy Design situation illustrates, DTC has customers transitioning
through different segment values. Your critical concern needs to be whether you
have the internal capability to be the leading value offer at each stage or whether
you’ll lose the cycle to stronger competitive customer value commitments. Once
you lose the connection to the customer, you’re no longer in a position to domi-
nate the cycle.

The two choices from a business structure standpoint are whether (1) you
create distinctive units to create and deliver the different customer value commit-
ments with a Customer Value Manager (CVM) responsible for leading customer
value transitions, or (2) the CVM role is the primary business structure with a net-
work of alliances and partners who provide the distinctive customer value commit-
ments through the central CVM capability.

Similarly, the overall mix of offerings in your value portfolio must optimize
value fulfillment for the customer and value recovery for your corporation. You
must have an effective and efficient portfolio management system that enables you
to balance the customer value commitments against the profitability of target cus-
tomer value segments.

Develop Superior Offering

The value customers receive from your customer value commitments should have a
positive, meaningful impact on your relationship with them. Once customers’ value
drivers are known, your customer value segment strategy is set, and you’ve closed
the gaps. The next step is to determine how these values can become the driving
influence of your essence of business (EOB) by developing what is usually described
as a value proposition. Developed by Michael J. Lanning of the DPV Group in 1983
while he was at McKinsey and Company, the term value proposition has been part of
business vocabulary for almost two decades.2 Many companies lack real appreciation
of the business transformation capability a value proposition holds. In Pentadigm
we go beyond value propositions and make commitments to the customer.

Following are five critical elements of a best-practice Customer Value
Commitment.
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• Customer Value Segment: Who specifically are you targeting with this
customer value commitment? Example: purchasers of bulk and full
truckloads of epoxy.

• Customer Value: What is the specific value in your offer that addresses
the value set of the target audience? Example: convenient and easy to
purchase; transparent pricing.

• Superior Value: What elements of value do you offer that are relevant to
the target audience and are better than competing offerings, often
expressed as a superlative? Example: cost competitive; easiest to do
business with.

• Profitable for the supplier: How are you going to make a profit from the
customer value commitment? Example: low cost to serve; adherence to
clear rules; no confusion.

• Banner Headline: A good acid test is to be able to express your customer
value commitments in a few chosen words. Imagine you have just met
the customer in the elevator and you have 30 seconds to convince him or
her of your compelling customer value commitment. Example: fastest
and cheapest bulk epoxy; no nonsense.

Your customer value commitment provides a compelling reason for custom-
ers to buy from you. Your commitment is that, if the customer buys from you, this
is the value it will derive—the Desired Benefits over the Relative Cost—and that
your customer value commitments are superior to what the competition can offer.
A successful customer value commitment leads to a long-term relationship, which
provides value to your customer and value to your company. This relationship,
defined as Supplier Value (VS), is equal to CLV over the sum of your Acquisition,
Maintenance, and Retention costs or VS � CLV / � (Acquisition � Maintenance �
Retention).

All businesses have customer value commitments whether it’s understood
formally or not. When you don’t actively discover what matters to customers, but
merely market and sell the features of your products, your customers are left to
decide what your value proposition is to them and whether or not it’s valuable to
them. This results in confusing and often contradicting value messages, which cre-
ates dissonance and risk for the buyer. See Developing Customer Value Commit-
ments in Appendix 6.

The failure to manage and leverage customer value commitments happens
because companies become so focused on internal needs, goals, and ambitions that
customers have become a distraction and not the reason for doing business. Con-
sistently successful companies are ones that have developed and implemented cus-
tomer value commitments based on customer value expectations.

In Pentadigm, customer value commitments are distinctive, differentiated
from, and superior to competitors’ value propositions for a targeted customer value
segment, and they are profitable over time for the supplier. Distinctive means it grabs
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the customer’s attention. Differentiated means a unique commitment that is a com-
bination of a different mix of Desired Benefits and Relative Costs for each customer
value segment. Superior means that there are elements of the commitment that are
identifiably and quantifiably better than the competing offerings. Profitable over time
means that the supplier can achieve an acceptable economic profit from the com-
mitment for a reasonable length of time. Customer value commitments are value-
segment specific; there isn’t a “one size fits all” attitude. Targeted means that
customer value segments have been identified and selected as viable, that is, you can
create customer value while making a profit and covering investment costs.

Crafting customer value commitments defines which business resources are
critical to winning business in the targeted customer value segments. This enables
you to focus on specific value-creating factors, resource accordingly, and achieve
the superior value position with customers. Companies often struggle with the bat-
tle between cost management and value to the customer. Pentadigm isn’t about
choosing either cost management or value delivery. It’s about understanding the
growing gap between the two so that you can deliver superior value profitably. Pro-
viding superior value and managing costs are mutually attainable since you con-
centrate precious resources for which the customer is most likely to reward you.
Where there is no reward, your costs are eliminated, so the gap gets bigger until
value-cost equilibrium is reached.

Creating value for customers has a cost associated with it. Value-driven com-
panies earn a profit by building their value upon the most important customer ben-
efits and discipline themselves to not provide items of little or no value to the
customer. If you offer all features and all services to all customers or if your cus-
tomer value commitments to different customer value segments are not clearly dif-
ferent, you haven’t gained enough insight about the customers’ value expectations
and your profit drivers.

It’s important to reinforce the fact that one customer value commitment isn’t
enough even for a company with a single product. The Pentadigm definition of cus-
tomer is “any member of the value chain who directly or indirectly purchases or
influences the purchase of our offering.” In many instances you may be confronted
with a complex value chain in which you must address several value chain members,
each with their own unique value set, demanding you to address that value set with
a unique customer value commitment.

A computer chip manufacturer’s customer value commitment for a computer
user is based on power and reliability—you can perform all the tasks you want to per-
form for the life of your PC. The customer value commitment for computer distri-
bution channel members is based on brand recognition and demand pull—more
customers demanding more computers with our chips means more sales and margin for
you. The customer value commitment for the computer manufacturer promises
innovation and security of supply—stay ahead of your competition with guaranteed
supply of leading-edge chips. The customer value commitment for opinion leaders like
computer magazine technology journalists is based on being informed about lead-
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ing edge technology and innovations—we’ll make you look good and increase your jour-
nal sales by giving you the lead innovation stories. For investors, the customer value
commitment is built around market or product leadership and value growth—your
investment in our shares will earn you higher returns than investments in our peers’ or
competitors’ shares.

In the Chapter 2 discussion about the inherent Pentadigm-CRM conflict, we
talked about differentiating your customer value commitments. Branding is a
powerful way of doing just that. Again, there is a plethora of material about brand-
ing, but a couple of comments about branding within the Pentadigm model are
appropriate.

Your customers brand your company and its customer value commitments
whether you intend for that to happen or not. Just by virtue of being aware of you,
you are “branded” in customers’ minds. In essence, your brand is a mental repre-
sentation of your value. A proactive branding strategy enables you to assume and
exert control over branding to make certain customers’ perceptions match your
intentions. If you don’t manage the branding, you run the risk of losing control.
Never forget, ignore, or underestimate the impact of branding.

The red Coca-Cola logo and patented bottle shape are global brand icons.
Nike’s “Just do it” was a globally recognized brand slogan. Brands not only have
equity but, in some cases, there is brand liability. How quickly did Enron, World-
Com, Arthur Andersen, et al go from darlings to devils?

Branding allows you to establish and associate your offering with a specific
perception or idea that is relevant and attractive to your target customers. At a min-
imum, its function is to allow you to differentiate your offering from one target
customer value segment to another. Akzo Nobel’s automotive paints are marketed
under the Akzo Nobel brand, but with different brand names that reflect not only
a difference in quality, but different target customer value segments. The company
developed a mid-range product and branded it as Lesonal so that it would be dis-
tinct from its established high-quality Sikkens product.

A strong brand also enables you to establish and protect price differentials
between offerings to different customer value segments. Here the strategy is to have
a different offering for each target customer value segment and to leverage the
strength of the overall brand—setting price according to the benefits delivered to
the customer value segment.

For example, a boat hull made with Kevlar means that a commercial fisher-
man will use less fuel, can get to the fishing ground faster, and can carry more fish.
For an aircraft designer, a Lockheed 1011 engine is 807 pounds lighter because it
uses Kevlar 49, which means better fuel efficiency, less stress on the structural
design, and the ability to carry 807 pounds more in passengers, cargo, or on-board
service items. But the Relative Costs of the Kevlar solution are totally different for
each of these customer value segments and both sets of customers are satisfied
because of the cost/benefit delivered. Both experiences reinforce the overall Kevlar
brand.
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STYROFOAM brand insulation board, manufactured by The Dow Chemi-
cal Company, is marketed under a number of application-related subbrands in order
to differentiate what is essentially the same physical product—an extruded expanded
polystyrene insulation board—from one application to another. ROOFMATE,
WALLMATE, FLOORMATE, and PERIMATE are just four of the successful
STYROFOAM subbrands in this range, each with modified properties or features
targeted at a specific building application. Each is priced according to need fulfill-
ment, benefit, and value delivered relative to competitive offerings in the respective
application-based customer value segments. Branding enables Dow and its distrib-
utors to successfully position the different insulation boards with their customers
and to obtain differential pricing.

While there’s no limit to information about how to manage a brand available
from myriad sources, there are a couple of key concepts that are relevant to Pen-
tadigm. There is no “right” branding strategy to pursue; each strategy should be
based on the customer value commitments made to the target customer value seg-
ments and whether or not branding supports or perhaps even diminishes that com-
mitment, as described in Exhibit 4-1.

Create the Right Organization

Once you’ve worked out what your customer value commitments are and what it
entails to deliver them effectively to the target customer value segment, you must
ensure that you have the capabilities to do this. Capabilities are those people,
resources, processes, and systems that you will need to produce, sell, deliver, and
service the customer value commitments to the targeted customers. The key Pen-
tadigm concept you need to employ here is “form follows value.” As diagrammed
in Exhibit 4-2, form follows value starts with choosing your customer value com-
mitments. The form or business model or design is determined by this commitment
and shapes your decisions, resource deployment, and all organizational capabilities
and processes.

This challenges the popular notion of core competencies and doing what you
do well. What you do well may, in fact, deliver little or no value to customers or
deliver value that may not be superior from competitors’ offerings. A business with
great internal core competencies that the customer doesn’t value incurs costs, low-
ered profitability, and sagging sales. It’s counterproductive to concentrate on com-
petencies that make no difference to customers.

In order for form to follow value, you have to link your identified customer
value commitments to people, resources, processes, and systems as opposed to just
saying, “Gosh, we have these people, resources, processes, and systems that we have
to pay for, so how do we use these capabilities?” This will help you to avoid mak-
ing investments in developing new people, resources, processes, and systems capa-
bilities that can’t be directly linked to your identified customer value commitments.
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Once it’s accepted that form follows value, the processes of developing capa-
bilities and eliminating or filling gaps in your business become fairly straightfor-
ward. For example, if your customer value commitment is to provide your targeted
customers with the latest innovations, then capabilities to look at are in

• Research and Development and Design for the capability to create the
new ideas and develop the innovations;

• Account Management for the skill of creating open dialog and in-depth
relationships with customer value segments; and

• Marketing for the ability to help translate customer needs into specific
technologies or solutions to fulfill those needs.

If your innovator customer base buys a manufactured product from you, it
may make sense to not develop your production capability internally. You would
first need to understand the way innovation impacts your fixed asset capabilities. If
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EXHIBIT 4-1

Key Pentadigm Value Branding Strategies

STRATEGY

Single brand—enables strong
brand building with multiple
price points.

Umbrella brand with sub-
brands—facilitates differentiation
while maintaining and reinforcing
an overall brand image.

Multiple brands—enables
differentiation and facilitates
differentiated channel and pricing
strategies. One brand per
channel.

Third-party branding “own
labels”—protects the
manufacturer’s main brand and
enables differentiated channel
strategies.

POSITIVES

• stronger brand position

• family of products under the
single brand

• greater potential to
differentiate pricing through
the subbrands

• strong umbrella brand when
supported by the subbrands

• strong individual brand image
within the channel

• differential pricing more easily
established and protected

• lower risk of damage to
manufacturer’s brand

• differential pricing more easily
established and protected

NEGATIVES

• confused brand image at
customer level

• difficult to establish and
maintain pricing differences
across channels

• possible weakening of
individual brand because of
different brand levels

• confused brand image at
customer level

• diffused brand position

• weaker overall brand image

• diffused brand position

• weaker overall brand image



there are rapid effects on fixed capital, the question is whether this rate would deter
you from making ongoing investments in capital to provide the continuous stream
of new innovations for these customers. If the capital use financial needs exceed
your ability to recapture your investment, then these capabilities should be out-
sourced or obtained through partnerships.

If your Pentadigm customer value segments, on the other hand, are opera-
tionalizer and economizer customers looking for high quality but more standard-
ized offerings, your innovation capabilities become less important. Efficiency of
your supply chain, cost management capabilities, more indirect sales capabilities,
and speed and accuracy of transactional capabilities are more valued. In this case,
you may be able to outsource the innovation of your product or service.

Your specific customer value commitments will define the exact capabilities
you need to consider developing. The intent of “form follows value” is to provide
you with the insight into which capabilities are directly linked to what the customer
most values and, therefore, most likely to pay for and which capabilities are of lesser
value and harder for you to get the customer to pay for.
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EXHIBIT 4-2

Form Follows Value

VALUE FOCUS

Superior Performance in

Delivering What Really Makes

a Difference to Customers

VALUE COMMITMENT

Superior, Meaningful

Customer Value 

Commitment

VALUE COMMITMENTS

ARE:

Real, Superior, Distinctive,

Relevant, and Profitable

• specific customers

• specific benefits

• specific price

FORM FOLLOWS VALUE IS: 

Plans, Expertise, Processes,

Systems, and Capital

Linked to Customer Value

• specific capabilities

• specific expertise

• specific people

COST AND VALUE SUPERIORITY:

Creates Growth, Productivity Leadership, 

and Sustainable Performance

ENTERPRISE DESIGN

Value and Process

Focus Guides

Alignment

IMPROVE THE

ENTERPRISE



Finally, using the customer value commitments as your compass to develop
capabilities will change the nature of conversations and decision making within
your business. The dialog and decisions should be less “global” in nature. It may
sound sexy or politically correct to develop new capabilities to keep your business
current. But the dialog and decisions now need to reflect the specific connection of
any capability development to its contribution to your customer value commit-
ments. If your team can’t make the connections, the likelihood is you identified a
feel-good capability, which is a cost for your business, but not a value for either
you or your customers.

Gap analysis is a good tool for use in identifying competencies and capabili-
ties that need to be acquired, developed, enhanced, or improved. This must be com-
plete before moving into creating customer value. Gap analysis is a structured
approach to defining what is needed to create, develop, sell, deliver, and service your
customer value commitments. Once you have defined the people, resources, pro-
cesses, and systems capabilities needed, you must evaluate your company’s actual
level of capability and competence on each of the key elements identified. Wher-
ever a gap is identified you must define and decide how it can be filled, which may
involve one or more of: develop internally; acquire; partner; or outsource. This must
be complete before moving into creating customer value. The example matrix in
Exhibit 4-3 can help you to decide the most appropriate route to competency
development.

First, list the elements of your value commitment down the left side of the
grid. There will be some elements that stand out as the core foundation of what
customers really value and some elements that may be only a necessary standard to
enter the market. The more the elements are directly linked to giving you the
unique ability to create and deliver the superior value components, the more these
will likely become competencies or done internally. For those elements that are part
of standard business procedures, look more to partnering and outsourcing when
forming the organizational model.

Define Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

Pentadigm shouldn’t result in conflicting goals or objectives. You must ensure that
your value delivery objectives are consistent with the overall goals of your corpo-
ration or business unit and that they are consistent with each other.

Too often a company’s marketing objectives are driven by profit, operations
goals are driven by cost reduction, and sales objectives are driven by revenue
growth. All of these may be desirable to a greater or lesser extent and, when man-
aged holistically in the strategic framework, they can be consistent. Often this
requires a greater level of detail to be entered into in the goal setting.

This also highlights the preoccupation of many business people with basic
financial goals. In Pentadigm, KPIs are also based on nonfinancial goals and even
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include customer-based KPIs. Some examples of nonfinancial metrics might include,
but are by no means limited to:

• Share of customer value segment demand
• Brand position in a customer value segment
• Awareness of customer value commitments
• Acquisition of new customers
• Retention of existing customers
• Sales from new customer value commitments
• Proportion of total sales (or profit) from new customer value

commitments
• Time to market of new customer value commitments

Goals should be established and evaluated at a customer value segment level.
For example, it’s quite possible for you to pursue a growth strategy with a product
or service in one customer value segment, which means revenue growth, invest-
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EXHIBIT 4-3

Simple Analysis to Help Identify and Fill the Credibility Gaps

CUSTOMER DEVELOP
COMMITMENT COMPETENCY INTERNALLY ACQUIRE PARTNER OUTSOURCE

Tight resin specifi- Ability to create Six Sigma 
cations for coatings and make highly manufacturing 
formulators, which consistent quality program 
eliminates lot-to-lot products launched across 
production key functions 
variances and personnel

One source respon- Expertise in Buy Internet 
sibility for all sourcing for sourcing 
components customers all company

products and 
ingredients

Process technical Ability to give Alliance with 
services at comprehensive equipment 
customer site process control OEM or 

support independent 
process 
consultant

On-demand Capability to Contract with 
customer service answer any call center 

question 24/7 provider



ment in sales, and channel infrastructure, but probably not optimized profit. In a
second customer value segment where your position is more established, your objec-
tive with the same product or service may be to optimize profits with only regular
or lower revenue growth. Taking out cost may be the overriding goal in a third cus-
tomer value segment for the same product.

Having defined a unique customer value commitment for each value segment,
you must define a specific set of goals relating to sales revenue, costs, and profit to
reflect the customer value commitment, along with specific and relevant key per-
formance indicators to track these. The rule here is to avoid generalization and to
only aggregate up to higher level goals from these more meaningful levels of goal
and target setting.

Once these goals and KPIs have been derived, they must be widely commu-
nicated and understood throughout the organization. Management must have a
meaningful dialog with all members of the team(s) involved or impacted by any goal
to ensure that they understand it and believe in it. Stretch goals are fine and should
be encouraged, but ambiguous or secret goals are a demotivator and should be
avoided. Linking goals to some part of variable compensation and to career devel-
opment is also to be encouraged.

Be careful not to set goals using your favorite internal metrics and ignore the
customers’ metrics. Pentadigm insists that you understand your customer’s score-
card and that you define goals and KPIs that reflect the customer’s value set and
metrics. A discussion of KPIs, goals, and metrics can be found in Chapter 7.

A number of years ago, a heated argument ignited in a global company
between the sales organization and the supply chain organization concerning the
record of on-time deliveries. The company’s performance targets related to the
number of shipments made On-Time, In Full, In Specification. The supply chain
director announced proudly to a highly perplexed sales organization that more than
98 percent of deliveries in the previous quarter had met these targets. The sales
director vociferously challenged this statistic, arguing that a figure of 70 percent
was more accurate.

What you see depends on where you’re standing in the forest. Both assess-
ments were correct depending on which metric was used. The supply chain people
measured when shipments left the plant; more than 98 percent of deliveries in the
previous quarter had left the plant On Time, In Full, and In Specification. Sales-
people measured when the shipments arrived at the customer—only 70 percent of
deliveries in the previous quarter were received by the customer On Time, In Full,
and In Specification. From the internal product-centric perspective, the supply
chain operation was functioning at a very high level of efficiency. From the sales
function perspective, customer expectations were not being met.

In addition to setting measures and KPIs according to customers’ scorecards,
performance should also be measured relative to your competitors’ customer value
commitment and relative to your customers’ best-performing suppliers on their cus-
tomer value commitments. This is one way to discover how to improve your own
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offering by performing beyond the limitations of your normal frame of supplier-
customer reference.

Some external, independent signals that you are providing value to your cus-
tomer value segments would include

• Customer satisfaction ratings, which lead to repeat purchases
• Acquisition of new customers, especially those defecting from other

brands
• Improved status in the industry as a value company to benchmark
• Referrals from existing customers
• Positive press

You’re familiar with normal goal setting, SMART goals, and so forth. But
there are a couple of issues related to establishing some benchmarks or metrics to
determine whether or not Pentadigm is meeting your objectives.

Customers’ value expectations aren’t static; they change as expectations are
met or go away. An important unmet need that is fulfilled will at some point cause
the next unmet need to surface. In practice, it’s imperative that value-focused orga-
nizations constantly assess and understand what the customers’ value drivers are
and increase their ability to provide that value. Using continuous feedback and
assessment through all five Pentadigm stages, your business can continually iden-
tify customers’ changing value expectations and new value drivers that emerge in
your customer value segments. These data will influence all of the Pentadigm value-
based marketing stages, which results in your business planning and marketing
being transformed into an uninterrupted dynamic system of business renewal and
growth. This means that your KPIs need to be adjusted to reflect these changing
needs.

Following are the most important questions to consider in measuring your
performance on delivering needs to the target customer value segment with your
customer value commitments.

1. How is your performance on the three value principles? Is it real? Can you
win the business with your customer value commitments? Is it profitable to
do so?

2. Does your current performance justify changing what you’re doing for new
opportunities in any way?

3. Are you the dominant value creators for customers in your target customer
value segment?

4. Has your relationship within the current customer value segments become
the customer franchise that you want to maintain and can grow with?
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5. Would pursuing a new opportunity dilute current effort enough or change
your cost and capital expenditures enough to cause you not to reach the
dominant Value Creator position in your targeted customer value
segment(s)?

Communicate Internally and Externally

Customer value commitments need to be communicated to the target customer
value segment once the KIPs have been defined. In the traditional marketing mix,
this is the function of the fourth P, promotion, which includes sales, advertising, pub-
lic relations, trade shows, and E-commerce, among others, where much attention
is spent selecting communication channels, creating messages, and establishing
budgets.

In the world of Pentadigm, each target customer value segment has unique
value needs and expectations, which means that there cannot be a “one size fits all”
promotional message. Communicating your customer value commitments is depen-
dent on the information needs and expectations of the targeted customer value seg-
ment. What information about the customer value commitments is needed to make
a value-based purchasing decision? How and when and in what format does the cus-
tomer want that information conveyed? Why demand that a customer spend time
meeting with your national account team when all it wants is access to your web-
site to gain an understanding of your customer value commitments and a means to
place an order electronically?

Creating customer value commitments does little if your company can’t close
a transaction with potential buyers. Painting with a very broad brush, the role of
the sales function traditionally has been to create a transaction. To its detractors,
successful sales means selling to customers products and services they don’t need
and can’t afford. Selling refrigerators to Eskimos. Oil to Arabs. Bibles to atheists.
Barbecue to vegetarians. A professional salesperson is great at getting the appoint-
ment, expert in the company’s product or service features, knows how to probe to
uncover customer objections, has the ability to turn the objections into benefits,
and is an expert on closing.

But being technically good at closing a transaction does less and less for the
customer. Sales forces are finding it more difficult to close on the sale and custom-
ers are finding the sales calls less valuable and aren’t willing to invest as much time
with the salesperson as they used to.

As Paul Goldner noted in his book, Red-Hot Cold Call Selling, the goal of a
salesperson should be to find the customers “who are most likely to make major
purchases. Although it might seem as though you are limiting your opportunities
by excluding some buyers from your target market, you are not. What you are doing
is setting priorities so that you work first with the buyers in your market offering
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the greatest potential for sales. . . . By defining your target market in a quantitative
manner, there is no doubt whether a prospect is in or out (of your account list).”3

There is inherent dissonance between transaction-based sales objectives and
purchasing objectives based on obtaining the maximum value—the best ratio of
Desired Benefits over Relative Costs. Selling has to change and focus on the cus-
tomer’s value expectations, and evolve into value selling.

The last time we typed “value selling” into google.com, 2.01 million hits
popped up. Hundreds of companies offer training programs in value-selling pro-
cesses, techniques, systems, and software. Without reinventing all of these wheels,
it’s important to understand that value selling is essential to achieving bottom-line
success through value-based marketing. Again, creating customer value commit-
ments does little if your company can’t close a transaction with potential buyers.

The essence of value selling is long-term relationship and profitability rather
than short-term transaction and revenue. It’s bottom-line rather than top-line. It’s
a slow dime versus a fast nickel. There are innumerable clichés that could be used.
The objective is that value selling is long-term Customer Lifetime Value (CLV) and
customer loyalty.

Customer loyalty is different from inertia, which some salespeople and mar-
keters confuse. Remember high school physics? Inertia—an object at rest tends to
stay at rest unless force is applied. Buyer inertia means that the buyer will make
repurchase decisions given the absence of a reason to change. Your company hasn’t
missed a delivery date the past five years. The last two months you missed three.

The customer is sourcing other suppliers, not only because of the recency
effect—looking at short-term supplier behavior rather than the historical track
record—but because force has been applied. Late delivery is justification for a
change. Loyalty means that the customer will continue to work within the rela-
tionship even when there might be a reason to leave. Customer loyalty is a con-
scious decision of preference for your customer value commitments, your brand.
The historical track record is more important than the short-term problems that
can be resolved because a mutually beneficial partnership has been established based
on the exchange of value. The supplier has become the value supplier of choice.

The traditional stereotype of the seller having the “gift of gab” needs to be
replaced with the realization that the value seller needs to have the gift of listening.
Active listening skills are required to keep the attention on the customer and not
fall into the trap of traditional product feature monologue. A basic rule should be
that the product or service and its features shouldn’t be presented by the salesper-
son in a value-selling activity in the first sales call. The objective is to gather infor-
mation and understand.

Value selling means understanding the customer’s world and what the cus-
tomer perceives as value. This requires presales investigation and analysis to uncover
the customer’s value needs and expectations in order to develop appropriate cus-
tomer value commitments. During the sales call, additional probing to validate the
customer’s value drivers is required. If you want your sellers to sell the value, you
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have to train them to be penetratingly inquisitive, to look for signals and informa-
tion that point to unfulfilled customer needs and benefits.

Five questions provide a useful framework for all customer interactions. These
are especially relevant in a sales situation but can be used in any touch point with
customers.

1. How does the customer do business today? Define the customer’s business
activity. How does it make money? How does it measure success? What
impacts that success? Where does our offering fit into the customer’s
equation? How critical is our customer value commitments to the
customer’s success?

2. What does it cost? Define the customer’s cost model. Where and to what
extent does the cost of our offering fit into this model? What proportion
of the customer’s costs does our offering represent? Does our offering
impact other costs in the customer’s equation?

3. What’s wrong? Define the challenges and issues the customer faces in its
business, both big picture and day-to-day. What challenges and issues does
the customer face in using our offering, both big picture and day-to-day?

4. To the customer, what’s the monetary value of improvement? Quantify the
answer.

5. What will change in the customer’s environment and how will it impact the
customer over the next one to three to five years? Identify changes that will
likely occur in the overall marketplace, in the value chain, in the
competitive environment, technology, society, legislation, etc.

Equipped with the knowledge derived from these investigations, either pre-
call or during a presentation, you can better define how your customer value com-
mitments address the customer’s specific needs and value expectations. If you’re not
addressing unmet, poorly met, or determinant customer needs—those needs that
drive the choice or preference of supplier—you’re not selling the value.

These questions not only provide insight into the customer’s business and cus-
tomer value segment, but help establish credibility.

Value selling also means being alert to all opportunities to sell to a customer
any offerings within the company portfolio. This is a major dilemma for many larger
companies which are organized on a product line or divisional basis and have mul-
tiple sellers calling on the same accounts to sell different offerings. Many custom-
ers would benefit from a single point of contact, where the supplier’s sales
organization and structure are transparent. The difficulty is accountability for the
sale. In Pentadigm, the point is moot. If a broad portfolio offering is meeting the
customer’s value expectations, then the credit for the Customer Lifetime Value is
shared.
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Some companies have created a Solutions Group or Customer Account Man-
ager (CAM) whose responsibility is to service customers who buy multiple prod-
ucts or services from the organization. The role of the Solutions Group or the CAM
is to gain a holistic view of the multitude of opportunities for your organization at
the account and to mobilize at a supradivisional level whatever forces are needed to
exploit the entire opportunity. This group or individual becomes the eyes and ears
of the organization within the customer and also the trusted solution provider for
the customer within your organization.

This doesn’t mean that other contacts with customers are minimized. In fact,
what happens is usually the reverse. Managed properly and effectively, this trans-
parent holistic approach to value delivery can lead to greater multi-level and multi-
functional contacts cementing, deepening, and strengthening the relationships
between the organizations and erecting greater barriers to competitive entry. The
benefits of customer account management can be seen also in increased sales value,
mutually beneficial cost-reducing efficiencies, improved overall account profitabil-
ity, and longevity of business tenure.

In short, Pentadigm value selling means being able to

• understand the real needs of the customer and how much the customer
is prepared to pay to have those needs fulfilled

• present the customer value commitments that match the customer’s
value needs and expectations proficiently and profitably

• demonstrate and differentiate the superiority of the customer value
commitments in the mind of the customer

• enable the buyer to systematically rule out the competition
• motivate customers to take action

Value selling also has a value for the sales organization, including the ability
to sell at the decision-making level in their customer’s organization, shortened sales
cycles, and an increased share of the customer’s purchasing expenditures.

A customer once paid one of the authors the greatest compliments he’d ever
received as a salesperson. “We don’t consider you to be our sales rep,” was the com-
ment. “We think of you as a part-time, unpaid employee of our company, working
with us and for us.” This is the essence of value selling.

External communications—typically advertising and public relations and web-
sites under the promotion component of the traditional marketing mix—should
communicate to your targeted customer value segments that (1) you understand
their respective value expectations, (2) you have chosen to meet or exceed those
value expectations, and (3) they will acquire more value from your company’s cus-
tomer value commitments than from any other supplier. This external communi-
cation should be managed as part of an integrated marketing communication
strategy that results in seamless communications with the customer value segment
consistently exposed to the same relevant value message.
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The biggest communication trap is emphasizing your product or product fea-
tures, because the belief inside the organization is that this is what generates your
sales revenues. It’s easy to fall into this pattern because you typically know more
about your products and services than you know about the customer’s needs and
expectations. When you promote product features, the customer has to make the
effort to translate your features into benefits that fulfill their needs and value expec-
tations and then make the assessment of how your customer value commitments
match up against competition. Even communicating to customers just about their
needs still requires them to make a judgment of what value your product offering
has. You can build it and sell it and they won’t come.

In the end, what really matters to the customer is a better value. Customers
don’t buy products or features; they buy value. That’s what triggers buyer response.
Customers want information about your customer value commitments on which a
purchase decision can be based. As Exhibit 4-4 reflects, a value-centric communi-
cations style satisfies this expectation better than the product-centric style.

Value-centric communications satisfy the customer value segment’s informa-
tion needs. Having developed an understanding of the customer value segment’s
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EXHIBIT 4-4

Comparison of Product- and Value-Centric Promotional Campaigns

PRODUCT-CENTRIC COMMUNICATIONS VALUE-CENTRIC COMMUNICATIONS

Focuses on your product, its features and Strategy Communicates the customer value 
benefits. commitment.

Convince customers you have the best Objective Convince targeted customer value 
product or service relative to the competition. segments that your customer value 

commitment best fulfills their value 
needs and expectations.

Positioning and differentiation of product/ Tactics Positioning the customer value 
service features and benefits relative to com- commitment to communicate its 
petition. Attract as many and the biggest relevance, meaning, and impact for each 
customers to drive demand. targeted value segment.

Better understanding of your product may Customer Customer value commitment generates a 
trigger sales, or customers trigger new Impact quicker, more cost-efficient decision for 
demands because they want a variation to the customer value segment because the 
meet their needs. value ratio is evident.

Potential for sales increases can be offset, Impact on Focused promotions for each target
but overspending is needed to generate sales the Business customer value segment generates more 
from a broad, diverse customer base with a bang for the buck.
one-size-fits-all offer. This costs more and takes 
longer, since each customer doesn’t quite hear 
what and why your offer is best for them.



value needs and expectations, it moves beyond features and needs to explain and
quantify how the customer will obtain more of the value it seeks from your cus-
tomer value commitments than it will from the competition. A business with truly
strong customer value commitments that can effectively communicate them to tar-
geted customer value segments also has the best chance of overpowering competi-
tion, because it has removed all customer doubt about the superior value of its
offering. The customer’s purchase or repurchase decision is automatic.

Many industrial customers have gone through considerable supplier rational-
ization in the past years with the goal of reducing the number of suppliers in order
to reduce costs. For buyers of undifferentiated products, the price component of
relative cost tends to be the differentiator, unless you can establish another value in
the buyer’s mind, like security of supply.

What you say in your promotions, how you say it, and to whom your value
message is directed must be focused and aligned specifically with the value expec-
tations of the respective customer value segment. It must convey that your customer
value commitments are meaningful, relevant, and superior. The customer value
commitments should never be implicit in your communications; they should be
explicit. The target shouldn’t have to decipher or interpret the value message; it
should be prominent and predominant in your message—and it should be in a clear
and simple language that the customer understands.

In the mid-1990s, Frito-Lay realized that consumer eating habits were chang-
ing and developed BAKED LAY’S brand Potato Crisps. Traditional potato chips
have ten grams of fat per ounce. BAKED LAY’S have 1.5 grams of fat. Test mar-
keting on the new chip seemed to validate that it would be a hit with consumers,
and several new and expensive production plants were built. Frito-Lay brought the
chip into several markets in the summer of 1995. Sales were not what was expected
and the company wondered whether it might have seriously missed the target cus-
tomer segment’s expectations.

The national launch for the BAKED LAY’S brand Potato Crisps was con-
centrated on New Year’s Day, 1996. Frito-Lay aired commercials featuring super-
models Vendela, Kathy Ireland, Naomi Campbell, and The Muppets’ Miss Piggy
munching on the new chip. The campaign theme—“You can eat like one of the guys
and still look like one of the girls.”

The Frito-Lay supermodel campaign wasn’t cheap; estimates are that the com-
pany spent around $20 million. But sales exceeded the company’s most ambitious
projections. There was so much demand for the new chip that people reportedly
followed company delivery trucks to grocery stores to make sure they were able to
buy some. BAKED LAY’S became the company’s most successful Frito-Lay new-
product launch to date.4

The BAKED LAY’S story isn’t as much of an advertising campaign story as
it is a story about a supplier who failed to communicate the customer value com-
mitments to the target customer value segment. The prenational launch promo-
tional campaign focused on the traditional messages of lower fat and calories with
good taste features, but it didn’t help chip eaters live the experience. When the tar-
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get customer value segment saw what it could experience with Potato Crisps in the
supermodel campaign—eat a bunch of great-tasting chips without feeling guilty
about unhealthy eating habits—the message became more meaningful. The real
value of the BAKED LAY’S product was conveyed.

Since communicating value isn’t about “one message fits all,” communicating
different value messages to different customer value segments requires manage-
ment, imagination, and budgeting committed to a multiple communications strat-
egy. This doesn’t necessarily mean a big marketing communications budget.
Ultimately, the size of the budget doesn’t correlate highly with effectiveness, as any
study of Super Bowl advertising indicates. But when value communication is focused
and specific to each customer value segment, communication spending tends to
become more productive and less costly because the message is effective and gen-
erates the desired response.

The difficulty for many organizations is that they view communication costs
as an expense that can be sacrificed when business performance is weaker than man-
agement expects and budget cuts are announced. Sales are slowing, competition is
more fierce, and yet the messages to targeted customer value segments are curtailed.
The result is almost a self-fulfilling prophecy. Customers lose sight of your cus-
tomer value commitments and don’t respond, which leads to more budget cuts and
a downward business spiral.

Granted, this is an oversimplified analysis, but it’s intended to suggest that
communication of the customer value commitments you’ve taken time to construct
and deliver needs to continue. It’s important to reiterate the point that you can have
the world’s greatest product or service, provide the best customer value commit-
ments, meet or exceed the customer’s expectations, and still not generate revenue
or profit because your message doesn’t reach the target customer value segment.

It’s axiomatic that the companies which maintain or even increase the com-
munications budget when costs are being tightened are in a better position to val-
idate the customer value commitments than those that cut communications budgets.
Also, companies which continue communications are always in a better position in
the mind of the customer when recovery occurs.

Finally, the value message must be delivered at the appropriate time and in
the appropriate medium or media, such as mass or trade media, electronic, face-to-
face, or word-of-mouth. “Appropriate” time and medium or media must be defined
by the targeted audience’s needs and expectations.5

KEY INSIGHTS

1. Customer value segment strategies need to be considered at a macro level to ensure a
balance among growth, maintenance, and harvest. Objectives and strategies will change
over time as the customer value set and market dynamics evolve.
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2. Pentadigm customer value commitments compel the customer because they offer relevant
value better than the competition and win because they embody unique elements that
competitors cannot or will not offer. Pentadigm customer value commitments are written in
the language of the customer.

3. In Pentadigm, you may need several customer value commitments, each targeted at a
different value chain member, in order to successfully exploit a market opportunity. Form
follows value.

4. Pentadigm customer value commitments are well communicated to and clearly understood
by customers and internal audiences and are reinforced by strong branding strategies.

5. KPIs need to reflect the customer’s scorecard, not your internal metrics.

CHECKLIST

For each target segment

❑ Have you defined and quantified your segment strategy based on selecting the value
commitment on which you’ve chosen to compete?

❑ Have you developed superior customer value commitments for the targeted value segments?

❑ Have you created the right organization to deliver your customer value commitments?

❑ Have you enabled the clear commitment to fulfill customer value needs and expectations by
creating standards of service, business rules, and exceptions. Have you communicated these
to the customer value segments and internally within your own company?

❑ Have you defined the relevant Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to track and the appropriate
performance measures, benchmarks?
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If the same set of activities were best to produce all varieties, meet all needs, and
access all customers, companies could easily shift among them and operational
effectiveness would determine performance.

—Michael E. Porter1

There’s an anecdote we heard from a microwave oven manufacturer in 2002
about the turntables that are inside the appliance. In the early days of microwave
technology, the turntable performed a real function by turning the food so that it
was cooked evenly. As technology improved, the turning function wasn’t necessary
and the turntable was removed. Microwave oven sales dropped, even when features
were added and the price was lowered.

It took a while to discover that the declining sales had to do with the con-
sumer perception that a microwave without a turntable wasn’t cooking the food
evenly and that the food might not be safely prepared. Turntables were put back
into the microwave oven to perform no function other than to assuage the market’s
fear that food that doesn’t revolve in the microwave process isn’t safe. Sales
improved when the microwave OEMs created the value customers expected.

Any business, big or small, succeeds initially because it brings a product or
service to the market for which a number of people in the market are willing to pay.
Either by instinct or deliberate planning or chance or a combination of all three,
the business offering has value for a group of customers interested in what was being
offered.

After the initial introduction, when the newness of the product or service is
no longer a basis of value and the innovator buyers have gone away, the real work
of creating new value differentiation begins. Offerings now have to promise a new
value for customers, value that is superior to the customer value commitment
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offered by competitors; and you must continually create and deliver the value prom-
ised. This is the basis of bottom-line success through value-based marketing, which
we call Pentadigm.

Five Actions in Pentadigm Step 3: Create

There’s nothing more damaging to a customer relationship than having the sales
organization sign a deal with a national account to install 600 document reproduc-
tion systems nationwide. Then, after the contract has been signed, the company
finds that it can’t produce and deliver the equipment, there aren’t sufficient techni-
cians to install the equipment, and accounting doesn’t have the hardware or the per-
sonnel to add the new accounts for billing purposes. Understanding and committing
to the customer have little relevance if you’re not able to create the value the cus-
tomer needs and expects to receive.

Create includes five major actions:

1. Develop customer value commitment culture. The customer value
commitment has to be more than a slogan; it has to be expected, normative
behavior throughout the organization, a commitment that the workforce is
empowered to implement. Every customer touch point is an opportunity
to create or destroy value.

2. Plan customer value processes. This requires identifying and defining all the
processes, subprocesses, and individual activities that must be in place to
deliver customer value. These processes and activities include under-
standing the customer, creating customer commitment, converting that
customer commitment into an implemented customer value, and assessing
the customers’ levels of satisfaction with your customer commitment.
Continuously improving your commitment in line with changing customer
values keeps you ahead of your competition in delivering the desired value
to the customer.

3. Populate customer value processes. The people skills and competencies
necessary for a customer value commitment have to be defined and
acquired. Your people resources have to be deployed, trained, and
developed, and value delivery has to be measured and compensated.

4. Invest in appropriate infrastructure. To deliver customer value you have to
invest in the infrastructure. This may be infrastructure to create and
support the physical, service, and intangible elements of your customer
value commitments. It may be to select and manage appropriate value
channels that deliver the value to the customer. It may include the
knowledge management systems to support your customer value creation.



5. Implement customer value cost-effectively and efficiently. Having understood,
designed, and created your customer value commitment, you have achieved
nothing until it is implemented effectively. Implementation actions have to
be clearly defined, planned, prioritized, communicated, and agreed to.

Develop Customer Value Commitment Culture

An odd thing happens to most businesses as they grow and evolve—management
tends to become less concerned about value being delivered to customers and more
concerned with maximizing business operations. Business becomes more competi-
tive, customers seem more recalcitrant, margins are squeezed, and reorganization
becomes the rule rather than the exception. The company selling document repro
systems mentioned in the beginning of this section was operationally excellent, but
it hadn’t done due diligence in determining whether or not the value proposition
could be supported.

Every customer value segment has specific elements of its value set that, if ful-
filled, will attract a non price-sensitive response. The key is to identify these ele-
ments. Once the value expectations of customer value segments are understood, the
company must create internal alignment to deliver the expected value.

Everything your company does says something explicitly or implicitly about
your company, and employees say it the loudest, by word and by action. If your
employees aren’t knowledgeable about your customers’ value expectations or the
value your company brings to the marketplace, they can’t deliver that value. How
often do you form an unfavorable attitude about a company because someone you
talk to in that company doesn’t understand your needs and expectations? What
effect does a product manager, installer, or customer service or technical service
representative have when he or she does not understand your customers’ value driv-
ers and your company’s willingness or unwillingness to meet those expectations?
Once the value expectations of customer value segments are understood, the com-
pany must create internal alignment to deliver the expected value.

All parts of the organization must understand their contribution to customer
value. The workforce must be empowered to create and deliver customer value, to
which everyone’s compensation must be linked. Skills and competencies must be in
place to create and deliver customer value, and customer feedback and KPIs (Key
Performance Indicators) must be communicated to all parts of the organization reg-
ularly. But first and foremost the customer culture must be led from the top. The
danger is a loss of more than revenue; it’s a loss of the relationship and Customer
Lifetime Value (CLV).

A company’s communications strategy is all too often focused solely on exter-
nal communications. Pentadigm marketers must develop a parallel marketing com-
munications strategy directed at internal audiences. It’s essential to communicate
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your company’s customer value segmentation strategy internally, the customer
needs on which it’s based, and what strategic and operational decisions have been
implemented to meet or exceed those value expectations.

Everyone in the organization must understand what the customers’ value
expectations are and how the organization intends to deliver the expected value bet-
ter than the competition. Each individual in the organization needs to know how
his or her role is important to making the customer value commitment a reality.
The profit implications of customer satisfaction and CLV need to be communicated,
since they will be inevitably tied to measurement and compensation issues. The
order fulfillment function needs to know that you’re trying to manage disruptive
rush orders from a group of clients by working with them to be better forecasters
and understand that being 100 percent responsive to orders from these customers
may be counterproductive to that effort.

In addition, and perhaps most importantly, all employees need to understand
what part of customer relationships they own, no matter how small. If 5 percent of
customer satisfaction is based on the timeliness and accuracy of billing, then the
billing department should know how it’s performing.

The best way that we know for achieving this ownership is to ensure that cus-
tomer focus, customer value, and customer commitment are written into everyone’s
job description. This ensures a real and regular awareness of customer-related
issues, as they are discussed every time the jobholder and his or her manager dis-
cuss performance and related topics (including career development, skills and com-
petency development, and remuneration). The authors have witnessed this firsthand
in organizations where they have worked; they have seen the impact of a company
actually taking the initiative to write an item called “customer focus” into every
single job description in a major multi-national corporation operating in business-
to-business markets.

Another well-documented example is the Ritz-Carlton hotel chain, which pio-
neered a problem ownership value model and became the first service organization
to win the Malcolm Baldrige Award. When a Ritz-Carlton guest has a problem to
be resolved, there’s an expectation that the problem will be solved quickly, effi-
ciently, and as transparently as possible. Problem ownership means that the
employee who is made aware of the guest’s problem owns it until it’s resolved. The
problem isn’t passed off to someone else.

For example, if you’re a Ritz-Carlton guest, need some additional towels, and
ask a maintenance person walking down the hallway for assistance, problem own-
ership means that the maintenance worker doesn’t tell you to call the front desk or
housekeeping or guest services or notify housekeeping himself or herself. It means
that the maintenance person gets the towels and asks if there’s anything else the
guest needs. When the maintenance person goes to the housekeeping area, she or
he isn’t challenged and the problem appropriated by housekeeping. It’s understood
that the maintenance individual has problem ownership.
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All employees should not only share ownership of customer need fulfillment,
they should share in the benefits of profitable customer relationships. Manage, meas-
ure, and compensate all employees for contributing to the customer value commit-
ment. If people aren’t compensated for the profitability of customer value segments,
they won’t focus on profitability. 

There are myriad ways to make sure that the company’s value messages are
communicated internally. There needs to be a carefully crafted, clearly articulated,
company mission statement that focuses on the customers’ needs and value expec-
tations and the company’s commitment to meeting or exceeding these. This mis-
sion statement needs to be not only widely disseminated, but assimilated into the
culture. The long-standing mission of a Nordstrom’s floor sales representative
meets all of these criteria: “Do whatever it takes to satisfy the customer.” This mis-
sion must then be reflected throughout the organization in a consistent set of clearly
communicated goals and objectives.

One of our clients had invested in developing value-selling skills in its sales
function, stressing that a slow dime is more desirable than a fast nickel from a cus-
tomer relationship. The problem was that both the external and internal salespeo-
ple were measured on and compensated for quarterly revenues. Management’s
message was, “We don’t care whether the product satisfies the customer’s expecta-
tions; show us the revenues.” Quarterly revenues are an important business meas-
ure. But the revenues from Q3 should have been “seeded” in the previous year.
When a revenue target is sagging, sales or any business function is likely to focus
on short-term transactions to the detriment of long-term profitability.

We’ve conducted a number of role plays with clients to afford people from a
number of different functions the opportunity to interact in nonthreatening prac-
tice situations with customers, played by other employees. It’s a rich way of hear-
ing what the customers’ concerns and expectations are and how the company is
willing and able to respond.

Periodic surveys of employee awareness of and attitudes toward the company’s
customer value commitments and customer value segments conducted with human
resources assistance can be invaluable. Start with an analysis of a benchmark sur-
vey to assess existing levels of understanding, then update the data at least twice per
year. Internal newsletters focusing on your customer value commitments, changes
in customer expectations, success stories, and failures are functional for sharing
information and enfranchising employees to participate in value delivery. As new
promotional campaigns emerge, make an employee presentation about the cam-
paign, its objectives, its creative rationale, and the customer value segments to which
it’s targeted. Post the ads as visual reminders of the value delivery mission.

With sales and other functional or departmental management, develop an
incentive program for all employees to find new customers, to expand business
within existing customer value segments, or to report back customer information.
A driver making a delivery could learn about a customer’s expansion plans or com-
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plaints that may not have made it onto the formal customer service radar screen.
Make it worth everyone’s effort to bring in a possible lead.

Use E-mail or voice-mail to reinforce the customer value commitment con-
sistently and provide special messages about basic company facts, new customer
value commitments, and relationship stories. Hold monthly or quarterly meetings
to keep employees current about the mission and to take their questions, even if this
is only done departmentally. If management isn’t always accessible, a short video
from the CEO or COO or CMO responding to employee questions can be made
available for on-demand viewing through several technologies.

Many large companies produce an annual report to employees. Separate from
the annual stockholder report, it summarizes the year for employees while briefing
them on the operations of remote divisions or subsidiaries. Such a report is espe-
cially helpful for organizations that have been affected by mergers and acquisitions.
Remember that repetition builds fact.

A simple rating checklist like the Pentadigm customer value commitment
checklist in Exhibit 5-1 can help evaluate the customer focus culture within your
company.

Plan Customer Value Processes

Organizational alignment to support Pentadigm is crucial to long-term sustainable
profit. A company’s organizational form, including management, people, resources,
measurement, and compensation structures needs to support the Pentadigm model.
The plan for all of these starts with the identification and definition of the customer
value processes.

You’ve probably been exposed to many creative organizational frameworks
that claim to make a business flatter, leaner, and with empowered workers who are
better in touch with customers. As we discussed in the previous chapter, the con-
cept of “form follows value” advocates something more—concentrating every
resource in every function where it can be directly connected to what your target
customers most value in your offer, from planning and finance to product develop-
ment and marketing, from manufacturing to human resources.

For example, if a large manufacturer has technical expertise that directly links
to creating value for customers, it might decide to keep this expertise in its busi-
ness. Whatever the day-to-day operational needs of the technical function are,
they’re secondary if technical expertise doesn’t provide customer value and drive
the manufacturer’s profitability. Once your business understands that the most crit-
ical value-creating activities are based on customer priorities, you can decide how
to manage other less directly connected resources to run the business.

Extend the example of the large manufacturer to its payroll-processing
department. While the manufacturer’s employees want to get paid, the critical ques-
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tion is whether payroll efficiency makes a direct contribution to the customer value
commitments. Is the manufacturer’s payroll function something that responds to
customer value expectations? If not, perhaps outsourcing or contracting for such
services would allow the manufacturer to allocate more resources to functions that
do provide value.

A classic example of value-driven resource management that created value for
its customers, because its organizational form concentrated resources and people
around the processes most critical to its target customers, is Nike. These are con-
tributors, but Nike’s profitability was due to exceptional alignment of resources to
what customers valued. Nike wasn’t profitable due to its low labor cost or because
its marketing was exceptional at convincing people to spend a lot of money for its
shoes. Interestingly, Nike has manufactured almost nothing in its history except air
bladders. Nike shoes are manufactured through alliances with other companies.
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EXHIBIT 5-1

Customer Value Commitment Checklist
Scale: 1 is Disagree Strongly, 2 is Disagree, 3 is Neither Agree nor Disagree, 

4 is Agree, and 5 is Strongly Agree.

NEEDS 
QUESTIONS SCORE IMPROVEMENT

We have detailed information on our customers.

We know what our competitors offer.

We can define which customer segments are the most 
profitable.

We know the cost to acquire, keep, and serve our 
customers.

Our employees have the responsibility and authority to 
solve customer problems.

We regularly assess how well we meet customers’ needs.

We analyze why we lose orders and customers.

We resolve our customers’ issues and complaints  
effectively and to their satisfaction.

We learn from customer queries and complaints and 
change what we do.

We understand what makes our most valuable customers 
loyal.



The traditional business mantra is that manufacturing is absolutely critical
and brings great value to the customer, and that without manufacturing there would
be no Nike shoes to sell in the marketplace. Absolutely true. But Nike formed its
organization around the customer values that have the most impact on customers.
Even though manufacturing is a vital function, Nike realized that there were ways
to manage this function, thereby both maintaining its focus on the critical customer
value areas and saving cost.

Nike’s target buyers were interested in the latest innovative performance
products. You might argue that Nike’s products don’t perform better than its com-
petitors’ products. But Nike’s marketing identified a segment of the global popula-
tion who thinks the image, technology, and design of Nike’s products has the edge
they need to live their life at a higher level of performance. This customer value
segment was willing to pay for this value and, as a result, consistently bought the
latest and greatest Nike products.

To meet these target customers’ expectations, Nike had three critical value-
creating resources: (1) design/R&D for new products, (2) marketing to drive the
demand, and (3) distribution to make certain the latest most innovative products
are available to customers quickly. These drove the growth, not Nike’s manufac-
turing expertise or breadth of product. In general, Nike did an outstanding job of
achieving maximum profitable growth, high productivity, low cost, and the flexi-
bility to respond to fast-changing consumer tastes.

Marketing by Nike in fact did convince many people to use its products, but
the customers also had the option to buy a different brand. Faced with fierce com-
petition, Nike allocated scarce talent and money for marketing rather than for man-
ufacturing. Achieving a Six Sigma level of quality also added little value for the
buyers because Nike consumers were consistently buying the latest products. Nike
recognized this trend, which minimized the need for long-lasting high-quality
designs and investments. Nike created an organization that had the ability to inno-
vate. Those parts of the organization that hindered innovation were better accom-
plished through partnership with suppliers. In addition, Nike never had to worry
about being locked into old manufacturing technology.

If you’re running a business where the customers value the latest high-
performance innovation, in what capabilities will you invest? Why is manufactur-
ing often a hindrance to a business supplying customers who crave the latest
innovations? If you work for a manufacturer, you need to appreciate how your cap-
ital investments work for or against being innovative.

The structure of your company’s functions, resources, assets, and people is
determined once you figure out the winning customer value commitment for your
target customer value segments—form follows value. Avoid the temptation to debate
whether you ought to outsource manufacturing, R&D, or any function to make the
business more profitable before you’ve done the customer value commitment back-
ground. Otherwise, you’re starting in the wrong place.
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Populate Customer Value Processes

There is one capital asset your organization has that no competitor can duplicate—
your people. Delivering value requires people who have specific skills and compe-
tencies for all customer value processes. This means having assessed what skills and
competencies are required at all functional levels, identified the gaps, and quanti-
fied the human resource needs for each process. Since creating value typically rep-
resents major organizational and cultural changes, you have to have an effective
people training and development system in place. Most importantly, you must meas-
ure and reward performance linked to customer value creation and delivery.

This is one of the most difficult cultural and organizational transitions for a
company to make when shifting from a product-centric strategy to a customer value
commitment culture. As we’ve said repeatedly, “form follows value” and the form
of management, measurement, and compensation must follow value. This enables
your business to concentrate training and rewards on the key people critical to cus-
tomer value, rather than spread across many people and functions with variable links
to value.

There is a major disconnect when a sales manager says, “I know we’re talking
about value and solutions and CLV, but then I get called every month and am asked
what my revenues are. It’s hard to think about the future when you’re being driven
by the present.” There’s a major disconnect when customer service representatives
are evaluated based on how many calls they can turn each hour and therefore don’t
believe that or understand how their function can legitimately impact customer rela-
tionships and profitability.

If organizational performance—from sales and marketing to operations, cus-
tomer service, and other support functions—is managed, measured, and compen-
sated on the basis of revenues (transactions), the organizational focus will be on
transactions and revenue rather than long-term relationships and CLV. It’s a mat-
ter of acquiring a fast nickel or a slow dime.

All of this reinforces why a customer value culture must be led and driven
from the top of an organization. When the organization is managed, measured on,
and compensated for CLV, the focus becomes the customers’ value expectations and
relationship maintenance. The emphasis is on the long-term $100,000 profit to be
gained from the customer relationship rather than the short-term $5,000 of rev-
enue. Quarterly revenues are relevant. But the revenues from the current quarter
should have been “seeded” a year or two or three years ago.

Managing a value-driven organization means that CLV must be measured and
compensated for. One company’s approach is to provide a bonus pool from which
everyone has the chance to draw. Sales reps aren’t on commission; they’re paid a
relatively good salary and then earn bonuses based on the value of their customer
relationships. The value of these relationships can be calculated in a number of ways,
including on an actual or average value basis. Some customer relationships are very
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difficult to acquire but easy to maintain once acquired. Others are very easy to
acquire but difficult to maintain over time. Fifty percent of each year’s bonus is
drawn and 50 percent is added to the sales reps’ bonus bank. As the value of the
managed relationships increases, so do the bonus and the bonus bank value. The
sales reps now have incentive to focus on long-term customer profitability. A major
by-product is that the sales force experiences more stability and less churn, which
benefits the customer by having someone who can proactively anticipate the cus-
tomer’s changing value expectations and then manage those changes. The result is
more business, increasing CLV from the customer relationship, and more profit.

But sales isn’t the only function responsible for customer relationships and
CLV, so each business unit and employee needs to know the quantified extent to
which it has an impact on the customer relationship. This compensates value-driven
behavior and allows everyone to participate in the bonus. Measurement of value
performance is based on a combination of the customers’ Preferred Vendor Rat-
ings, Customer Satisfaction Data, and CLV. If on-time delivery (OTD) is 25 per-
cent of a customer’s value expectation, then every function which has responsibility
for OTD would share 25 percent of the bonus according to its percentage of
responsibility. If billing accuracy and timeliness is 5 percent of the customer’s sat-
isfaction, then all shifts in the billing department share 5 percent of the annual
bonus. If technical service response time is 15 percent of the customer’s value, the
technical service function is eligible for 15 percent of the bonus pool.

One hundred percent of the bonus is awarded if the metrics are between
100–95 percent; 95 percent of the bonus is awarded for ratings from 95–90 per-
cent; 90 percent of the bonus for ratings from 90–85 percent; 85 percent of the
bonus is given for ratings from 85–80 percent, and there is no bonus for anything
below 80 percent.

Invest in Appropriate Infrastructure

When Southwest Airlines took off on its maiden flight in 1971, it joined an indus-
try with a legacy composed of small regional airlines that had succeeded and grown
because they had focused on customer value commitments. Success was an alba-
tross for most regionals as they decided that bigger was better, that passengers
wanted to travel farther than point-to-point. They adapted their business resources,
processes, and even their aircraft fleets to become like the “big boys.” Painting with
a very broad brush, airlines in the hub-and-spoke world try to be all things to all
passengers. This proves costly. Reducing cost ultimately reduces the value for every
passenger. Processes falter and airline employees lose their customer focus. Many
competitors were lost to bankruptcies or acquisition transitioning from successful
regionals to national carriers.

Southwest Airlines took a different approach from its inception, resisting the
siren song that had grounded other carriers like PeopleExpress. The seventh largest
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airline in the United States in 2001, Southwest remains extremely profitable despite
expanding its regional airline strategy nationwide. In 2001, the airline generated
$5.55 billion in sales and was the number one airline performer in North America
in profits, profits as a percentage of assets, profits as a percentage of revenue, and
earnings share growth from 1990 to 2001.

From 1996 to 2001, Southwest generated total return to investor of 33.7 per-
cent, beating the first most-admired company GE, who returned 21.2 percent from
1996 to 2001. Additionally, industry peers ranked Southwest Airlines number one
in Innovation, Employee Talent, Quality of Management, Social Responsibility,
Financial Performance, Use of Assets, and Investment Value. For eleven consecu-
tive years, Southwest ranked number one in fewest customer complaints, accord-
ing to the U.S. Department of Transportation’s Air Travel Consumer Report. The
airline began the first profit-sharing plan in the U.S. airline industry in 1974.
Through this plan, employees own about 10 percent of the company’s stock. And
the airline is approximately 81 percent unionized.

In 2002, despite the falloff in business following the September 11, 2001, ter-
rorist attacks in the United States, Southwest Airlines continued to prosper, while
everyone around them floundered. In the second quarter of 2002, Southwest reported
a $102.3 million profit, with bigger rivals reporting heavy losses for the same period.
In 2002, Southwest ranked as the fourth largest U.S. airline in terms of domestic cus-
tomers carried and carried 90 percent of all discount air travel in America.

Southwest is one of the most admired companies in America according to the
March 4, 2002, issue of Fortune. Southwest ranked second among companies across
all industry groups and first in the airline industry in the magazine’s 2002 Amer-
ica’s Most Admired Companies list. Among airlines, Southwest came out on top as
the most admired airline in the world for 1997, 1998, 1999, and 2000.

In an industry where competitor behavior reflects a belief that the only way
to operate is to control airports and routes and maximize hubs, Southwest Airlines
defines what it means to be an airline from a customer value point of view, a com-
pany where form follows value. This is reflected in the business decisions it makes,
the employees it hires, the planes it buys and flies, and the decision not to provide
food service.

Southwest’s primary target customer is a short-haul business traveler. Every-
thing the airline does aligns with the customer’s three key value drivers: (1) fast,
efficient transportation from Point A to B, (2) more economical than any other form
of transportation, and (3) an enjoyable experience. While casual and vacation fly-
ers may choose Southwest, these travelers aren’t the airlines’ primary target cus-
tomers. Southwest hasn’t altered its customer value commitments to satisfy the
expectations of these travelers while sacrificing the value drivers of its core target
customer value segments. A message from Southwest President and Chief Operat-
ing Officer Colleen Barrett on the company’s website in mid-2002 reinforced this
position. “I can promise that we are doing everything possible to minimize your
inconvenience (due to long lines and a boarding process impacted by federal secu-
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rity directives). Air travel needs to be not only secure, but also convenient, and we
are pledged to be both secure and convenient.” The key point is that Southwest first
considers the needs of its target customers and then develops an appropriate infra-
structure.

Infrastructure can be developed internally or can involve other channel mem-
bers and third parties. For many customer value segments, you may choose not to
or be unable to provide all of the value expected to your customers directly. Suc-
cess can depend on the effectiveness of your strategy and management of the chan-
nel members. Numerous channel options are available, from direct sales to
E-commerce and from supplier delivery to distribution, wholesalers, or specialized
channels. A single channel strategy may be able to meet a customer value segment’s
needs completely or could miss opportunities to fulfill customer value expectations.
A multiple-channel strategy might be necessary to fulfill customer needs and expec-
tations, but then you have the challenges of managing branding, positioning, and
cross-channel pricing. A targeted channel strategy needs to be based on clear under-
standing of customer value segment needs and analysis of your competitive posi-
tion and ability.

The function of a channel partner is to provide some form of customer value.
The function could be to

• supply products to the end user
• improve the efficiency of the supply process
• improve the range of products/services available to the end user
• balance economies of scale—the need for large-scale production and

small-scale usage
• provide a local efficient service to local customers
• fulfill the different needs of different customer value segments
• provide new and better solutions for customers by fulfilling unmet needs

It’s critical to establish what that value is and how relevant it is to the target
customer value segment.

This value provided by the channel can be multi-faceted, and may involve one
or more aspects of the order-to-payment process as well as aspects of the market-
ing and sales process. The key question to be answered is “How can this channel
meet or exceed the customers’ needs and value expectations and be mutually prof-
itable?” The channel must also provide value to the supplier.

The generic Pentadigm classification model includes Standard, Mass-
Customized, or Value-Commitment channels as described in Exhibit 5-2. Standard
channel means the same base customer value commitments for each customer value
segment. Mass-customized channel means customer value commitments are cre-
ated and managed by the customer value segments for which they’re provided.
Value-commitment channel means that the customer value segments themselves
dictate how the channel participates in delivering the customer value commitments.
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Channel options can be defined as owned, which means it’s the supplier’s func-
tion; partnership, which means that the supplier has created an affiliation with a
channel member to deliver the value; or procured, which means that the value deliv-
ery responsibility is outsourced. Putting these channel options together into a
matrix and plotting each element of the offering helps optimize the channel selec-
tion, its management, and the customer value commitments to respective customer
value segments.

The channel options matrix helps you easily define which elements of the
offering will be provided solely from within the company, which will be provided
through some form of partnership between supplier and channel, and which will
be outsourced. This analysis ensures clarity of role definition for each channel mem-
ber, assures that each party in the channel understands the value delivery for which
it is solely or jointly responsible, avoids duplication of value, and enables appropri-
ate sharing of value created. A fundamental basis for any channel decision is a clear
segmentation of the ultimate customer, and a detailed understanding of the needs
and buying behavior of those customers. This is the theme of Pentadigm Step 1,
Understand the Customer, discussed in Chapter 3.

To assist in channel selection, a simple question should be asked of the cus-
tomer value segment: “What are the five key offerings of your preferred or ideal
supplier source for products or services listed in order of importance?” This infor-
mation can be organized quickly into a Customer Value Expectations Priority
Matrix like the one described in Exhibit 5-3. This knowledge can help you select
the appropriate channel to serve the target customer value segment.

Once you’re convinced of the ability of one or more channels to fulfill the
customers’ needs, you must also ensure that the channel can fulfill your require-
ments. A scoring method for evaluating the ability of each channel to provide the
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EXHIBIT 5-2

Pentadigm Generic Channel Options Matrix

OWNED PARTNERSHIP PROCURED

STANDARD Sales and marketing, Purchasing Outsourced 
CHANNEL company website, cooperative purchasing

order taking

MASS- Customer and Company Delivery services, 
CUSTOMIZED technical services credit cards billing, and 
CHANNEL collection

VALUE- Key account Account Contract 
COMMITMENT management database negotiating service
CHANNEL



expected customer value is demonstrated in Exhibit 5-4. The importance of each
of the key offerings to a customer value segment is weighted on a 100-point basis.
Each customer value segment, by definition, would have a different set of criteria.
Each of the channels is then scored on each of the customer value commitments by
utilizing satisfaction estimates or quantitative research data. By multiplying each of
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EXHIBIT 5-3

Customer Value Expectations Priority Matrix for One Customer Value Segment
How well does the channel fulfill customer needs?

CUSTOMER NEEDS: IMPORTANCE

1 2 3 4 5

Expert advice
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Wide choice
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EXHIBIT 5-4

Scoring Channel Performance for One Customer Value Segment

CHANNEL SELECTION CRITERIA WEIGHT CHANNEL 1 CHANNEL 2 CHANNEL 3 CHANNEL 4

Additional Services 30% 80 40 100 40

Fast Delivery 25% 40 20 80 20

Expert Advice 20% 10 10 20 20

Responsiveness 15% 60 20 40 20

Portfolio Depth 10% 80 10 60 80

100% 53 23 66 32



the score attributes by the weighted value and then totaling the results, the chan-
nels can be compared on the basis of how well each delivers the expected value. In
this example, the third channel is best at delivering the value the customer value
segment expects.

Only when you have identified a channel that can fulfill both the customers’
needs and the requirements of your business/marketing strategy should you final-
ize your channel strategy. There may not be an optimum choice, in which case, you
must trade off the customer needs and those of the business/marketing strategy and
assign the greatest weight and importance to the fulfillment of customer needs.
Consideration should also be given to both current and future need fulfillment and
capabilities.

The selection of a channel partner or partners is a critical contributor to the
success of Pentadigm, yet is often surprisingly underestimated and neglected. Once
the roles of the individual channel members have been defined, individual channel
partners can be selected. Within a selected channel, the key questions to be
answered are (1) How well does the partner fulfill customer needs? and (2) How
well does the partner perform against our company-partner selection criteria?

Examples of potentially relevant selection criteria for channel partners are
listed in Exhibit 5-5. This isn’t intended to be a formulaic blueprint or all-inclusive
list. The selection criteria for your channel partners should be based on what value
expectations you would expect a channel partner to provide that you can’t.

Scoring is accomplished using the same approach described previously for
assessing channel performance by customer value segment. The importance of each
of the selection criteria is weighted on a 100-point basis. Each of the potential chan-
nel partners is then rated, as shown in Exhibit 5-6 on page 93. By multiplying each
of the partner’s ratings by the weighted value and then adding the results, the part-
ners can be compared on the basis of how well each satisfies the selection criteria.
In this example, the third channel partner is rated as best at being able to deliver
the value you expect from a channel partner serving this customer value segment.

Another crucial aspect of infrastructure, not to be underestimated or to be
taken lightly, is that of information and communications technology and systems.
We’re not experts in these technologies, but we would urge a systematic and prag-
matic approach to their design and selection in order to avoid the mistakes of many
who have invested vast sums of money in supposed “state-of-the-art” technologies
without first figuring out what they needed. The Gartner Group has estimated and
reported that hundreds of billions of dollars were invested in information technol-
ogy (IT) in the 1990s for customer relationship management and E-business with-
out returning a single dollar of profit to those investors.

Since “form follows value,” you must first figure out what your customers
value and design the processes to deliver that value, and then define the informa-
tion and communications technology and systems that will deliver that value most
cost-effectively. In today’s global environment, successful value commitment com-
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panies have consistent technology platforms enterprise-wide, enabling a free, easy,
and rapid exchange and sharing of knowledge, with accessibility around the world
from corporate and remote locations.

In a world of increasingly rapid change, knowledge affords enormous cus-
tomer competitive advantages. The winning companies will be those who have the
fastest access to knowledge about customers, markets, the competition, and so on,
and those companies who excel at sharing such knowledge within their organiza-
tion and with their marketing partners and using such knowledge to impact busi-
ness results.
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EXHIBIT 5-5

Example of Channel Partner Selection Criteria

PARTNER SELECTION CRITERIA CHARACTERISTICS

Financial strength Revenue, profit and loss, balance sheet

Sales strength Number and competence

Product lines Competing, compatible, complementary

Reputation Leadership, position in business/market, expertise

Market coverage Geographic, industry, segment, intensity

Sales performance General growth, account penetration, success reaching 
target markets, after-sales

Management strength Planning, employee relations, marketing orientation, 
strategic direction

Communications program Integrated marcom based on customer value commitment

Training programs Self-delivered, supplier participation

Sales compensation Based on contribution margin or other profitability measure

Plant, equipment, facilities Transport and delivery methods and record, inventory levels 
and management, warehousing

Order and payment processes Credit references

Installation and repair services After-sales, warranty service

Quality of demonstrators Experience of staff

Willingness to commit to individual brands Demonstrated history of behavior

Willingness to cooperate in joint programs Demonstrated history of behavior

Willingness to share data: market,  Demonstrated history of behavior
customers, sales force, inventory, delivery



Implement Customer Value

Implementation of a value-based customer focus is a key challenge for many com-
panies. The challenge is exacerbated by the constant demands of the bean counters
to reduce costs by reducing headcount and outsourcing “non-core” activities. These
initiatives put increased pressure on the staff and infrastructure that survive such
programs. However, the staff are often given little or no help to enable them to
work more effectively or more efficiently. There are already myriad texts on this
subject and we cannot do full justice to it in just a few paragraphs. Nevertheless, we
would like to encourage our readers to adopt some simple practices that we have
found useful in oiling the wheels of implementation.

First, implementation can only succeed if you have identified and clearly
defined all the actions that need to happen in order for your customer value com-
mitments to be delivered to your chosen target customer value segments. In order
to be sure that you don’t overlook something, we recommend taking each line of
your customer value commitment and breaking it down into all the constituent ele-
ments of the marketing mix that are needed to create that customer value commit-
ment. For the purposes of an example, assume that one of your customer value
commitments is to be first to the innovator customer value segment with innova-
tive, leading-edge products. One of the commitment elements that will help you
create and deliver the value is to be the first to expose your customers to innova-
tions from your R&D labs. A simple customer value commitment matrix like the
one in Exhibit 5-7 can be linked to the Pentadigm Action Plan.

Next, complete the Pentadigm Action Plan template, described in Exhibit 5-8,
following these guidelines.
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EXHIBIT 5-6

Example Assessment of Potential Channel Partners

PARTNER SELECTION CRITERIA WEIGHT PARTNER 1 PARTNER 2 PARTNER 3 PARTNER 4

Financial strength 10% 80 75 90 100

Sales strength 15% 85 75 100 85

Reputation 10% 100 80 95 90

Market coverage 25% 90 90 95 80

Sales performance 15% 90 90 100 90

Management strength 10% 85 100 90 90

Willingness to commit to individual brands 5% 90 100 75 75

Willingness to cooperate in joint programs 5% 90 100 75 75

Willingness to share data 5% 70 65 50 40

100% 87.75 86.00 91.25 83.75



1. All actions should be defined specifically in a complete sentence with subject,
verb, and object—shorthand statements are too ambiguous and ambiguity breeds
uncertainty, which leads to lack of action.

2. All actions must be owned by an individual. Even if that individual recruits
others to help complete the action, the named individual takes ultimate ownership
and responsibility for the action being completed accurately within the agreed upon
time line.

3. Timings must be specific dates. “Q1, 2003” means January 1 to some and 31
March to others—so always use a specific date, month, and year. For those of you
working in global companies, we recommend writing the month in words so that
there can be no confusion: “02/12/2003” means February 12, 2003, to an Ameri-
can and 2 December 2003 to a European.

4. Time needed is a realistic estimate of the time needed to complete the task.
This is important for two reasons. First, it enables you to calculate the full amount
of resources needed for implementation. Second, it enables each individual to be
fully aware of his or her commitments and to set them against available time. One
of the greatest mistakes made in implementation is over-committing time. Many
old clichés are the truth and the reality in this step, for example, “If a job’s worth
doing, it’s worth doing well,” “You can’t fit a quart into a pint pot.” Or for the
metric-minded, “You can’t contain a liter in a half-liter jug.”

5. Desired outcome should clearly describe what is the final outcome or result
of the action. Once again, we recommend a full description and not shorthand. As
simple as this may be, we’ve never seen such a simple and practical linkage between
the customer value commitment and an action plan in any business text.

We recommend two simple matrices in setting the priorities for cost-effective,
efficient implementation of your customer value commitment.

In Matrix 1 in Exhibit 5-9, each individual action is plotted on the matrix
based on their delivery of customer value and their ease of implementation. The
“Winners” actions should receive the highest priority, indicated by the A. Winners’
actions are those which most readily enable you to deliver superior customer value.
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EXHIBIT 5-7

Simple Customer Value Commitment Template

CUSTOMER VALUE COMMITMENT ELEMENT

1. To be first to the Innovator 1. To be the first to expose our customers to innovations from our 
customer value segment with R&D labs
innovative, leading-edge 
products 2. To develop a meaningful feedback mechanism from these meetings

for the R&D function



The “Strive for Improvement” actions, indicated by the B, should be your second
priority. These are the actions that enable you to deliver superior customer value
that you are not currently proficient in providing. For those actions in the “Wasted
Energy” sector, focus on reexamining the actions against the value drivers of your
target customer value segments to identify your capabilities that add no value. Either
take away the value-added things you do at a cost to you that have no value for the
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EXHIBIT 5-8

Customer Value Commitment Action Plan Template

CUSTOMER COMMITMENT ACTION PLAN

CUSTOMER  ENHANCED 
COMMITMENT DETAIL ACTION PLAN

Customer Commitment Action By By Time Desired 
Value Element Detail Whom When Needed Outcome

1. To be first 1. To be the 1. Define a Marcom 31 November 2 person A one-year 
to the Innova- first to expose monthly R&D Director 2002 days schedule 
tor customer your customers outputs review arranged with 
value segment to innovations with key cus- customers in 
with innovative, from your R&D tomer value the target 
leading-edge labs segments customer 
products value segment 

for monthly 
R&D reviews

2. Commit one- R&D 15 November 0.5 person Ensure that 
half day each Director 2002 days each customers will 
month to sharing month be able to 
your latest capa- quickly benefit 
bilities and tech- from our latest 
nologies with the ideas and 
customer value technology
segment

2. To develop a Etc. 
meaningful feed-
back mechanism 
from these 
meetings for the 
R&D function

2. Etc.

3.



customer or shift these actions to “Winners.” “Loser” actions receive the lowest or
no priority and probably should be removed from your action list.

The classification in Matrix 2 in Exhibit 5-10 is based on Ease of Implemen-
tation of the customer value commitment and the Impact on customer value or your
business results. Focus on the “Must-Do/Quick Hits” actions, the A in the
“High/High” sector of the Matrix. The second priority is B, “Strategic Wins,”
where the impact is high despite the difficulty with implementation. The actions in
the high ease of implementation—indicated by the C in the “Low Impact” sector—
may be infrastructure items which still need to be undertaken.

The rule is that you need to prioritize all actions required to implement cus-
tomer value in the customer value segments, define and design the organization
required to create and deliver customer value, and deploy resources appropriately
for the customer.
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EXHIBIT 5-9

Action Prioritization Matrix for Implementing Customer Value
Commitment

DELIVERS CUSTOMER VALUE

LOW HIGH
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KEY INSIGHTS

1. Customer value processes must be identified, defined, and implemented. This goes against
the concept of focusing on core competencies and insists that the company’s activities be
aligned to excellence in the processes necessary to deliver superior value to the customer.

2. Link staff motivation to customer value delivery through training and development
programs, scorecards, and compensation systems.

3. Plan customer value processes before defining, designing, and investing in infrastructure.

4. Lead all customer value creation from the top.

5. Link all actions to the elements of the customer value commitment—if they don’t add
customer value, don’t do them. And prioritize all actions based on customer value creation,
business impact, and ease and capability of implementation.
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EXHIBIT 5-10

Impact Prioritization Matrix for Implementing Customer Value
Commitment

IMPACT ON CUSTOMER VALUE/BUSINESS RESULT

LOW HIGH

Infrastructure Items Must-Do/“Quick Hits”

C A

Why do? Strategic Wins!!
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CHECKLIST

❑ Have you developed a customer culture throughout the organization and empowered the
workforce to implement it? Is it led from the top?

❑ Have you planned the key customer value processes?

❑ Have you populated your customer value processes by defining the requisite people skills and
competencies, deploying people resources, training and developing the staff, and measuring
and compensating for value performance?

❑ Have you invested in an infrastructure to deliver customer value by building knowledge
management systems, defining a channel strategy, and selecting channel partners and using
E-commerce where appropriate?

❑ Have you implemented a customer value orientation by planning and prioritizing your
actions, defining and implementing organizational structure to support customer value, and
deploying resources accordingly?
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step 4: assess—
obtain customer

feedback

CHAPTER
6

99

Get the facts, or the facts will get you. And when you get them, get them right
or they will get you wrong.

—Thomas Fuller, preacher and author (1608–1661)

It’s been calculated many times that the cost of winning a new customer is some-
where between 5 and 100 times greater than retaining a current customer, depend-
ing upon the nature of your business.1 But most companies don’t know exactly why
business was won or lost; overlooked is a detailed and rigorous examination of won-
lost business. The more undifferentiated or “commoditized” a business is or the
more a business is being driven toward competitive tendering, the more critical it
is to track and monitor business and the reasons for success and/or failure.

For example, in the concrete products business in the United Kingdom, a sig-
nificant proportion of sales are derived from annual tenders to local authorities for
their road construction and street maintenance projects. The tenders are issued
once per year, typically around December, and as a rule, bidders are given three
months to submit their tenders. For some concrete suppliers that means submitting
tenders to as many as 64 different UK local authorities. Clearly, this is a huge work
burden, especially if starting from scratch each year.

One successful supplier, for whom one of us used to work, had on staff an
individual who had managed these local authority tenders for many years as a full-
time job. Three months each year were spent writing and submitting the tenders
and nine months were spent investigating why the company won and lost business.
Questions asked included the following:

• Who were the competitors in the bidding?
• Against which ones were we successful or unsuccessful and why?
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• What did the competitors’ customer value commitments look like
compared to ours, that is, what were the similarities and the differences?

• What were the value drivers for supplier choice for the respective local
authorities?

• What were the successful and unsuccessful price levels and the differ-
entials in pricing? This was relevant to make sure that apples were
compared with apples.

The company’s track record in winning tenders was very good, but that was
due to the rigor with which one individual tracked every single tender. A key to
being successful is knowing what to bid by knowing what contributed to success
or failure. Pay particular attention to the time frames involved. This individual
spent three months creating and submitting tenders and nine months—three
times as long—investigating the whys and wherefores of the tender successes
and failures.

Often this type of won-lost analysis can only be achieved by assigning some-
one to pursue it who hasn’t been directly involved in the customer relationships in
order to ensure an objective and unbiased breakdown. 

At another company we know, the Managing Director assumes the specific
role of following up on all lost business. The recommendation is, at a minimum, to
have someone track won-lost business and, in the best-case scenario, to appoint a
Lost and Won Business Manager. The value derived will be gains in customer
retention and bottom-line success.

Five Actions in Pentadigm Step 4: Assess

Did you ever ask your spouse or significant other, “Why me?” Why is the answer
to that question relevant to you? Haven’t you made the sale, acquired the relation-
ship? And what’s this have to do with business?

A number of our clients can’t answer the question, “How did you get the busi-
ness?” or “Why did you lose the business?” They’re so focused on the next sale, the
next transaction, that the reason business was won or lost is moot. It just “is.”

The fourth Pentadigm step is required to make sure that Steps 1, 2, and 3
have value for the customer and are profitable for you. Step 4 is all about assess-
ment, obtaining customer feedback in several forms and from several sources. This
enables you to validate that (1) the value being delivered to the customers in a cus-
tomer value segment is in line with or, preferably, exceeds their expectations and
(2) you are proactively identifying the shifts, changes, and evolution of your cus-
tomers’ value expectations.

Step 4 in the Pentadigm model has to be integrated with the other four
steps—each of which is important to bottom-line success through value-based mar-



keting. The five-step combination is important. Feedback may come at any step.
Step 4 is a formal step to catch something that has been done very well or some-
thing that has been missed. It may be something you didn’t pick up from your track-
ing of Pentadigm Steps 1 or 2 or 3. Be open to as full as possible feedback on the
customer’s response to your customer value commitment from all possible points
in Pentadigm.

Assess includes five major actions:

1. Track won and lost business. The reasons for won and lost business must be rig-
orously examined systematically and regularly, ideally by an objective won-lost busi-
ness manager.

2. Proactively seek customer feedback. All customer interfaces should be identified
and integrated into appropriate feedback systems that track meaningful measures.

3. Resolve customer complaints. Analysis isn’t beneficial without implementing cor-
rective actions.

4. Assess performance against customer expectations. In addition to regular direct
contact with customers, we also recommend obtaining feedback via independent
third parties. A key is to communicate the results internally and to your customers
so that the customer value commitment is understood.

5. Combine analyses to improve. Regular analysis helps to identify what you are
doing well so that you can reinforce and repeat, and to identify the gaps in your
value performance against customer expectations, thus permitting appropriate cor-
rective actions.

Track Won and Lost Business

Tracking is looking at customer value segments after the fact to understand why
you won or lost the business. It’s evaluating where you’ve been and it’s anticipating
where you’re going. As businesses become more customer-oriented, satisfaction and
loyalty measures are becoming the norm.

The assumption has traditionally been that if customers are continuing to buy
from you that they must be satisfied and loyal and that you are therefore a value-
oriented organization. This assumption is false; there are any number of legitimate
reasons for repeat buying behavior that have nothing to do with your customer value
commitment. What you measure and how you measure the actual value delivered
to customers is an acid test of how product- or value-oriented your business really
is. Equally important is how you interpret the findings of your measures. There is
research evidence to show that even customers who give a 75 percent rating of sat-
isfaction are indifferent to the supplier and could easily be won to a more attrac-
tive competitive offering.
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The Pentadigm Value Ratio chain is VA � VP � VE. The Actual Value deliv-
ered (VA) should be greater than or equal to the Promised Value (VP). The key
measurement is whether or not you met or exceeded the customer value commit-
ment that was promised if the customer made the purchase decision. This is what
needs to be measured and communicated to customers. Being able to state that “We
delivered $3.75million in savings to customers with the average customer receiv-
ing $295” is more powerful than “We offer you value.”

This helps explain why many studies on loyalty and satisfaction effectiveness
often report that it’s the highly satisfied or loyal customers who defect. The com-
pany just didn’t realize it was one benefit more or less away from losing its customers.

A simple checklist is all that is needed for you to start tracking won-lost
business:

• Customer details
• Customer history
• Business under investigation
• Business won or lost
• Reason for business won or lost [verbatim from the buying decision

maker(s)]
• For lost business: How can the business be regained?
• For won business: How can the business be retained in the future?

A caveat: it is extremely important that these questions are asked and investi-
gated by someone not involved in the sale.

As one of our clients reported in 2001, “I have always marveled at the lost and
won business reports submitted by our salespeople. When we win business, the
favorite reason quoted is ‘The excellent relationship that the salesperson has with
the customer.’ When we lose business, the favorite reason quoted is ‘The price was
not competitive’ and never the excellent relationship that the competitor’s sales-
person has with the customer.”

There are four simple mechanisms that are extremely useful in gathering rel-
evant customer feedback to supplement a won-lost business analysis:

1. Customer-Initiated Feedback—questions and complaints generated by
customers.

2. Regular Surveys—customer fulfillment assessments before becoming a
customer and after ordering.

3. Defector Research—surveys with lost customers to identify root causes and
to take corrective actions.

4. Customer Groups—ongoing assessments of performance and gaps.
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Proactively Seek Customer Feedback

We’ve alluded to the high cost of discovering and developing new customers ver-
sus the wisdom of retaining existing customers. Customer retention demands a high
attention to customer loyalty, which is built on fulfilling customer needs and man-
aging the total customer relationship. Most companies don’t use the natural inter-
faces with their customers to obtain knowledge about those customers.

In managing the customer interface you must first identify all the possible
interfaces with the customer, many of which either are overlooked totally or are
given scant regard. These would include, but are not limited to, initial awareness of
your company, inquiries made to your company, placing an order, making payment,
interaction with corporate and business management, marketing, sales, supply chain,
R&D, manufacturing, customer service and technical support, and intermediate
channels—arguably every person or function in the organization that touches a cus-
tomer either directly or indirectly.

You also shouldn’t overlook the post-sale contacts, such as after-sales service,
invoicing, complaints handling, and satisfaction research, as well as recycling and
packaging returns. Everyone in your company should be primed to seek and be
rewarded for sharing customer feedback through the natural day-to-day, week-to-
week, month-to-month interactions with the customer.

The marketing director for a bottled water company told us a story about cus-
tomer interface not realizing how enlightened her solution was. Katie realized
shortly after taking over her position that the delivery and customer service func-
tions frequently worked against the company’s customer-focused value position and
even against one another. Drivers would fail to deliver the water or coffee break
supplies to the right location in the client company or fail to deliver the invoice to
the proper individual. Customer service identified so strongly with the customers
that the fault for delivery miscues were accepted out of hand as being a driver
problem.

If a customer has a complaint, that’s feedback in its simplest form. But com-
plaints also threaten relationships. You must deal with a customer complaint quickly,
efficiently, and to the customer’s satisfaction. A by-product of this response is to
reinforce your commitment to customer value.

Katie proposed an idea which management approved with a few reservations.
Each of the drivers worked for a week in customer service, fielding calls with a cus-
tomer service representative (CSR) partner. They began to realize what the
response was when they parked the delivery truck in the wrong location or trun-
dled the bottles across the main lobby instead of using the freight elevator.

Katie then required each of the CSRs to ride the truck with their driver part-
ner for a week; she took the initial ride. CSRs learned what it was like to have to
maneuver a truck to a far part of the delivery area, dolly the bottles up the freight
elevator in the back of the building for delivery to the employee break room in the
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front of the building on the fourth floor, and then stop in a second-floor corner
office to hand an invoice to a person who might or might not be at his or her desk.
The resulting empathy by both the drivers and the CSRs for each other’s position
resulted in a commitment to partner more closely in assuring that the customers’
expectations were met, avoiding a number of customer complaints.

Perhaps a more important by-product of the exchange was the realization that
both the drivers and the CSRs knew a lot about the customers’ expectations and
satisfaction levels, in many cases more than was known by management and mar-
keting. Katie developed a short field intelligence report to be submitted to her that
could be filled out by anyone having contact with a customer.

For example, a driver delivering to a customer hears that the company is open-
ing another office in a different state. The water company can proactively call to
establish service at the new location when it opens rather than have to wait to be
contacted by the customer, perhaps delaying the initiation of the additional service.
Or a driver reporting that the desks are empty and people are sitting around read-
ing or talking or playing video games at one of the accounts could have identified a
credit risk. These intelligence reports have both monetary and other rewards for
the people whose insights result in improved delivery of customer value or increased
profitability.

One of our clients had a weekly sales force meeting to share and discuss “the
word on the street.” The sales manager gave a $100 prize to the salesperson who
shared a customer objection that she or he wasn’t able to overcome. Success stories
were also shared, but it was important for the people to be able to admit a loss and
to share what happened so that the group could learn how to anticipate and deal
with the objection and to develop the “best case” responses.

In Chapter 4, we presented five questions that also provide a framework for
obtaining customer feedback. This brief list can be easily remembered by every-
one in your company who has a customer interface. These questions should be top
of mind and used as a framework for feedback dialog every time there is an oppor-
tunity to do so. These questions shouldn’t simply be asked directly and bluntly. But
they could be asked in a number of different ways in a variety of sequences using
different wording to obtain the relevant information. The basic questions are:

1. What does the customer’s world look like today?

2. Where do the costs of your offering figure in your customer’s total cost
picture?

3. What keeps the customer awake at night wondering how the business could
be improved?

4. What’s the value to the customer of such improvement?

5. What will change in the customer’s world in the next three years?
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Your customers possess rich data that should also be mined. Many will con-
duct their own satisfaction surveys to assess supplier performance. Many will have
implemented formal Preferred Supplier Lists (PSLs). In either case, the items that
are being measured represent the customer’s value expectations, its desired bene-
fits, and relative costs. They may also benchmark your performance against sup-
pliers from completely different industry sectors, which may be important for you
to understand in terms of the standards they are expecting based on their experi-
ence with those other suppliers.

The basic objective of a PSL is to reduce the cost and risk in the purchasing
process through a constant process of evaluating and prequalifying suppliers. The
criteria are carefully developed to reflect what’s critical in a supplier’s performance
and have a tendency to be more objective and quantified than satisfaction
assessments.

Criteria could include tracking on-time delivery, quality, price or delta price,
inventory management, responsiveness, and flexibility. A specific measurement or
formula is derived for each item, which is then weighted and combined with the
other criteria to typically create a 100-point rating.

As a simple example, Wal-Mart cooperated with P&G to develop a best-in-
class order and supply process for P&G products to Wal-Mart outlets. This resulted
in a significant reduction in Wal-Mart’s costs. Wal-Mart then applied this bench-
mark to suppliers of other products reasoning that if P&G could offer that level of
service at low cost, Wal-Mart shouldn’t pay for the inefficiencies of other suppliers’
ordering and supply systems.

The data derived from the PSL have a tendency to be more objective than
subjective, and can be a very sound benchmark from which to build a needs- and
behavior-based customer value segmentation. Your own company may have a PSL.
Talk to the people in purchasing and find out:

• What are the evaluation criteria?
• How are these criteria measured?
• How do the top three suppliers perform in relationship to all the others?
• What relevance does this information have for your company’s

purchasing process?

A sales manager we knew once called a customer and asked, “Do you have a
Preferred Supplier List and, if you do, would you share the criteria with us so that
we can make sure that we’re focusing on the proper value expectations?” The
response was, “Yes, we have a Preferred Supplier List, but the criteria are propri-
etary and secret.” The sales manager was flabbergasted. One of the primary func-
tions of PSL criteria is to let suppliers know up front what they will have to deliver
to be able to sell to the customer. This was a dumb purchaser playing his cards so
closely to the chest that it made itself a risky, if not unprofitable, customer. The
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sales manager knew not to ask the second question, which would have been, “How
are we performing in relationship to your other suppliers?”

Even more troubling, however, is that for every sales manager who asks this
question regularly of its customers, there are nine who don’t think about or don’t
ask this question. By discovering, understanding, and focusing on these drivers,
from whatever source is available, you have a stronger segmentation basis upon
which to build a meaningful strategy and compelling offering to your customer.

A couple of final lessons. Understand that any time you solicit customer feed-
back you are raising the customers’ expectations that you will be doing something
as a result of the data you obtain. You can’t go through the motions of gathering
data without the customers understanding what has happened or will happen as a
result. When you don’t do anything, it’s just as important to explain to the customer
why you won’t be doing what they suggest. This follow-up discussion still builds
your relationship because you acknowledge the customer’s views, and it gives
another chance for the customers to give further insight or potentially correct any
misconception you may have come away with.

It’s also relevant to understand that customers are surveyed to death. The
question that has to be answered is, “What’s the value added for a customer if it
participates in your feedback mechanism?” An obvious response is that a summary
of the feedback will be shared. This has several implications for you and the cus-
tomer. One, it helps you to demonstrate to the customer the value which you are
providing or, if there are gaps, a chance to state what you’re doing to improve the
customer value commitment. It can also afford you the opportunity to demonstrate
your company’s performance in relationship to that of competitors. Your feedback
could be value-added for a customer that doesn’t have the inclination or the where-
withal to do its own research.

Finally, data that aren’t shared data have no value. You must ensure that in all
customer interfaces and contacts, customer and primary research data are recorded
and shared in a system where it’s easy to enter and access information. There are
several providers of such systems in the market. The key is that these data are
invaluable to understanding and managing your value relationships.

Resolve Customer Complaints

The majority of companies spend 95 percent of their customer service time fixing
problems and only 5 percent analyzing why they had a problem in the first place. If
your customer complaints were segmented into three generic categories, you’d find
a general pattern in terms of how customer retention is affected.

Category 1 customers, for example, are those whose complaints weren’t rec-
ognized and, as a result, weren’t resolved. A typical retention rate among these cus-
tomers is less than 10 percent. Category 2 customers are those whose complaint
was registered but wasn’t resolved to the customers’ satisfaction. A typical reten-
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tion rate among these customers is around 20 percent. Category 3 customers are
those whose complaints are recognized and solved. The typical retention rate for
this group is 54 percent.

Customer complaints must be managed, which means you must be empathetic
and responsive. Your customer complaint process should satisfy these expectations.

1. It should be easy for customers to complain.

2. Customer complaints should be acknowledged.

3. Promise a response within a specific time frame and stick to that
commitment.

4. Propose a solution.

5. Check that the customer is satisfied or more than satisfied with the
proposed solution.

6. Those handling complaints must be empowered to resolve them.

7. Log all complaints in detail and then analyze them to understand the
causes.

8. Complaints should be handled by a human being, not a phone system or
computer. If you use an automated system, make it easy for customers to
find a person to speak with; don’t just circle them back to the options menu
of automated responses.

Assess Performance Against Customer
Expectations

It’s always interested us how a simple resolution of a customer problem results expo-
nentially in retention and increased business, which directly impacts the customer
lifetime value (CLV). If you assess your performance against your customer expec-
tations, you’ll add value to your offerings.

There’s a story in customer service folklore about the man who walked into
a Spokane, Washington, bank and asked to have his parking ticket validated. The
teller looked at the senior citizen dressed in worn, faded blue jeans, plaid shirt with
a torn pocket, well-worn dirty boots, and a stained Resistol cowboy hat and asked
if he had conducted business in the bank. “No,” the man replied. “I just came in to
get my parking validated.” The teller informed him that the validation was only for
customers conducting transactions. Did the man have an account with the bank?
He did. “Then you should know the rules,” the teller advised him.

The customer asked to see the manager. “Gone to a meeting,” he was told.
What about the assistant manager? “At the same meeting,” was the reply. “I’ll wait,”
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the man said and he sat down in one of the lobby’s chairs. Thirty minutes later the
manager returned and seeing the man sitting there, walked over and greeted him.
“Good morning, Mr. Miller. What can we do for you today?” The customer’s
response was that he wanted all of his accounts closed and the money transferred
to a rival bank. As the story goes, the accounts represented more than $4 million
and almost 10 percent of the bank’s total customer deposits. Mr. Miller was one of
the largest ranchers in the area. For a one dollar parking ticket validation, the bank
lost millions in deposits.

Should the bank teller have bent the rules? After all, rules are rules. The teller
was correct. The bank’s policy was parking validation only for customers conduct-
ing transactions. The customer’s expectation was unreasonable, given that rule.

Should the bank have had a different set of rules for customers based on the
sizes of their accounts? Would the teller have bent the rules had he or she recog-
nized the customer for who he was? Or should all customers be treated equally?
Should the bank have made the rules clearer so the customer wouldn’t have had an
unrealistic expectation? Or should the bank be more flexible to meet customers’
unspoken expectations? What’s your answer?

If employees truly understand your business—which means your value com-
mitment, customers, and operations—they need to be able to make judgments in
cases that may seem outside the strict interpretation of the business rules. Given
that caveat in this case, the teller would have recognized the poorly worded busi-
ness rule and made the judgment to validate the parking ticket. It makes one won-
der whether the bank trained its employees to use judgment.

We might also argue that, if the bank truly knew its customers, it would know
that they were using the parking lot on occasion for other than bank business. Per-
haps the bank should encourage its customers to park in its lot free of charge as a
convenience while shopping in the neighborhood. This would also benefit other
area merchants.

Whatever your answers to these questions, the bank should have had a better
understanding of its customers’ expectations, and its customer value commitment
should have been designed accordingly.

It can be beneficial at times to invest in primary research to gather data in
addition to that provided from internal or customer sources. The function of this
research is to gather data where none exist, to supplement the data you have, or to
validate the current data.

Historically, marketing managers and marketing researchers haven’t made
good bedfellows. The marketing managers unrealistically expect the research to
provide answers, and they often don’t understand the time line, complexities, and
nuances of valid, reliable research. The key to obtaining relevant data that can help
validate your success in delivering customer value is to manage and be involved with
the marketing research process rather than handing it over to a researcher to pro-
vide the “absolute” answers.
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The first step in managing customer and market research is to decide what
business decisions can be improved meaningfully by the results of market/customer
research. This will identify when such research is needed to discover relevant infor-
mation about whether or not customer value expectations have been understood
and met.

Also, customer and market research can be useful in terms of validating the
informal data. This requires a clear understanding of how the data will be used in
your decision making, so that you and the researcher can define the scope of the
research project. Customer and market research can help if a company wants to
understand the needs and satisfaction levels of potential customers (with whom it
does not currently trade) or to obtain an objective benchmark of performance rel-
ative to competition.

The second step is to collect and analyze secondary data; this is information
that has been gleaned from existing sources outside your company. Secondary data
include obvious sources from the customers’ industry like trade publications, indus-
try association data, industry analyses, and customer press releases about won busi-
ness, especially if you weren’t the supplier selected. In some cases, these data will
answer your questions. More often than not, the secondary findings provide addi-
tional questions that need to be answered and/or validate the research design.

Once the research objective has been formulated and the secondary data
scanned, identify knowledge gaps relative to the business decisions to be made and
write the specific research questions that need to be answered. You should share
responsibility with the market researcher for developing and approving the research
method, whether it’s in-depth interviews, surveys, or customer focus groups, for
example, or a combination of data-gathering methods. Understanding the design
and its intent makes it easier for you to understand the data and apply them in the
decision-making process.

Whatever you do, don’t prevent the customers from expressing their real
views and opinions. Many customer research programs utilize closed questions and
checklists, often internally developed, for misguided reasons of expediency, cost
limitation, and ease of analysis. The result is usually a misinformed supplier and a
frustrated customer. Your customer survey should include open-ended questions to
allow customers to identify what they see as the key priorities and areas of unsatis-
factory performance.

Be prepared to support the research with a financial commitment. The bud-
get should not be established on the basis of cost justification, that is, the question
to the researcher shouldn’t be “What kind of research can we do for $10,000?” The
question should be “What do we have to spend to learn what we need to know?” If
it takes $10,000, but the resulting profitability from the customer value segment
increases by $100,000 annually, that’s a good return on investment. If it takes
$50,000, but the resulting profitability from the customer value segment increases
by $100,000 annually, it’s still a good ROI.
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The next step in a customer and market research process is selecting the sam-
ple. The research objectives and project design could require an investigation of all
of the customers in the customer value segment or simply a representative sample
of customers.

With the sample identified, the data can be collected. An important hint for
this stage of the research is to not send the researcher away with a mandate to do
his or her “voodoo.” Stay informed about the data collection, obtain reports of
preliminary findings, and be involved actively in ensuring the research is achiev-
ing your objectives. In addition to funding involvement, it makes sense whenever
possible to participate in the data collection. In this way research findings will
come alive to the management team as they have heard and seen firsthand
responses from customers. It’s also a great way to build relationships directly with
customers.

Once the data are collected, the researcher analyzes and interprets the data.
Again, that doesn’t mean the researcher is going to provide answers to the research
questions. It means that the researcher will help organize the data points and look
for relevant indicators. Make sure that you understand what the data indicate and
their relevance to your decision-making needs. Be able to explain some of the more
technical nuances of data collection or data reduction and analysis.

The last step in managing the research process is to integrate the data into
what is already known about customers’ reactions to the value you believe you have
been delivering. Never forget that decisions are made based not only on data, but
also on intuition and experience.

Combine Analyses to Improve

The following data reflect something we all know through experience, if not intu-
itively. Depending on your data source, as many as 91 percent of your unhappy cus-
tomers—nine out of ten—will never purchase from you again. The average business
doesn’t hear from 96 percent of its unhappy customers, which means you never have
an opportunity to correct the situation. Each of these customers will tell the story
about the value that wasn’t delivered to somewhere between 10 and 16 other peo-
ple or companies. The 4 percent who bring a problem to your attention have the
expectation that you’ll correct it. A prompt effort to resolve a dissatisfied customer’s
issue will result in roughly 85 percent of them repeating as customers. You can
obtain customer satisfaction data from your industry association or by doing a
google.com search for “customer satisfaction.”

A CEO we know had a negative experience with a computer manufacturer
when the computer company was in its infancy and the executive was beginning her
career. Her purchasing department has a mandate to never buy any hardware or
software from the computer company, even if that company would pay the client’s
company to take the equipment. Institutional memory usually focuses on the most
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recent and negative behavior rather than the long-term track record and the posi-
tive value that has been delivered.

Most of our clients still have archaic planning processes and procedures which
are driven by an annual reporting system that is driven, in turn, by the bean coun-
ters. There’s an old cliché that the accountants know the cost of everything and the
value of nothing. You need to establish a dynamic strategy and planning process
that reflects the nature of your marketplace, your business, and the speed of change.
Establish flexible time frames within which you will review and correct strategy and
tactics, rather than the dogmatic time frames associated with the traditional cor-
porate planning approach.

For companies whose fiscal year is the calendar year, planning begins in July
with the strategic course for the following year set by the beginning of the fourth
quarter (Q4) in October. The problem is that if there’s a major change in your cus-
tomers’ needs happening in Q1 of the next year and your strategic plan for that year
won’t be approved until Q4 of this year, you could be too late to react.

Rather than planning January to December, business and marketing plans
should be dynamic, constructed on a rolling basis to reflect the last 12 months of
business and to project three years ahead—that is, an annual detailed plan and three-
year forecast, updated at least quarterly if not monthly.

The objective of a rolling planning process based on dynamic tracking doesn’t
necessitate a U-turn in the customer value commitment or supporting business pro-
cesses from one month to the next. That would have horrendous profitability impli-
cations. A rolling, dynamic planning process means that you’re always checking,
which helps you keep ahead of the customers’ needs and expectations, to update
your understanding of the customer, your commitment to the customer, and your
ability to create, deliver, and capture customer value.

It’s also important to encourage multi-level, multi-functional contacts with
customers, as we’ve mentioned several times. But it is equally important to appoint
an account responsible person—an account manager—for all sizes, types, and classes
of customers. The person chosen will depend upon the nature of the account and
may also be driven by the key relationship with the account. For instance, if there
is a large amount of development work, you might select a research person as the
account manager; if the account is more dependent upon customer service, the
account manager should be appointed from the customer service organization.

The key is to ensure that someone in your organization feels responsible for
that customer and feels empowered to represent the customer within your organi-
zation, and that the customer knows someone is representing their interests within
your company. The more important the customer, the more senior the account
manager should be. In some companies, there may be a case for a cadre of senior
corporate account managers, handling very large accounts with multiple business
unit and functional interfaces.

The customer account managers should be responsible for providing feedback
for each stage of Pentadigm. No customer is so unimportant as to not warrant an
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account manager, meaning that every customer is important enough to warrant an
account manager.

It’s also extremely important to make sure that all data gathered about won-
lost business, customer satisfaction and loyalty, and your company’s responses
intended to improve your customer value commitment are communicated internally
and shared with customers. This has multiple effects. It reminds everyone in your
organization about what value drivers are important to the customer value segments
and it indicates how well you are performing against not only the competition, but
against the customers’ expectations. It validates for customers your commitment to
providing value and gives them tangible, quantifiable assessments of how the value
you deliver is equal to or greater than the value that was proposed prior to the pur-
chase decision. Customers buy value, not products or services. This is another way
of reinforcing that behavior.

KEY INSIGHTS

1. Appoint someone to own and be responsible for tracking and researching won-lost business
and give them the authority and teeth to do something with their findings.

2. Five simple questions should frame all conversations with customers:

a. What does the customer’s world look like today?

b. Where do the costs of your offering figure in the total cost picture?

c. What keeps the customer awake at night?

d. What’s the value to the customer of such improvement?

e. What will change in the customer’s world in the next three years?

3. Data not shared are useless and of no value.

4. Ensure that customers have the freedom of expression to identify to you their priority issues
and where you are not meeting their expectations.

5. Reinforce the positives; improve the areas of dissatisfaction and underperformance.

6. All accounts—whatever size—deserve an account manager.

CHECKLIST

❑ Are you tracking and analyzing won-lost business?

❑ Are you proactively seeking customer feedback by identifying all customer interfaces and
developing appropriate feedback systems and tracking measures?
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❑ Are you prepared to manage and efficiently resolve customer queries and complaints and to
implement corrective actions?

❑ Are you assessing customer satisfaction regularly through external research, and
communicating the results internally and to your customers?

❑ Are you analyzing all customer feedback, identifying the gaps in performance against
customer expectations, and implementing appropriate corrective actions?
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step 5: improve—
measure and

improve value

CHAPTER
7

115

Even if you’re on the right track, you’ll get run over if you just sit there.
—Will Rogers

Value-based marketing for bottom-line success is dynamic and continuous, driven
by the fact that customers’ needs and value expectations are dynamic and continu-
ous, not static. The value ratio changes with time—as Desired Benefits and Rela-
tive Costs are satisfied, new value expectations appear.

Remember Ziroli’s Italian Ristorante from Chapter 2, the one you frequent,
passing other Italian restaurants between your house and its location because it gives
you more value? The first time you went there your value expectations were rela-
tively simple. Your Desired Benefits included a broad selection of good-tasting food
in appropriate portions, responsive service, and a pleasant ambience. Your Relative
Costs concern was how much time it would take to drive to the restaurant, the
amount of time it would take to be seated and served, the risk of food poisoning,
and the price.

After six months of regular patronage, most of the Desired Benefits have now
become an expected given. Relative Costs are also a constant; the restaurant has not
changed its approach to business. But your expectations have now changed. In addi-
tion to expecting to be greeted by name and be escorted to your favorite table
between the front window and the salad bar, you also expect them to know your
favorite aperitif, your predilection for certain types of food, and other likes and dis-
likes relating to your eating experience. Your needs have changed and your expec-
tations are higher—you have raised the bar for the restaurant just to stay at the same
level in your order of satisfaction.

In itself, this is a challenge for the restaurant. But what if its world has also
changed? The restaurant owners, their focus shifted to churning tables every 45
instead of every 60 minutes, change the seating process. The hostess is now simply
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a scheduler, a coordinator who passes patrons off to the first available waiter or wait-
ress or busboy for seating, giving the guide an impersonal number that makes you
feel like a shift worker. For efficiency, the drink, appetizer, and entrée orders are all
taken at once. The salad is delivered before you’re halfway through the appetizer,
the entrée before the salad is done, and the inquiry about whether or not you’d care
for dessert this evening is delivered with the check. Parking is now by valet only.

The restaurant has abandoned understanding, much less satisfying, your value
expectations. Even the “How was everything tonight, Mr. Debalski?” is a now rote
recitation. So, the next time a friend or colleague or spouse asks, “Where would
you like to have dinner?” Ziroli’s isn’t even on the radar screen.

Planning to provide the same value for your customer value segments next
year that you did this year by definition reduces the value you provide and they will
derive. You were originally selected as a supplier because you provided cost effi-
ciencies. But your customers are in a competitive battle to remain in front of the
competition in their industry. Next year they need innovation from you.

Five Actions in Pentadigm Step 5: Improve

To maintain bottom-line success through value-based marketing, questions need
to be asked and answered in order for you to enhance your customer value com-
mitments. You must formally update your understanding of your customers’ needs
and expectations and choose to make the necessary improvements where there are
gaps. The feedback obtained in Pentadigm Step 4 may require you to go back to
Step 1 and ask, “What don’t I understand about the customer today?” It may require
a recommitment to value or improvement in the way you create value. It may
require you to change the feedback mechanisms in Step 4. You may have to say,
“We’re not understanding the unmet needs of the customer. We’re not asking the
right questions.”

Coca-Cola’s disastrous launch of its new formula has been analyzed to death.
At the simplest level, the research failed to ask focus group participants enough
questions, the right questions, or understand their buying behavior. When asked if
the new Coke formula tasted better than the old, focus group members said yes.
After the public outcry against the change, it became apparent that the unasked
question was the crucial one. “Does the new Coke taste significantly better, enough
to get you to switch from the traditional formula?” The answer was overwhelm-
ingly no.

Hindsight is 20/20, but Coke needed to test the behavior of Coke drinkers
when given a choice. Coke relaunched the original formula as Classic Coke, which
was a huge marketing success, and the rest, tritely phrased, “is history.”

Measure and improve means auditing and evaluating customer value segments
for their marketing impact and their ability to provide profitability. It means that



anticipating customers’ changing needs and expectations by identifying future
trends is also required to maintain a position as a value leader. Finally, you must
update and enrich your customer value commitments by refining your customer
value processes, the population of them, and the infrastructure to support them.

Improve includes five major actions which follow effective measuring.

1. Spot gaps and “quick-hits.” These are items arising from an analysis of
regular and systematic measures that need to be in place to track results
and performance on customer value.

2. Challenge customer understanding. Customer value needs and expectations
are dynamic, not static.

3. Redefine customer value commitments. Changing customer value expectations
requires a redefinition of your customer value commitment.

4. Improve customer value. As value needs are fulfilled, the value ratio changes.

5. Anticipate change. Your customer value commitments result in a better
understanding of future customer value needs and expectations. Your
ability to anticipate these changes enhances the value of both your
customer commitment and customer relationships.

Spot Gaps and “Quick Hits”

The intent of business measurement is to achieve two main objectives. One, meas-
urement provides information that potentially enables improvement or correction
to the goal achievement. These data should indicate where you are delivering value
that is important to your customers and where you are failing to do so. It’s impor-
tant to reinforce the former, but where gaps exist, it’s necessary to reexamine your
basic segmentation strategy or redefine your customer commiment. Remember that
Pentadigm is intended to be mutually beneficial, that is, delivering expected value
to customers while being profitable for you.

Two, business measurement provides a relative position assessment on how
well something is being accomplished at a certain point in time relative to a goal.
Consider your customer commitments balanced against your cost to serve your
target customer value segments and their profitability. You may be forced to make
choices. In either case, create an action plan for improving customer satisfaction
with measurable goals and a timetable, and then constantly monitor the plan and
adjust it when necessary. Mine the data and results for any immediate issues or
problems that need resolving or whose resolution would provide an immediate
benefit or “quick hit.” These are the short-term motivators to pursue the longer-
term gains.
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While the intent of measurement is often right, what typically plays out in
business is somewhere in the spectrum of either measuring everything or a claim
that some things just cannot be measured—a leap of faith is required.

Marketing is a function that traditionally requires such a leap of faith. Often,
marketing spending and results seem to be only vaguely linked. In cases where a
business has a history of marketing initiatives that parallel successful growth, it’s
not uncommon to find faith guiding decisions more than a marketing discipline.
Even companies considered marketing masters, such as Toyota, Coke, Procter &
Gamble, and Apple can shake one’s faith in marketing after seeing their best efforts
fail in the marketplace despite their use of hard data. Does the Toyota T-100
pick-up truck ring a bell?

Value-based marketing and measurements of outcomes need to be connected,
but not always in terms of marketing cause and effect. The delivery of customer
value commitments requires more than just marketing. For example, aggressive
marketing for cellular phone services often generated a high response, but the
inability of the service providers to actually provide the services desired meant that
response rate didn’t correlate with revenues or profitability.

Value-based marketing is an integral process. Any measurement of results must
assess how the business is interacting with customers at all of its touch points and
how it’s running all business processes to provide its value commitments effectively.

A business frequently misses meeting goals, not because it’s not measuring,
but because it’s

• measuring things in the wrong order
• measuring the wrong things about customers
• measuring a consolidated view of the market and customers
• measuring what matters to business efficiency, not customers
• measuring its product against competition
• measuring too much

Measuring in the Wrong Order

The business may be measuring important things in the wrong order of when they
should be measured, such as measuring and improving its product quality or sup-
ply chain or manufacturing efficiency before it knows whether the specific improve-
ments really make a difference to customers. In an organization with diverse
capabilities, this can be particularly acute. Every function and team member
acknowledges and acts upon the company’s goal to improve.

The flurry of plans, actions, and results gets measured every time the dust
settles, and every report describes improved performance, except maybe with the
customers. The measurements do tell how much faster the product is getting to
customers and how good this is for the business’s inventory management; but it’s
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not measuring the impact on the customer’s operation. More demoralizing occurs
when the customer has noticed your improvement and has also noticed the com-
petition made a similar improvement effort. So it’s back to working harder and
faster, to only get tougher negotiation with customers with each improvement.

The Performance Measurement Matrix in Exhibit 7-1 describes the Pen-
tadigm approach to prioritizing measurement. This performance measurement
matrix is developed around customer value based logic. It starts with measuring
what value matters to customers and ends with the measurement of how much
money a business made. Profits are a result of providing superior value to customers.

First, determine what value factors are critical to customers. CTVs (critical
to value) are those value drivers identified for each customer segment that the busi-
ness has determined form the basis of a superior customer value commitment for
each of the respective segments. For example, the goal of Cutting Edge, in Chap-
ter 1, was to provide better innovation value to the automotive industry. “Better
innovation” is vague and hard to measure. So Cutting Edge needed to measure the
financial impact of the innovation for the automotive company for each design sub-
mitted. Cutting Edge also needed to measure and track each innovative design’s
cumulative contribution to the automotive company’s business performance. With-
out the type of CTV information for the opportunities that Cutting Edge pursued,
the best a business can ever hope for is to improve its transactional and product per-
formance. If it competes in an industry of aggressive competitors, such as the auto-
motive industry, this performance is a hard road of short-term wins.

In transforming a business into a value-based marketer, CTV factors should
be the most important focal point of measurement because CTVs are what matter
most to the customers’ purchasing decisions and process. Finding the winning value
with customers is the starting point for everything else happening in the business.
Realistically, many traditional measurements may stay in place in the near-term to
improve transaction and product performance while the business discovers the value
most meaningful to customers.

However, the business team needs to have the courage to lead the transition
to replace current metrics with CTV metrics as the first measurement priority when
running the business. Otherwise, the business will be seduced into believing that
the current improvement measures (for example, lowering sales channel costs) are
indicators of how well the business is being run. Value-based marketers, though,
won’t know if the lower sales channel costs are a good thing until they can assess
the sales channel’s performance relative to the customer value commitments and
how the costs that impact particular customer segments are being lowered.

Once a business has clear CTVs to focus on, the second step is to measure
whether changing processes, systems, resources, suppliers, and/or people can deliver
on the value commitments to customers. Value-based marketing shouldn’t be con-
fused with the marketing technique of simply changing the customers’ perception
of a product through clever promotional campaigns. Value-based marketing is about
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creating both better values for customers and a better-run operation that can con-
sistently and profitably deliver the value. Without the right alignment of resources,
sustainability is unlikely.

The third priority is to measure how the customer is responding to the value
offered. This occurs after measuring the operational changes that are starting to
take place. The business can then assess both the customer value it’s providing, and
its ability to run the operations and market channels through which the value is
being delivered. Assessing customer response to value without the operations and
channel assessment can give a false read on the market. It could tell that you have
a great new customer value but then encourage the operation to be run in the old
ways. This only undermines the great new value discovered, as with what has hap-
pened to so many cellular phone providers.

The fourth priority and the one ignored by most companies is to measure
how the customer is better off with the new value being offered. If the customer
isn’t better off, it won’t be long before the customer discovers alternative value
options or just beats upon price terms. Interestingly, with all that has been written
about Jack Welch and his successor, Jeff Immelt, in 2002, this point has emerged as
perhaps the only difference in their business approaches and what Immelt could
build his legacy upon. “Immelt is determined to reshape GE for the next genera-
tion . . . making the front-line workers obsessed with helping customers. That’s
right—obsessed. He will measure managers by how much they improve their cus-
tomers’ bottom lines—something Welch never did—and how much time they spend
in front of their customers.”1

Finally, measure how well you are doing. This is the result gained from doing
the first four measurement priorities correctly. Ironically, the point of business is
to satisfy someone else’s needs, yet most of the measurement attention is focused
on how the business is doing without knowing how the business makes a difference
to its customers. It makes one think sometimes as if all the measurement is just for
better pitches to Wall Street. Pentadigm value-based marketers know there will
only be a bottom line to measure if their products and services are in high demand
from their target customers and they determine first what their specific value link
is with customers.

The Wrong Customer Perspective

Businesses often measure the wrong things about customers because the business
has created the wrong perspective on its customer, such as believing a better prod-
uct is better for customers, when in some cases a better price with the existing prod-
uct is what the customer really values.

This is the time to be brutally honest and ask, “If I were my customer, how
would I do what they are trying to do?” Forget about having the best, most won-
derful product. The focus needs to be on what the customer is trying to achieve,
why they’re trying to achieve it, and how it could be better achieved.
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The Six Sigma movement, with the Voice of the Customer (VOC) tool, is also
prone to helping develop the wrong perspective on the customer. The VOC exer-
cise assumes, often wrongly, that customers are able to describe their most press-
ing needs. It assumes that customers have enough insight about what they are buying
to describe improvements or issues or that changes with customers are substanti-
ated with clear supporting statistical data. Six Sigma also has a hard time with han-
dling the early warning signals that may come from things around a customer, but
it can lack clear data.

Consolidated Customer Viewpoints

Many companies, in becoming more customer focused, develop extensive market
research surveys that ultimately become part of a consolidated view of customers
rather than develop a customer value segmentation approach that recognizes the
different value drivers between customer groups. Many customer satisfaction sur-
veys roll up all customers into one database and then analyze the most dominant
data points. When the data are consolidated, the top issues, needs, and customer
products and services are analyzed to determine where to focus efforts and
resources. What the business doesn’t learn is that the top-rated needs and issues are
not the same for all customers; it just looks that way from the analysis done.

As Exhibit 7-2 shows, without using customer value segments, the business
can measure and make decisions based upon a sum total composite of many differ-
ent customer inputs. The best of the best doesn’t emerge. Rather, the best middle-
of-the-road answer comes out that doesn’t really matter to any one group of
customers. The longer a business uses this approach, the more mediocre its results
become and the more frustrated it becomes since it can’t explain why all its work
studying customers has not made a difference.

Measuring What Matters to You

Measuring as though it really matters, but not to the customer, is another common
misguided use of measurement. The business has developed measures that it believes
are important to its own success and makes assumptions about what the customer’s
needs are. These assumptions about the customer form the basis of what a business
thinks it must do to meet its own success criteria. It focuses totally on execution,
measuring frantically against its internal goals and perhaps getting fairly creative
along the way to explain what actually happens in the marketplace relative to its
goals.

Exhibit 7-3 shows the typical metrics of a company running its business by
what’s important to it. Usually the product or service forms the core identity for
the business, so measurement is centered on the product or service.

Exhibit 7-4 shows how measurements change when using a value-based mar-
keting approach to running a business. The central focal point becomes the cus-
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tomer value segments and how the business is aligning its costs and resources to
provide its customer value commitments.

Measuring Products Against Competition

Measuring the product/service and business performance relative to the competi-
tion is based on the fallacy that the business believes the better product, service, or
business wins the customer’s business. In a world of similar customer options, this
works until one competitor wakes up and says “enough” and changes the game based
upon new value, technology, product, or service. Great value creators all share the
ability to discover new value, even in mature markets. This usually doesn’t happen
by studying the competition, but by studying the world of the customer.
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EXHIBIT 7-2

Without Customer Value Segments
Business performance suffers without an aligned organization. Most performance systems tend to reinforce

consolidated business priorities.

Consolidated business performance information keeps the
organization from learning how to improve its work practices.

Forecasting and
planning reflect
consolidated view of
the business, leading
to “consolidated”
decision making by
the organization.

Inaccurate measure-
ment of customers’
value and misaligned
business models lead
to inaccurate fore-
casting for work
demands.
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Measuring Too Much

Having more data isn’t inherently better. More data can mean a diminishing return
in understanding and applying it. Eventually there is so much data that no one
remembers what the question was. Or the company suffers from “paralysis by
analysis.”

Some businesses become so convinced that the latest globally connected cus-
tomer relationship management (CRM) system will save the day in answering any
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LEADERSHIP/BUSINESS LEVEL

Strategic Enterprise Focus Common Metrics
Making the business numbers • Revenue, volume

Delivering consistent numbers • Prices, margins

Managing assets and organization costs • Productivity

• ROS, ROA, net income

• Corporate soft targets

MANAGEMENT LEVEL

Strategic Focus Common Metrics
Meeting functional or department budgets • Costs by functions

Momentum in function/department • Sales revenue by area

Tactical Focus
• Volume by products

Juggling conflicting organization and functional 
• Functional variances

demands
• Functional soft targets

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL

Tactical Implementation Focus Common Metrics
Make their individual numbers • Sales revenue by individuals

Keep customers in the function happy • Individual budgets

Resolve conflict between customer • Soft targets, e.g., new
requirements, functions, and business products

• Little influence or con-
nection to customer value

• Personal soft targets

EXHIBIT 7-3

Typical Product-Focused Metrics

Enterprise
Management

System

Functional
and Individual
Management

System



question or targeting customer needs that they lose sight of the two-legged com-
puters they employ who have more data than the Central Intelligence Agency.

The issue isn’t more data, but tapping the right data, in the right place, at the
right time. Though this is the promise of CRM systems, only a human brain has
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LEADERSHIP/BUSINESS LEVEL

Strategic Enterprise Focus Common Metrics
Making the business numbers • Customer value, capital use

Improving lives and/or businesses of customers • Numbers: economic profit,

Aligning assets and organization costs to margins

customer segments and DTC/DTS • Resource alignment/costs 

to customer segments

• Implementing value for
chosen segment(s) and
DTC/DTS

MANAGEMENT LEVEL

Strategic Focus Common Metrics
Meeting the segment customer value plan • Revenue/profit by 

Improving customer’s performance with segment/customer
their customers • Productivity of resources to 

Developing DTS/DTC deliver value commitments

Tactical Focus
• Value contribution to each

Implementing chosen segment and 
customer segment

customer offers

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL

Tactical Implementation Focus Common Metrics
Make their numbers by segment • Sales/profit by accounts

Make a difference each day to customers • Alignment of offers to

in customer value segment segments
Feedback deficiency in value commitments • Deviations for value 

commitments

• Costs per segment/
customer

EXHIBIT 7-4

Value-Based Marketer’s Business Metrics

Enterprise
Management

System

Functional
and Individual
Management

System



the processing capability to glean real insight from mounds of data. Otherwise it
remains a mound of wabashi. In short, the essence of measurement from a value-
based marketer’s approach is to make the case within the business that great busi-
ness performance comes from delivering something of value to customers. The
discovery of value can only come from discovering what really will make a differ-
ence to the customers’ life or business. Measure what will impact customers long
before counting how much money the business will make.

Challenge Customer Understanding

Anyone who has teenagers will understand the clothing industry’s constant scram-
ble to predict and be on the leading edge of the target customers’ expectations. One
such company we know has a three-segment strategy view of the world: 18–24,
24–30, and Old People. Understanding these customers is like trying to capture
snowflakes to prove that no two are ever identical.

Customers’ perceptions are their reality, and perceptions constantly shift. This
means that your understanding must also shift. Given the data, are your customer
value segments correctly defined? Have new customer value segments appeared and,
if so, are they viable, profitable target customer value segments?

One of our chemical company clients conducted a comprehensive study of its
end-user customers and identified four needs- and behavior-based customer value
segments: Committed, Switchers, Strugglers, and Complacent. For each customer
value segment the company had developed a clear customer value commitment and
was implementing a well-defined strategy in each customer value segment, shown
in Exhibit 7-5A. The new strategies were working well, and the business was being
transformed into a much more focused and more profitable enterprise. But after
two or three years, it became apparent that the least successful part of the client’s
customer value commitment strategy was “Stop the Switchers.”

This discovery caused the company to reassess its segmentation and identify
a new customer value segment that needed to be addressed—the Goners. These
were former Switcher customers the client had failed to stop from switching. Based
on this insight, a new customer value commitment was created called “Win back
the Goners,” as shown in Exhibit 7-5B on page 128.

When you’re meeting the value expectations for one customer value segment
but not another, challenge yourself. Why are you stronger in one and weaker in
another? What do you understand about the former and don’t understand about
the latter? Are your commitments different to the two customer value segments?
Why? What about your ability to create value? What does the difference in sat-
isfaction indicate? Do you have enough or the right resources to support the
weaker segment?
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Redefine Customer Value Commitments

As a result of challenging your customer understanding, your customer value com-
mitments will have to be redefined. Changing customer needs and customer life-
time value means that last year’s customer value commitments are already outdated.
Organization alignment may have shifted, which could hinder the ability to pro-
vide customer value. The competition might have changed its customer value
commitments.

The lesson is that satisfaction, for example, may not be the appropriate cus-
tomer value commitment for a customer value segment where the product has
matured into a cash cow with high margins. The customer value commitment may
need to be realigned to an exit strategy.

Dow Chemical’s Epoxy Products business examined its customer value com-
mitments a number of years ago and recognized that none addressed the needs of
a certain customer value segment. This group of customers regularly sought to buy
standard epoxy products in bulk quantities in a no-nonsense way at a competitive
price. Dow redefined its customer value commitments and created a brand-new cus-
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EXHIBIT 7-5A

Segment Strategies

SUPPORT THE COMMITTED HELP THE STRUGGLERS

EDUCATE THE COMPLACENT STOP THE SWITCHERS

Source: MarketAbility, 2002.



tomer value commitment based on a new E-business solution: e-epoxy.com which
offers the following:

• Customer Value Segment: purchasers of bulk and full truckloads of epoxy
• Customer Value: convenient and easy to purchase; transparent pricing
• Superior Value: lowest price; easiest to do business with
• Profitable for Dow: low cost to serve, adherence to clear business rules,

no confusion
• Banner Headline: fastest and cheapest bulk epoxy; no-nonsense

According to John Everett, Global Leader of e-epoxy.com, “Our success is
clear to see in the number of new accounts we have generated, representing 70 per-
cent of our sales in the first year. Also we have achieved EBITDA breakeven within
twelve months of launch.”

Improve Customer Value

The next step is to address all the organizational, people, and infrastructure issues
based on the changes in customer understanding and customer value commitments.
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EXHIBIT 7-5B

Revised Segment Strategies

SUPPORT THE COMMITTED HELP THE STRUGGLERS

EDUCATE THE COMPLACENT STOP THE SWITCHERS

WIN BACK THE GONERS

Source: MarketAbility, 2002.



The root cause of each change needs to be identified, as well as any barriers that
could hinder your making the improvement. Following are some techniques we have
found helpful.

• Set up a multi-function workshop that involves everyone who could
influence the customer satisfaction. Have the participants review,
understand, and analyze the data. If they do, they will take ownership
for what the data reflect.

• Even better, set up a multi-function workshop with representatives from
your own company and the customer company, then review, understand,
and analyze the data.

• Separate the changes into short-term (need resolution tomorrow),
medium-term (need resolution by next month), and long-term (need
resolution before the end of the quarter).

• Brainstorm the gaps or changes and the possible solutions for each
category. Brainstorming is a non-evaluative process—no idea is too out-
of-the-box or too “not doable.”

• Rank the solutions for each from most likely to succeed to least likely to
succeed or from easy hanging fruit, low resource no-brainers to those
that are more difficult.

• Set measurable target objectives for each solution.
• Assign responsibility for implementation of specific solutions; ownership

is assigned in the workshop. There also needs to be someone to chase
the solution owners.

• Assign timetables, milestone targets, and review sessions.

Again, don’t get caught in the trap of focusing so much on the changes that
you forget to reinforce what’s operating well. Where your data have indicated that
you are doing well in delivering value, you should be looking for ways to enhance
the current value delivery and anticipate change.

Take a lesson from Internet failures. Many Internet businesses enjoyed mil-
lions of hits on their websites. Unfortunately, many dot-coms rejoiced a little early.
Internet use changed.

One of our clients was confronted with a customer who threatened to switch
its three-year contract to an alternate supplier. At our suggestion, the client
arranged a joint meeting at the customer’s location; even the chief purchaser flew
in just for the meeting. There were nine representatives from each company at the
meeting who represented each aspect of the supplier/customer interface—from
sales and purchasing to technical and manufacturing to supply chain and
marketing.

The opening negotiation position of the customer’s chief purchaser was to tell
the client that, without a minimum 20 percent price reduction in the upcoming
contract negotiations, it would be ruled out as a supplier for the next three years.
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Fortunately, both parties were able to move beyond that gambit and develop some
serious discussions.

The major outcome of the day was the identification of 10 key initiatives to
address sources of unmet or poorly met customer value needs. Someone from each
company was assigned to tackle and jointly resolve each of the 10 key initiatives.
Seven of the ten initiatives were successfully achieved prior to the completion of
contract negotiations and progress had been made on the other three. Our client
won the contract at a 5 percent price revenue increase.

Anticipate Change

As we’ve mentioned several times, Pentadigm marketers operate in a world of con-
stant and often rapid change. The dynamics of societies, economies, markets, com-
panies, customers, potential customers, and competitors impact the success or
failure of the Pentadigm marketer’s strategies, commitments, and plans. Pentadigm
marketers need to have highly efficient change radar in place to be able to antici-
pate and respond to these changes.

This means having regular, interactive dialogs with customers and asking per-
tinent questions about their futures. This means conducting regular economic and
market research to anticipate changes in the macro picture. This means monitor-
ing competitor activities closely and regularly reviewing and assessing competitor
strategies. All of these activities should be an integral part of your Pentadigm value
planning model.

We’ve all seen planning processes and systems fail because they became a “fill-
in-the-blanks” exercise. Planning is a serious process, demanding a high level of
analysis and dynamic creativity in the interpretation of data and the development
of scenarios; it’s not about forgetting the development of your own strategies in the
glow of the scenarios.

A number of tools we’ve discussed can help with this activity. No single tool
is a panacea. The better approach is to use each tool and its analysis to shed light
on the value issue you’re analyzing or the market for which you’re creating a value
commitment. When the data collectively present a clear picture, make your deci-
sions. Judge the quality of your knowledge and set it against the risks associated
with the decisions you have to make, as described in Exhibit 7-6.

There are five important actions that will affect your ability to anticipate and
plan for the future.

1. Define the market opportunity or customer value segment based on the
customer value sought.

2. Use the PMLC Value Cycle to “predict” where the value is headed in your
markets and customer value segments.
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3. Use the value planning tool described in Chapter 2 to drive the future,
rather than hope you’ll be ready when it happens.

4. Have sufficient people in the organization looking at the future to balance
those following the day-to-day business.

5. Align your metrics to drive the future of your customer value
commitment.

Describing the customer value segment or market opportunity in terms of
the value sought by the customer is the first and most fundamental step in chang-
ing the mind-set of you and your organization into a Pentadigm customer-value
driven mind-set. It is not easy, because it does not come naturally to most of us
brought up in a product-driven culture. So it takes practice. Think about these
scenarios:

• There is no market for buttons, but there is customer value in closing
gaps on clothing to protect decency, to keep warm, or to keep cool and
ventilated.
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EXHIBIT 7-6

Quality of Knowledge and Business-Decision Risk

VERY HIGH
RISK

HIGH 
RISK

MEDIUM 
RISK

LOW 
RISK

VERY LOW 
RISK

DON’T KNOW

No knowledge

INTERNAL
OPINION

Knowledge based
on opinions of

own staff

INTERNAL FACT

Knowledge
grounded in facts
derived from own

staff

EXTERNAL
OPINION

Knowledge based
on opinions of

customers

EXTERNAL FACT  

Knowledge
grounded in facts

derived from
customers

Source: MarketAbility, 2002.
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• There is no market for insulation, but there is customer value in Warm
and Comfortable Building Occupants, long-term well-preserved
produce, minimized risk of food poisoning, etc.

• There is no market for (your product or service), but there is customer
value in the benefit it delivers to your customers. It’s your turn to put
your own offerings into this simple mind-set change model.

The PMLC value cycle and its four generic Pentadigm customer value seg-
ments—Innovator, Optimizer, Operationalizer, and Economizer—can be used to
plot current and anticipate future value expectations by examining well-established
behavior that exists in all markets. The most important variable is the time between
a new introduction and when the product or service no longer matters to custom-
ers. To make this tool work for you, you can’t rely on your current product orien-
tation, which tends to focus on the changes in the technology, competitors, and
products in the market. The key is to focus on the nature of customer value in your
markets and customer behavioral characteristics within the four Pentadigm cus-
tomer value segments or the customer value segments you’ve defined.

For example, Innovator customers will predominately be interested in the
unique advantage of a new technology that enables them to do something better
than they can do it today. A new blockbuster drug may be most meaningful today
as a unique cure. But the Operationalizer and Economizer customer value segments
may not believe in its curing powers or have the capability to affordably access the
drug. These customers can and will influence the value in the marketplace for the
drug over time. Your firm can determine and anticipate the implication of these
value expectations and proactively plan your response.

Customer behavior of three of the four Pentadigm customer value segments
on the value cycle for electrical component buyers is shown on the top of Exhibit
7-7. The critical strategy considerations for suppliers and manufacturers of com-
ponents to these customers are shown in each of the three segments in the value
cycle. Whether customers actually exist in these customer value segments already
is not as important as accepting that they will exist at some point and that you can
anticipate what values will be important to them based upon understanding the four
Pentadigm generic customer value segments. If the four customer value segments
already exist, then you can anticipate movement up the value curve knowing that,
in time, a new Innovator customer value commitment will be developed. This new
value commitment will allow Innovator customers to do something else that they
can’t do today. You can either guess at what that might be, or you can drive the mar-
ket using the value planning tool.

Strategic value planning, depicted in Exhibit 7-8, is a means by which your
company can both influence customer value and create an ongoing laboratory with
your customers to develop the next new innovation. In Strategy 1, you describe
what you’re currently doing and what is possible today. Determining Strategies 2
and 3 requires that you identify what would be the next meaningful value expecta-
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tion for customers. Accuracy isn’t as critical as creating prototype concepts you can
share with customers either by hypothesis or from direct customer input. These
value prototypes will help your customers understand better the implications of
what you can do for them by seeing what you’re talking about. This creates oppor-
tunities for customers then to provide far more useful feedback to you, which you
can use to refine Strategies 2 and 3.

The fourth item you need to consider is your people. This means having the
right people and using the right discipline to anticipate the future. William Bridges
points out in The Character of Organizations that organizations “. . . differ in char-
acter. A play-it-safe, old-line manufacturing company has a very different charac-
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EXHIBIT 7-7

Customer Behavior in Value Life Cycle and Innovative Strategy

CUSTOMER BEHAVIOR IN VALUE LIFE CYCLE: COMPONENT BUYER

STRATEGY OPTIONS ON THE INNOVATION CURVE: COMPONENT MANUFACTURER

INNOVATOR

ECONOMIZER

OPERATIONALIZER

Innovator
• Intimate relations

• Newness of ideas

• Focus on product/technical
advantages

• “We’re going to change the
game.”

Operationalizer
• Product enhancement

• Service matters

• Me-too with a tweak

• “We’ve gotta get our share.”

• Proven performance

Economizer
• Cost, quality, on-time

• Transaction efficiency/low cost-
to-serve

• Focused on production output

• “We’ve gotta keep the plant
humming!”

Innovator
• Innovative product, design,

process

• Partnership agreements

• Target lead players

• “We know how to change the
game!”

Operationalizer
• Different is good, if we can

make money

• Share-shift strategically

• Enhance their product or
process

• “We deserve our share 
because . . . “

Economizer
• Low cost-to-serve: Telesales/

E-commerce

• Cost, quality, on-time every
time

• Make every transaction easy

• “We make ‘em money, by
keepin’ ‘em humming!”



ter from a new start-up software company. They differ in the same way that two
individuals do. And the character of both the manufacturing company and the soft-
ware company differ from those of a state university, a community hospital, or an
architectural firm.”2

His more relevant insight focuses on how businesses typically evolve from
being innovative to being better at running an operation efficiently. This phenom-
enon is critical to growth, but it affects the people who have been driving the cus-
tomer value commitment.

As a company focuses more on efficiency, it tends to be less friendly to inno-
vative people. The forward thinkers leave and are replaced by efficiency-oriented
people. If your customer value commitments have also evolved to efficiency as the
primary value, this may be OK. Odds are, though, that you are trying to manage
a mix of customer value segments, including innovators and economizers. The com-
pany is evolving to one customer value expectation, but it is still attempting to
respond to all the competing needs. Strategy becomes hostage to debates about
what customers want.

People focusing on capturing available growth have replaced the people who
understood and designed the company’s customer value commitments and customer
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EXHIBIT 7-8

Strategic Value Planning

WHERE ARE YOU LEADING CUSTOMER VALUE?

1 2 3

0–1 YEAR 1–2 YEARS 2–4 YEARS

(Time line relevant to your market)

Source: SYNECTION, LLC, 2002.

❑ To which customer segment

can we deliver superior

customer value with what we

are capable of doing today? 

❑ How will we interact with

our customers to learn what

will matter to them in the

future? 

❑ What/Where/How can we

leverage to grow customer

value based on what will

matter next to our

customers? 

❑ Do we drive DTS or DTC? Is

our form emerging to follow

the value we intend to

deliver? 

❑ What could be the future of

our customer value in their

markets, applications, and

customers? 

❑ What will the potential

implications of DTS or DTC

tell us about changing

customer value? How do we

lead change in the

marketplace?



value segments. This results in a myopic perspective, which in turn results in a lack
of understanding and an inability to anticipate the changes in customers’ value needs
and expectations. The company becomes less and less disciplined in its customer
value planning, and form is less and less likely to follow value in the future.

You need to be aware of what’s happening not only to your cost structure, but
also to the way your organization works, to the way it makes decisions, and to
changes in the type of people who are making or influencing decisions. Develop-
ing Pentadigm as a dynamic model in your organization improves how you see,
develop, and capture opportunities, plus it embeds those organizational traits and
personalities that are essential for sustainable performance into your business
culture.

We’ve used the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) quite successfully as a
personality assessment tool to analyze the people who make up an organization. It
can also be very useful in identifying people within an organization who are better
suited to anticipate future trends and “predict” how things will change.

The fifth way to anticipate how customer value expectations and your cus-
tomer value commitments will change in the future is to measure the impact your
customer value commitments have on your customer value segments and their busi-
nesses. This is the most critical leading indicator of performance and yet often the
least measured item. Measuring the impact of your current customer value com-
mitments provides insight into your customers’ current decisions and future intent
and value needs.

Establishing your future customer value commitments to deepen your cus-
tomer relationships is something you can plan for and control, as described in
Exhibit 7-9. This tool challenges your company to transform its relationship with
its customer value segments proactively from selling them products to becoming
an integral partner of your customers’ businesses.

KEY INSIGHTS

1. The value-based marketing environment is dynamic and constantly changing, and the
Pentadigm marketer needs to anticipate those changes to stay ahead.

2. Constantly update, review, and challenge your customer understanding, customer value
commitments, customer value creation, and customer feedback.

3. Use tools appropriately and sparingly to improve your decision making. Avoid “box filling,”
shooting from the hip, and paralysis by analysis.

4. Judge the quality of your knowledge and balance the level of quality against the risk of the
decisions.

5. “Good results without good planning come from good luck, not good management.”
—David Jaquith, President of Vega Industries, Inc.3
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CHECKLIST

❑ Are you measuring and reporting the KPIs, identifying the performance gaps, and defining
the necessary improvements?

❑ Are you challenging your understanding of the customer with customer research that
improves your customer knowledge, sharing customer data, and critically reviewing your
market segmentation?

❑ Do you regularly redefine your commitment to customers by updating and enriching your
customer value commitments, service standards, and KPIs in line with changing customer
value needs and expectations?

❑ Are you consistently working to improve your customer-focused culture by refining your
customer value processes, their population, and the infrastructure to support them?

❑ Do you anticipate change by working to identify future trends and changes, creating and
analyzing business scenarios, developing contingency plans, and managing change
effectively?
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One never knows what will happen if things are suddenly changed. But do we
know what will happen if they are not changed?

—Elias Canetti, Die Provinz des Menschen, 
Aufzeichnungen 1942–1972 (1973)

It may seem that the only constant in business today is change. Just when you’ve
begun to see the success of your last business initiative, it’s outdated or rejected by
the customer or annihilated by the competition.

Business has become increasingly complex. Global economies are inextrica-
bly connected, yet each has specific, unique local needs, business and cultural cus-
toms, and regulatory environments. Customers have acquired more power and are
demanding that suppliers be more responsive to their needs. Competitors aren’t
always rational. Some employee relationships have been reduced to a grudge match
over who will be the first to flinch during the next cost-cutting initiative. It takes a
combination of knowledge, insight, intuition, and action to survive the onslaught
of competition, market pressures, and customer demands.

The new economy, much like the old economy, has been captivated by a num-
ber of myths of business. These myths are ideas, paradigms, norms, and popular
truisms that shape the business economy. Ideally, all these ideas are supposed to be
for business’s well-being and, therefore, for the well-being of everyone in business
as well.

Unfortunately, most businesses’s grand ideas are unsupportable by facts. Pro-
ponents of the big ideas tell us we don’t get it and we need to believe. The older we
get the less we believe the hype. Given all of this, you may still be wondering if
value-based marketing for bottom-line success is relevant in this brave new
economy.

Copyright 2002 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click Here for Terms of Use.
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Jim Collins cited the explanation of Internet competition by the CEO of a hot
Internet company: “It’s a big land rush, (the CEO) explained. It’s all about being
first to build critical mass and create a brand name. His whole strategy hinged on
being there fast, be there first and you win.” When Collins asked the CEO what
would protect his company from the assault by huge companies with deep pockets,
the response was, “Inertia! Our competitive advantage is their inertia! By the time
they wake up, the game is over and we will have won.”1

A pattern of trailing entrants prevailing over the innovators is a consistent
theme in the history of technological and economic change, according to Collins.
He cites as examples the fact that IBM was a Remington-Rand “me too.” De Hav-
illand pioneered building commercial jets, not Boeing. Diners Club predated
American Express. “Starbucks didn’t pioneer high-end coffee, GE didn’t pioneer
AC electric systems, Wal-Mart didn’t pioneer discount retailing, and Excel didn’t
pioneer the spreadsheet. HP didn’t pioneer, but entered late in PCs. JVC didn’t
pioneer home video. Palm Pilot didn’t pioneer electronic organizers.”2

Pentadigm and Innovation

Business history is rife with companies like Lucent, EMC, Oracle, Qualcomm, Sun,
MCI Worldcom, Coke, and Enron that were seemingly unstoppable in their growth
and profit machine, but which then faded or failed. Myriad explanations for this
phenomenon of business prosperity followed by a painful decline have been writ-
ten, ranging from loss of focus, loss of leadership, spending too much, lost sight of
customers, competitive response, weakening market forces, lack of process, bad sys-
tems, wrong employees, employee shortages, arrogance, complacency, and on
ad infinitum. Before there were accounting scandals, many companies had come to
the realization that every quarter it was becoming less possible to meet Wall Street
expectations with the way they ran their businesses.

While all of these are relevant factors, the catalyst for decline has a simpler
explanation for most businesses. As a business grows, it often loses sight of the value
expectations of its customer value segments and its customer value commitments
and focuses on growth. In fact, growth becomes the only acceptable goal: growth
in revenues and growth in shareholder value—no mention of growth in customer
value. It fails to consider whether or not the new customers represent distinctive
new customer value segments with significantly different value expectations. Pen-
tadigm demands that the business strategy be driven by customer value and that
new customer value segments shouldn’t be targeted unless the company can meet
or exceed the new value expectations and do so profitably. Once any successful orga-
nization, whether a business, sports team, educational institution, or even a reli-
gious institution, loses sight of what it’s really about and for whom, the orga-
nization’s decline is inevitable.



This can be acute, particularly for a market innovator. Given a window of
opportunity, the company directs as much money, resources, and people as it can
afford into selling its innovative product or service ahead of the competition. The
supplier slowly begins to believe that all customers are equal, except for the amount
they can purchase. Allocation of resources reverts to the familiar pyramid struc-
ture designed to gain maximum production capability, often losing sight of the value
expectations on which the business was built.

Sales opportunities don’t necessarily mean that the business can equally profit
from them. The critical issue is what happens to cost structure. The new form of
the company follows cost reduction, not value.

Grouping customers into meaningful customer value segments and deter-
mining relevant resource costs for each customer value segment is a hard discipline
to follow anytime. But it’s especially difficult when a business is prospering and the
focus needs to be on business development and sales revenue or when the business
is floundering and the focus needs to be on cost reduction. The result is a shifting
cost structure designed to serve a variety of different customers, not one allocated
according to customer values. What happens is that each customer value segment
pays for some of the business costs that bring no value to it. Once the business real-
izes it needs to cut costs to improve performance, each customer value segment
loses valuable resources. Costs that are cut during the restructuring can’t be
assigned to any specific customer value segment. As a result, all customer value seg-
ments suffer.

It’s also difficult to stick to the original customer value commitments as the
market grows and attracts competitors. Competitors enter the market with similar
customer value commitments to attract and win business. An insightful, creative
competitor selects a customer value segment not well served by the innovator. This
niche has its own distinctive value expectations. If the innovator decided to let the
niche player have the customer value segment uncontested and the niche player was
content with the segment, both could coexist in the market. But that’s not the com-
petitive model.

As customers respond to the competitive offers, their value expectations
change. The balance between Desired Benefits and Relative Costs may shift, requir-
ing companies to modify their customer value commitments. One customer value
segment wants free service calls, another expects marketing incentives, while the
value driver for a third customer value segment is next-day delivery on custom
orders. Competitors respond by trying to fulfill all three. The reality of the world
is some combination of (1) orderly segmentation of markets, (2) follow-the-leader
markets, (3) mature, intensely competitive markets, or (4) markets where utter chaos
reigns. The zero sum game is accelerated. The more productive, effective, and
higher performing the competitors become, the faster everyone gets to make no
profit. The best-case scenario is break even for everyone. The worst case is every-
one competing on price.
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The result is that a company loses value focus—less focus on the customer
value segments in which it initially chose to compete and more focus to get people
to buy the product or service. The broader, more diverse its customer base becomes
in terms of the number of customer value segments it’s trying to satisfy, the more
diverse the typical organization has become with a matching complex and ambigu-
ous cost structure. Growth has been achieved at the expense of little attention and
forethought to the implications of what new costs are hitting the business. Tired of
slugging it out on price, someone offers a new and better product or service tar-
geted at a customer value segment. Form again starts to follow value.

Despite being successful in the short term, when a company loses sight of its
targeted customers, it

• becomes convinced that every buyer wants the same thing; after all, if
customers are buying, they must like what we have

• changes the way it conducts business
• doesn’t care because life is good

One of the key causes of this breakdown is that the development of the busi-
ness strategy hasn’t been grounded in a model such as the Pentadigm model we have
described to you in this book. Without that grounding, when the chips are down,
the strategies being pursued are easy to challenge and abandon because those who
developed and are trying to implement the strategies don’t have a model in which
they have faith and to which they can turn to defend their stance.

Pentadigm demands a certain discipline:

• A discipline to understand customers and the value set of those
customers that drives their needs, buying decisions, and buying behavior.

• A discipline to build a customer value commitment in direct response to
that value set that drives customer buying decisions and behavior.

• A discipline to design and develop your organization, your people,
resources, and other infrastructure based on your customer value
commitments to ensure the relevance of these elements to the creation
of customer value.

• A discipline to obtain feedback regularly and rigorously from your
customers about your customer value commitments and customer value
creation.

• A discipline to measure your performance using the customer’s
scorecard rather than your own.

• A discipline to never rest on your laurels, to always be looking for ways
to improve your understanding of the customer value segments’ needs
and expectations, and to improve your customer value commitments.

• A discipline to plan rigorously around the changing needs and values of
customers and to manage and transform your business, business model,
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and your organization based on the changing needs and values of your
chosen target customers. In addition, Pentadigm demands a mind-set
focused on the understanding of customers and the creative application
to developing differentiated customer value commitments to create value
for chosen customers.

Pentadigm marketers have been to the optician, have had their customer value
specs fitted, and use them daily to help them receive signals from customers. Pen-
tadigm marketers use a combination of models and tools to understand their cus-
tomers and their customers’ value sets. Pentadigm marketers name customer value
segments according to the values sought by customers in that segment. Pentadigm
marketers describe customer value commitments in the language of the customer.
Pentadigm marketers dialog regularly with their customers to understand what is
important to those customers and what is changing in their value set. Pentadigm
marketers lead change in their market offerings; they don’t wait for change to over-
take them.

Pentadigm and Marketing Dynamics

Much of the traditional marketing perspective tends to break down the subject into
one-dimensional perspectives and encourages marketers to look at the customers,
markets, and competitors through a particular model or tool. The Pentadigm model
and mind-set highlight and stress the complexity and the dynamics of marketing
and the market environments, demanding a multi-dimensional approach to cus-
tomer, market, and competitor analysis and understanding.

The Pentadigm mind-set encourages you to derive all of your strategic busi-
ness thinking from the customer value set but also demands that you take into
account market and competitor dynamics. While the traditional tools and models
of marketing can help you in this, the dynamics provide the greatest insight if you
use them in a nontraditional way—in the Pentadigm way. A few examples will help
demonstrate what that means.

The truism of the product-market life cycle curve represents one of the old-
est marketing realities, as shown in Exhibit 8-1. The definition of marketing oppor-
tunities using the Ansoff Matrix—slightly enhanced and refined—is also well
known. (See Exhibit 8-2.) But when you examine a customer or market or com-
petitive situation using the two together, you can gain new insights into the nature
of the market opportunities and how to exploit them. See Exhibit 8-3.

Understand that the needs of customers falling into any of the Ansoff cells
will change over time as their market evolves through the life cycle. You can even
try to predict how and when this might occur so as to gain a competitive edge by
anticipating these changes as you redefine your customer value commitments to
reflect those anticipated changes. Staying with the enhanced Ansoff Matrix, let’s
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EXHIBIT 8-1

The Traditional Product-Market Life Cycle Curve
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examine the impact of a combination with Everett Rogers’s Diffusion of Innova-
tions Curve, sometimes referred to as the Adoption Curve, as shown in Exhibit 8-4.3

Adapting Rogers’s model to target markets, Innovators represent roughly 2.5
percent of your market, Early Adopters 13.5 percent, Early and Late Majority 34.0
percent each, and Laggards roughly 16 percent. When you combine this model with
the enhanced Ansoff Matrix, as in Exhibit 8-5, you gain further insights about pos-
sible subsegmentation of customers within each of the cells and how you may need
to target one or more of these subsegments and—depending upon your strategy in
that market—how you must adjust your customer value commitments accordingly.
For instance, if you want to penetrate the “New Customers, Current Offering” cell,
you should target the Early Adopters in that market, in order to be successful at
getting an entry, before moving on to target the Early Majority in order to build
your position.

Greater insights abound when you carry this integrated model approach fur-
ther, combining the enhanced Ansoff Matrix with other models and tools, such as
the Target Segment Tracer (see Appendix 2) or Porter’s Five Forces model. Other
tools and models which could be combined to provide additional market insights
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EXHIBIT 8-3

The Insight of Product-Market Life Cycle and Ansoff Matrix Combined
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include Target Segment Tracer and Diffusion of Innovation; Target Segment Tracer
and Product-Market and Value Life Cycle (which also includes DTS and DTC
analysis). From the combination of some of these tried-and-tested marketing mod-
els, tools, and concepts, you can develop your own ideas and insights within your
Pentadigm approach to business success. As our detailed case study illustrates, this
can be highly productive and profitable.

Pentadigm Applied: The Dow Corning Story

The Pentadigm value-based marketing approach has been put to the test in many
different companies and customer situations over the years. For our case study, we
could have picked a company that had every bit of luck, market trends, and tech-
nology advancement stacked in its favor. But we have seen plenty of companies that
have everything going for them, and often it’s hard to tell if it’s the business
approach or the wind at the companies’ backs that made the difference.

Keeping true to the belief that our approach to bottom-line value-based mar-
keting can make a real difference to any company, we felt a company that faced some
formidable wind in its face seemed like a better story. And most people would agree
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EXHIBIT 8-4

Rogers’s Diffusion of Innovation (Adoption) Curve
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that Dow Corning Corporation has had its face in some gale force winds in the past
years.

Background—Dow Corning Corporation

In 1930, Corning Glass Works began the development of a new material made from
sand that combined some of the best properties of glass and plastics. Over the next
decade, Corning scientists worked with the scientists at The Mellon Institute of
Research in Pittsburgh to develop the promising innovation. Dow Corning was
formed in 1943 as a start-up 50/50 joint venture between Corning Glass and The
Dow Chemical Company to explore and develop the commercial potential of the
new technology. Over the coming decades, Dow Corning grew to be one of the
most successful business joint ventures of all time with $2.5 billion in sales and 7,500
employees worldwide.

Throughout its history, Dow Corning pioneered the development of silicon
technology innovations to be used in applications as diverse as sealants and gasket-
ing, waxes and polishes, textiles and water repellent treatments, pulp and paper pro-
cessing, and skin care and antiperspirants. Today, Dow Corning is the largest global
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EXHIBIT 8-5

The Insight of Diffusion of Innovation and the Enhanced Ansoff
Matrix Combined
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producer of silicon-based materials, offering more than 7,000 different silicon-
based products and services. It competes against some tremendous competitors,
including GE and Bayer.

Historically, its strategy was focused on innovation and new customer appli-
cations. In Pentadigm terms, it focused and organized to dominate the segment
(DTS) for customer innovation. Dow Corning grew through discovering and deliv-
ering the most advanced technology for demanding customer applications, achiev-
ing 4,800 active patents worldwide. As such, the company was customer-focused
before it was fashionable to be so.

Change in the Market Situation for Dow Corning

As we have consistently pointed out throughout the book, all market innovations
inevitably mature. For a market innovator like Dow Corning, growth resulted in
two businesses within one business model. In addition to business growth it achieved
through innovation, Dow Corning also grew from maturing innovations that were
becoming widely used in the marketplace. The latter matured to become Dow
Corning’s core business that loaded its sales statements and manufacturing facili-
ties. It also attracted competition that ultimately exerted pressure on its pricing and
cost position.

More insidious were the market forces that created a gap between what its
maturing innovations could command in the marketplace and what had become a
widespread belief in the Dow Corning culture—their commitment to customers
and being “innovative” should always command a higher price. Over time, Dow
Corning’s business model, systems, processes, and organizational management and
rewards further evolved to strengthen its innovation focus with its customers and
DTS.

While Dow Corning continued to grow and innovate new products and appli-
cations with customers, the reality was that it was creating an ever larger collection
of mature businesses. Paralleling its own success were customers who were inno-
vating and growing their businesses using Dow Corning materials. Both Dow Corn-
ing and its 25,000 customers worldwide prospered together, but over time—as the
customers’ business grew and their markets matured—the customers’ value ratio
or relationship changed with Dow Corning. Many customers in these maturing
markets needed Dow Corning not just to innovate new product technology, but to
help them create new value through lower costs in their mature product lines to
stay competitive in their markets. The need to Dominate the Cycle (DTC) of value
was emerging.

For a company with a history of success through innovation, this change in
customer value and needs represented a contradictory message for Dow Corning’s
business model. It had built a “form follows value” business model to effectively
serve customer innovation, but the model did not serve the changing customer val-
ues that were emerging in the market. Additionally, it was becoming ever more clear
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that some competitors who didn’t invest in innovating with customers were willing
to buy the customers’ business with a lower price.

How Did Dow Corning Tackle This Challenge?

In the spring of 2000, Dow Corning Corporation’s Electronics Industry and
Advanced Engineering Materials Business Unit began to explore resegmenting its
market with the intent of developing a more customer-focused strategy.

“We just knew from our customer research and from direct customer feed-
back that we were missing the point somewhere,” recalls Ian Thackwray, the unit’s
general manager. “We were doing the right things in terms of getting the customer
feedback and we had a mountain of knowledge in the organization, but we were
struggling to know what to do with it.”

The business leadership team went through an extensive strategy review, dur-
ing which it realized a need to involve more people who had direct customer inter-
face. “Our attitude had been that we didn’t require needs-based segmentation in
order to develop a strategy. How wrong we were,” says Thackwray. “That strategy
review meeting was a milestone in changing our thinking to the realization that
customer needs and a true, full, and deep understanding of customer needs is fun-
damental to developing a meaningful and profitable business strategy.”

A second meeting was convened in September 2000 with 36 people from the
business team, technical, marketing, sales, supply chain, and new business groups.
The objective was to reevaluate implications of customer value segmentation as a
basis for reviewing the business’s strategy using the 5-step Pentadigm model.

“The really exciting thing was that no one had a preconceived idea of what
the outcome would be and everyone went in with an open mind,” remembers
Babette Pettersen, then responsible for Marketing and New Business Development
in the Electronics Industry Sector. “The idea was to stimulate an open-minded
reappraisal of our customer value segmentation, formulating our intimate customer
knowledge alongside frameworks and segmentation approaches from both theo-
retical models and practical examples.” The resulting set of customer value com-
mitments was simple, but Dow Corning’s Electronics Business had never developed
its strategy from this customer needs-based perspective before.

“We defined and profiled each segment and we assigned customer applications
into each segment, enabling us to quantify and evaluate each segment in terms of
attractiveness and our ability to compete as a basis for targeting,” Thackwray
explains.

Based on the success of applying the value-based marketing principles in the
Electronics Industry Business, similar sessions were conducted by each of the global
business units. “This is where the real insight came,” relates Scott Fuson, Global
Executive Director Marketing and Sales. “After applying the customer needs-based
segmentation methodology, we began to realize that there was a significant amount
of existing customers who buy for very different reasons. This led us to develop an
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enterprise-wide look at our customers, then creating distinct and compelling value
propositions and business models for each of the customer needs-based segments
we identified.

“We were particularly excited about how this also better took advantage of
our market-based structure and operations,” continues Fuson. “These new busi-
ness models resulted from converting the needs-based segmentation into customer-
focused value that better aligned our resources and structure to improve business
model performance with our customers.” Dow Corning recognized that there was
other real value that their customers sought.

“A critical outcome of the reevaluation is that it forced us to reappraise our
entire market positioning and brand presence,” Fuson explains. This included the
essence, attributes, and hierarchy for the Dow Corning brand itself and the cre-
ation of an entirely new business model for customers that required a price-reliable
supply. This new brand positioning became the company’s XIAMETER brand.

Value-Based Marketing at Dow Corning

Application of Pentadigm Step 1: 
Discover—Understand the Customer

As a company built on developing customer innovation, Dow Corning had a sub-
stantial amount of customer information from numerous sources:

• Purchased studies of their customer base
• Regular customer satisfaction studies conducted by an outside research

firm
• Regular customer feedback through its Customer Relationship

Management process

All of this contributed to a full and deep understanding of their customers’
needs and value expectations. Yet it was when Dow Corning started to look at its
information both from a segmentation and customer value perspective that the
information started to tell them new things. For example, three broad customer
value segments were identified: (1) customers who innovate into new markets,
(2) customers who were in fast-growing markets, and (3) customers looking to
reduce costs and improve productivity in large, highly competitive markets.4

Innovation-focused customers are defined as those committed to being first to
the market with new technologies and state-of-the-art products, and who seek
advanced innovation and creation of unique technical or market positions. Dow
Corning’s customer value commitment for this group of customers is both inno-
vative solutions based on cutting-edge technologies and services and expertise in
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assisting customers to get their products to market faster with better value differ-
entiators for the customers’ customers.

For example, Dow Corning helped Reliance Industries reformulate its fiber-
optic cable conduit inner lining to improve the lining’s slipperiness. The superior
slipperiness allowed fiber optics to go into conduit faster and at longer lengths. This
enabled Reliance Industries’ customers to install fiber-optic cables significantly
faster and for 30 to 50 percent lower cost. In another instance, Dow Corning helped
a consumer products company get the new household cleaner to market faster by
taking on the manufacturing of the cleaner in their own facilities.

Customers in fast-growing markets are defined as those looking for easy, drop-
in solutions that give them speed, efficiency, convenience, and reliability to meet
growth demands. Their value drivers are lower cost offerings with proven perfor-
mance and demonstrated use. For them, Dow Corning’s customer value commit-
ment offers proven performance in technology, manufacturing, and supply chain
management.

Dow Corning helped its customer’s global sealants and adhesives business by
working with its larger customers to convert to bulk delivery systems. The change
from 55-gallon drums to a new 8,000-gallon storage facility reduced handling and
labor costs, dropped waste 7 percent, and freed up 10,000 square feet of space in
the customer’s operation.

Customers in large, highly competitive markets, typically with products in the
mature stage of the product life cycle, form the third segment. These customers
expect improved process efficiency and effectiveness in manufacturing to help them
achieve maximum profit by reducing costs. They are looking for such things as ideas
from suppliers, outsourcing capabilities, inventory control and supply chain ser-
vices, and disposal assistance. Dow Corning’s cost-effective solutions that drive
overall costs down is the customer value commitment for this customer value
segment.

One tool Dow Corning developed for these customers was software that could
more precisely pinpoint lubrication for critical plant equipment. The Integrated
Oil Analysis software enabled plant operations to perform a complete oil and lubri-
cation analysis on vital equipment to optimize maintenance programs rather than
follow routine scheduled maintenance.

As Thackwray makes clear, “We could define and profile each segment and
we could identify customers in each segment, enabling us to quantify and evaluate
each segment in terms of attractiveness and our ability to deliver a superior value
to these customers.” Building upon the three broad segment groupings, the elec-
tronics business identified seven new customer value segments based on the needs
and values of their customers.

The key was to take all the various inputs about customers from multiple
sources and to integrate them in an interactive and creative thinking process to
deliver an insightful output that helped the business better understand what really
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mattered to its customers’ success. Dow Corning developed a summary matrix of
customer value for its business. Exhibit 8-6 is a generic matrix that you can use to
develop a summary matrix within your business.
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EXHIBIT 8-6

Generic Industry Customer Value Segment Matrix

SEGMENT 1 SEGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT 4
INNOVATORS OPTIMIZERS OPERATIONALIZERS ECONOMIZERS

• First to market, • Fast followers • Best at optimizing • Focused on best 
BEHAVIOR OF risk takers • Let someone else total acquisition pricing
CUSTOMERS • Reputation for the prove, then exploit and use costs • Trade-offs to drive 

IN SEGMENTS latest ideas market cost out

Leading ideas or Fast and responsive Supply chain Continually drive 
VALUE NEED technology to support to make optimization costs out of 
IN SEGMENT create edge transitions support business

TYPICAL • R&D • Marketing • Supply Chain • Productions
CUSTOMER • Marketing • Production • Production • Logistics

COST DRIVERS • Engineering • Purchasing

CUSTOMER’S Profit generated Profit generated by Efficiency of Selling as much stuff
PROFIT through a stream quickly capitalizing operations drives as cheaply as possi-
MODEL of innovation on opportunities profits ble drives profit

WHAT DO THESE • Time to market • Market share and • Share protection • Purchasing costs
CUSTOMERS • Market response its growth • Purchasing costs • Market share

MEASURE? • Develop costs • Price/costs • Supply chain costs • Operation costs
variances

CUSTOMER’S • Unique ideas are • Customer sees • Market is mature, • Market declining 
MARKET valued in market opportunity and need to win the but these 

DRIVER’S/ • Few competitors battles over growth race to run customers 
SITUATION can match in market efficiently hang on

LEADING Competitor Variable offerings Unbundling of Suppliers are exiting, 
COMPETITIVE wants to play with high differen- offerings and a la but some will 

OFFERING/ one-upmanship tiation to attract carte purchasing streamline 
SITUATION customers operations to serve

YOUR Centered on driving Centered on helping Centered on stream- Centered on driving 
STRATEGIC innovation in ideas, customers capture lining supply chain, every possible cost 

VALUE products, and growth ease of doing out
COMMITMENT solutions opportunities business



According to Dow Corning, there are two key lessons of Pentadigm Step 1.

1. It’s crucial to have the correct data.

2. Use Pentadigm to bring out the context and meanings for customers about
what they value most.

Application of Pentadigm Step 2: Commit—Commit to
the Customer

Once Dow Corning’s business units had identified the key customer value segments
it wanted to target, it was a relatively straightforward process for them to proceed
with defining the customer value commitments for its respective target customer
value segments. Each customer value commitment represented a change in the way
Dow Corning approached these customers. It was the first time the company moved
from assuming all customers equally valued Dow Corning’s innovation to figuring
out what was relevant to and valued by specific customers in each customer value
segment. The company learned more clearly what were the real and superior value
points with its customers.

An important additional insight from the work conducted was the realization
that one or more of the needs-based customer value segments cut across the tradi-
tional industry sector structure around which Dow Corning had been organizing
its business and the corporation.

The value propositions—called customer value commitments in the Pen-
tadigm model—were derived from the individual customer value segment profiles.
The biggest challenge in most cases was to identify a truly unique, superior element
in the offering, initially because of the strong product innovation-focus in the
group. Once Dow Corning minds opened to value differentiators beyond product
features and benefits, the ideas started to flow.

“We have spent the past five years transforming Dow Corning into a
customer-directed organization,” comments Dow Corning Executive Vice Presi-
dent Stephanie Burns. “The result has been our ability to commit better and deliver
historic change to the marketplace by offering silicon-based solutions tailored to
specific customer needs. The introduction of the new XIAMETER brand reflects
a key element of our revitalized and precision-focused company.”5

The specific value propositions for each of the specific customer value seg-
ments, according to Dow Corning, “became linked to what really mattered most
to our customers’ success in each segment through a more focused understanding
of each segment’s different needs and value drivers.” Equally important was recog-
nizing that innovating not just the product, but the way business was conducted
with customers, could develop a successful business and deeper relationships with
customers. Additionally, the company’s core customer value commitments remained
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true to providing a “full range of services and innovative technology expertise for
customers who want to leverage them to give their products a competitive edge.
Value-added services are also available with the purchase and use of Dow Corning’s
other product lines, and include technical innovation, product application, and
development support.”

According to Dow Corning, there are two key lessons of Pentadigm Step 2.

1. There is a need to be open-minded to completely rethink what the
customer considers as superior value commitments and ultimately
organizing (form follows value) around the value needs and expectations
of the customer value segments.

2. Long-entrenched structures and perspectives need to be critically
examined and challenged.

Application of Pentadigm Step 3: Create—Create
Customer Value

Having created clear segmentation based on customer need and differentiated value
propositions for each customer value segment, making Dow Corning’s customer
value commitments real to its customers was a relatively easy next step. This
involved their need to create resourcing and infrastructure aligned to the target
customer value commitments. Dow Corning defined clear customer value commit-
ments to deliver the desired value to its customer value segments and this enabled
management to define the needed resources in terms of people, infrastructure, and
financing. Its new emerging form would now follow and be aligned to the distinc-
tive value it identified in each customer segment, with the ability to manage the
changing customer value (DTC) occurring in the marketplace.

Also, one new segment was identified in which the customers valued a low
price, ease of doing business, and the guarantee of on-time shipments. Dow Corn-
ing also backed up the shipment guarantee with a 3 percent financial reimburse-
ment to the customer if it missed a shipment commitment time. These customers
tended to value less research and technical support. It was also recognized that cus-
tomers in this segment tended to make large purchases, but not necessarily of a wide
variety of products. This customer value segment became the basis for establishing
a new business model and channel to market, which was launched in March of 2002.

To serve this new segment the business model and channel needed to be
streamlined, tied to Dow Corning global manufacturing and supply chain capabil-
ity, and simplified for both customers and Dow Corning. Internally, this meant
focusing operations to supply the most popular customer products, favoring a Web-
based channel, and leveraging the SAP systems to manage order entry and inven-
tory commitments with customers. The changes for customers led to more clearly
defined and transparent business practices on such things as pricing, delivery, and
order quantity; the best way for the customer to order; and communications prac-
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tices. This helped guide customers to a better way for them to conduct business
with Dow Corning based upon the way those customers might want to conduct
business rather than on how Dow Corning wants to conduct business with them.

“What’s really amazing,” Services and Customer Processes Director Tom
Cook remembers, “is that with this level of clarity and simplicity it was easy to
explain similarities and—more importantly—differences in what we should be offer-
ing to different customers to best meet their needs. For the first time it was also
easy to explain WHY! And, more importantly, customers could understand how
they could more easily meet their needs with us.”

A bonus benefit was the widespread level of understanding and commitment
derived by involving people from many of the implementation functions in the orig-
inal development work. “Involving people from a complete cross-section of our
global business paid real dividends when it came to rolling out the results,” states
Bob Schroeder of Dow Corning’s Construction Industry. “We had our own group
of apostles to go out and tell the story to their own colleagues and peers in their
own language. The adoption of our new customer value commitment has been
immediate and the skepticism is more along the ‘show me’ line of thinking versus
‘have you lost your mind?’ ”

These new insights led Dow Corning to redesign its organization from being
focused on business sectors to aligning with the newly identified customer value
segments. This included the appointment of a Customer Value Segment Manager
with a specific focus on the newly defined customer value segments and the respon-
sibility for delivering the newly defined customer value commitments. It launched
a new Dow Corning for each customer value segment identified as being present
across all the industry sectors it serves.

According to Dow Corning, there are two key lessons of Pentadigm Step 3.

1. You can only define your organization and your infrastructure when you
know what you want to deliver to whom.

2. Involving a broad cross-section of the organization builds stronger
commitment and buy-in to the end results and speeds implementation.

Application of Pentadigm Step 4: Assess—Obtain
Customer Feedback

After a long history of succeeding with customers primarily through product inno-
vation, Dow Corning now more than ever needs to assess feedback from its cus-
tomers on many new dimensions important to them. The new segmentation also
establishes a business rationale for changes and can help sort out voices from the
customer into specific segment groups.

Dow Corning’s review of its customer value commitments was instigated by
the feedback from customer research from an outside, independent research firm
and from specific situations documented through its Customer Relationship Man-
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agement (CRM) process. Dow Corning also encourages all staff with customer
interface to pose questions about customer satisfaction and obtain direct feedback
from the customer using its Customer Relationship Management Process.

“Using our Customer Relationship Management Process, Service Level Man-
agement provided our customer interface people with a methodology to capture
specific customer needs and issues in a one-on-one situation,” explains Jamie Moore,
CRM Business Process Manager. “We can capture and address with each specific
customer their insights and then later aggregate these inputs for analysis in order
to act upon them across the entire customer base.”

An important insight from Dow Corning’s experience is that it’s difficult for
the company to become complacent with the responses to these feedback data. It
continues to assess by conducting research on a regular basis and is looking con-
stantly for pointers to the next needed change in its customer value commitments.
As Moore describes it, “Dow Corning’s commitment to satisfying customer
requirements resulted in the use of needs-based segmentation methods to deepen
our understanding of what mattered most to their success. The use of these meth-
ods has enabled the proactive segmentation of customers to create unique value
propositions, improved behaviors in our business units in how we treat customers,
and better aligned resource development options in anticipation of customers’
changing needs.

“For instance,” continues Moore, “using customer needs analysis in a struc-
tured manner with our CRM process, we specifically know where and how we can
provide improved service to customers. This approach to CRM also provides the
ability to aggregate information, identify trends with customers and markets, and
make better-focused decisions and actions. This is because we have a factual and
quantified mechanism for communicating customer needs throughout the organi-
zation and use this as the basis for responses.”

According to Dow Corning, there are three key lessons of Pentadigm Step 4.

1. Customer feedback must be obtained from a variety of sources, but at least
one must be independent and objective.

2. The sum total of the customer feedback may be greater than the individual
feedback when creatively and critically reviewed, integrated, and analyzed.

3. Never be complacent—always look for the next change in what value will
be affecting customers.

Application of Pentadigm Step 5: Improve—Measure and
Improve Value

Preliminary results of the Dow Corning customer value commitment have been
very positive and encouraging. But it’s a story in development, in transition.
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“While we do believe that some of our latest customer value commitments
put us ahead of our competition,” Fuson affirms, “we recognize that delivering
superior value to our customers is not about beating our competition. Focusing on
the competition as the basis of improving our business with customers could and
would prevent us from truly understanding our customers and discovering unique
insights about how we can help them succeed better. Also, focusing on the compe-
tition would trap us in a common shared point of view about customers and our
markets rather than developing the breakthrough ideas.”

Fuson also points out that “if we measured ourselves primarily against com-
petitors, then it would lead most likely to a marketplace of similar offerings for cus-
tomers, which in the long run would mean poorer responsiveness to changing
customer value. So our establishment of regular and rigorous reviews of our cus-
tomer interfaces and feedback programs fosters the continued development of our
customer value commitments, maintaining the best value for our chosen target cus-
tomers. The final realization is that providing superior value for customers is prof-
itable for customers and also profitable for us.”

The other interesting aspect of the new Dow Corning is how Dow Corning
is leveraging its existing capabilities better and developing new customer capabili-
ties that utilize the Web. But its focus wasn’t to get on the Web per se. Having gone
through the segmentation work first, Dow Corning better understood the value
drivers of its customers and, in some value segments, realized that the Web was a
better way to provide this value to customers than traditional channels.

A number of Internet-based business start-ups sought to service the same cus-
tomer segments that Dow Corning focused on as well. While the Internet busi-
nesses may have recognized this customer segment, they have failed to succeed in
this market space since they lacked the necessary infrastructure and supply chain
investments. Dow Corning already had in place and operating a $100 million invest-
ment in a SAP system, the world’s largest manufacturing and distribution system
for silicon-based products with 40 locations worldwide, and a great deal of infor-
mation about buying habits and behavior of customers. So it knew it had a global
back-office operation that could support the global front-office operations their cus-
tomers interacted with. Dow Corning practiced “form follows value.” In contrast,
most Web-based companies trying to serve the same customers focused on getting
customers to their nice virtual front-office websites, but had few capabilities in place
to deliver their value propositions.

Dow Corning’s challenge was to see value from the customer perspective, not
just product innovation value, then sort out its customer information to create the
business processes and then build channel strategies, including customer touch
points like the Web.

According to Dow Corning, there are two key lessons of Pentadigm Step 5.

1. Rigorous and regular strategy and customer performance reviews are
essential to maintaining a leadership position with customers.
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2. Customer value is not just telling the customer you bring them value, but
first making the commitment, resource changes, and leadership choices
that enable a business to deliver what it says it can do for its customers.

Final Observations

Pentadigm is based on our experience and belief that the most important aspect to
long-term profitability is providing superior customer value. We draw in part from
an extensive chemical industry background. The chemical industry is a $1.7 tril-
lion, fiercely competitive industry with the most pervasive and ubiquitous value
chain of any industry in the world. Look around. No matter where you are right
now—your house, your office, your car, a plane, or a boat—or what you’re wear-
ing, eating, or using, the chemical industry has made it possible or better to a greater
or lesser extent. This connection to the world’s value chain gives us unique insight
into customer value.

One of the challenges we also faced in writing this book was sorting through
and selecting relevant examples of Pentadigm applications, knowing that readers
would want to learn about how someone else did or does it. This presented a num-
ber of issues.

First, customer value-focused and value-aligned businesses are rare breeds
among publicly traded companies, although there are some rich data in the public
domain. For example, we talk about companies like Southwest Airlines, Nike, Dell,
and Nucor whose success and enduring leadership in their respective markets seem
to validate the Pentadigm model. Second, in cases where we’ve been intimately
involved with helping an organization learn to apply Pentadigm, these clients are
works-in-progress. A number are understandably reluctant to share their insights
with possible competitors in the marketplace. Third, your own industry, market
position, and organizational character influence how you interpret an example. It’s
more important to consider the implications for your business of any of our exam-
ples than to speculate about which company it’s from.

Taking a page from Jack Webb’s “Dragnet,” our approach in writing was to
change or genericize the names of some of the companies at times to protect pro-
prietary or sensitive information. In some cases, the company example may be a
composite. Sometimes we use a company for examples illustrating a specific Pen-
tadigm step, but that doesn’t necessarily mean that the company is effective or effi-
cient in the other Pentadigm steps.

In truth, even if we had 1,000 examples that unequivocally proved Pentadigm,
you would still have to assess your own situation in terms of where you are today
and where you want to be. We might wish we were scratch golfers, but from a hand-
icap of 25, there’s more work to get there than for someone with a 10 handicap.
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Once you have honestly assessed your own business handicap, Pentadigm offers a
framework to focus and organize your transformation around its five core themes.

Your shareholders aren’t paying you to imitate someone else. They’re paying
you to be profitable. Pentadigm provides a model for developing the customer value
commitments that result in profitability. Within the very roots of your business was
likely a great success story that just happened to lose its way.

And, frankly, if there were 1,000 examples, you’d be in a whole lot more trou-
ble than you even think you are today. That would mean that Pentadigm had
become the competitive business standard.

KEY INSIGHTS

1. Pentadigm demands that the business strategy be driven by customer value and that new
customer value segments shouldn’t be targeted unless the company can meet or exceed the
new value expectations and do so profitably.

2. In addition, Pentadigm demands a mind-set focused on the understanding of customers and
the creative application of developing differentiated customer value commitments to create
value for chosen customers.

3. Pentadigm marketers have been to the optician, they have had their customer value specs
fitted, and they use them daily to help them receive signals from customers.

4. Pentadigm marketers use a combination of models and tools to understand their customers
and their customers’ value set.

5. Pentadigm marketers name customer value segments according to the values sought by
customers in that segment, describe customer value commitments in the language of the
customer, dialog regularly with their customers to understand what is important to those
customers and what is changing in their value set, and lead change in their market
offerings—they don’t wait for change to overtake them.

CHECKLIST

Pentadigm demands a certain discipline.

❑ A discipline to understand the customer and the value set of the customer that drives their
needs, their buying decisions, and buying behavior.

❑ A discipline to build customer value commitments for the customers in direct response to
that value set that drives their buying decisions and behavior.

❑ A discipline to design and develop your organization, your people resources, and other
infrastructure based on your customer value commitments to ensure the relevance of these
elements to the creation of customer value.
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❑ A discipline to regularly and rigorously obtain feedback from your customers about your
customer value commitments and customer value creation.

❑ A discipline to measure your performance using the customer’s scorecard rather than your
own.

❑ A discipline to never rest on your laurels, to always be looking for ways to improve your
understanding of the customer value segment’s needs and expectations and your customer
value commitments.

❑ A discipline to plan rigorously around the changing needs and values of customers and to
manage and transform your business, business model, and your organization based on the
changing needs and values of your chosen target customers.
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The Pentadigm Road Map

Discover

Commit

CreateAssess

Improve

Customer
Value

Management

Step 1: Discover
1. Define and Map Market
2. Understand Customer Value Expectation
3. Discover Customer Value Segments
4. Assess Competitive Position
5. Select Target Customer Value Segments

Step 2: Commit
1. Define Customer Value Segment Strategy
2. Develop Superior Offering
3. Create the Right Organization
4. Communicate Internally and Externally
5. Define KPIs

Step 3: Create
1. Develop Customer Value Commitment

Culture
2. Plan Customer Value Processes
3. Populate Customer Value Processes
4. Invest in Appropriate Infrastructure
5. Implement Customer Value

Step 4: Assess
1. Track Won and Lost Business
2. Proactively Seek Customer Feedback
3. Resolve Customer Complaints
4. Assess Performance Against Customer

Expectations
5. Combine Analyses to Improve

Step 5: Improve
1. Spot Gaps and “Quick Hits”
2. Challenge Customer Understanding
3. Redefine Customer Value Commitments
4. Improve Customer Value
5. Anticipate Change
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The Pentadigm Step 1 Road Map: Discover
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The Pentadigm Step 2 Road Map: Commit
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The Pentadigm Step 3 Road Map: Create

Develop

Customer Value

Commitment

Culture

Plan

Customer Value

Processes

Invest in

Appropriate

Infrastructure

Populate

Customer Value

Processes

Implement

Customer Value
Create

Customer
Value

The Pentadigm Step 4 Road Map: Assess

Track Won and

Lost Business

Proactively 

Seek Customer

Feedback

Resolve

Customer
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Assess
Performance

Against
Customer

Expectations

Combine

Analyses 

to Improve Obtain
Customer
Feedback
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The Pentadigm Step 5 Road Map: Improve

Spot Gaps 
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The Target Customer Value Segment Tracer is a tool that helps qualify customer
value segments to target. It’s based upon your ability to fulfill the needs of specific
customer value segments better than your competition and at a profit (see Exhibit
A2-1).

There are eight basic steps in the process.

1. Define and identify a maximum of five criteria relevant to your business
which reflect the attractiveness of a customer value segment to you.

2. Assess each customer value segment against these attractiveness criteria.

3. Assess your ability in the eyes of the customer to fulfill the key driving
needs of the customer value segment relative to your competition. This
means first identifying the unmet, poorly met, or determinant needs
driving the supplier selection or preference decision, then measuring your
customer’s view of your performance and your competitor’s performance
against those criteria.

4. Plot the customer value segment using the score on each axis. The
customer value segment attractiveness is plotted on the y-axis and the
competitive advantage on the x-axis.

5. Scale the bubble to reflect the size of the customer value segment.

6. Show the customer value segment profitability in the inner circle.

7. Show your share of the customer value segment with a cutout.

8. Plot each customer value segment in terms of how you expect it to have
evolved three years from now. The plot of the customer value segments in
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Exhibit A2-1 allows you to prioritize them in order of attractiveness and
ability to compete over time.
• Highest priority is the upper right Quadrant A, which represents the

highest attractiveness and the strongest competitive position.
• Second most important is the upper left Quadrant B, which is attractive,

but where you need to strengthen competitive position.
• Third most attractive is lower right Quadrant C, where you have a

competitive advantage, but in a less attractive customer value segment.
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EXHIBIT A2-1

Target Customer Value Segment Tracer

Segment 1 Today

Segment 2 Today

Segment 3 Today

Segment 4 Today

Segment 5 Today

Segment 1 Future
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• Lowest priority is lower left Quadrant D, where you are competitively
disadvantaged in an unattractive customer value segment.

Having selected your target customer value segments, you must evaluate the
business potential represented by the target customer value segments against your
business plans and your capabilities. If the total business potential exceeds what is
in your plans, your plans might need to be reviewed upward. If the total business
potential does not reach what is in your plans, your plans might need to be reviewed
downward or you must include additional customer value segments. From a Pen-
tadigm perspective, it’s not advised to include any customer value segments that are
evolving into Quadrant D.
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Many companies talk about Customer Lifetime Value (CLV), but few have actu-
ally computed it for their own customers. Or, if they have, they don’t know what to
do with it as part of an overall marketing strategy once they have it.

Customer Lifetime Value—variously referred to as Net Present Value (NPV)
or Life Time Value (LTV)—is the profit that can be anticipated from a customer
or a customer value segment over a specified period of time, a financial metric that
is relevant to corporate budget planning and forecasting. CLV answers the basic
question about whether or not a customer or a customer value segment is worth
selling to based on the anticipated profitability of the relationship. By knowing the
worth of customers in terms of profitability, the acquisition cost of relationships
can be calculated.

An Innovator customer value segment may represent an average CLV of
$1,500 while the Hot Rush customer value segment may represent an average CLV
of $1,075, for example. New customers derived from trade shows represent an aver-
age CLV of $1,375, while new customers derived from direct sales represent an
average CLV of $1,835. Or the CLV could be analyzed by initial type of product
or service purchased, the initial purchase investment, the customer value commit-
ment which generated the buyer decision, or myriad other parameters.

Calculation of Customer Lifetime Value

Two approaches can be used for calculating CLV. One is to start in the current fis-
cal year with a customer sample and track the performance of the sample through
future years. This computation could be for new products or services, new target
markets, new sales, or channel management strategies, and so on. This is modeled
in Exhibit A3-1; revenue, costs, and profitability are tracked for 2001 and 2002;
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2002 is the current fiscal year. Based on these data, projections could be made for
2003 and beyond.

The second approach is to establish a historical baseline using two to three
years of actual customer data and then make projections for a number of years for-
ward based on the known or expected average lifetime of an account or a customer
value segment. This works well for existing products or services, target markets,
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EXHIBIT A3-1

Calculation of CLV Scenario 1

REVENUE 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Retention Rate 40%

Customer Sample 1,000 400

Spending Rate $4,000 $4,500

Gross Revenue $4,000,000 $1,800,000

COSTS 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Acquisition Costs $2,000,000

SG&A Fixed Costs $1,800,000 $810,000

SG&A Variable Costs $600,000 $270,000

Retention Costs $0 $90,000

Total Costs $4,400,000 $1,080,000

PROFIT 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Gross Profit ($400,000) $720,000

Discount Rate 89.29% 79.72%

Profit NPV ($357,160) $573,984

CLV = � Profit NPV ($357,160) $216,824

CLV/Customer ($357.16) $154.87

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Value Ratio �0.08 0.04

AVE LT

1.29

PCT

45%

15%

5%



and sales or channel management strategies. This is modeled in Projecting CLV.
Data from 2001 and 2002 provide the ability to make projections for 2003-2005.
This example presumes that 2002 is the current fiscal year.

CLV Calculation: Current Year

This scenario focuses on a customer value segment acquired in 2001 and tracked
for the first two years of its existence.

Revenue Calculations

1. Retention Rate. There is no retention rate for the first year. The 2002
retention rate is the percentage of customers in the original 2001 sample
of 1,000 who made a purchase in 2002.

2. Customer Sample. For the base year of 2001, this is either the total popu-
lation of customers or a random group of 10–15 percent of customers
from the base year. For this exercise, there were 10,000 customers
acquired in 2001; 1,000 were randomly selected for the sample.

3. Spending Rate. This is an average based on actual buying behavior of the
customers in the sample in 2001. It’s calculated from sales (revenue) data,
either by (1) totaling the purchases by each of the customers in the sample
and dividing by the sample or (2) calculating the average customer spend-
ing rate for all customers that year.

4. Gross Revenue. This is the customer sample multiplied by the spending rate.
Gross Revenue � Customer Sample � Spending Rate.

Costs Calculations

This will require data and support from accounting and finance.

1. Acquisition Costs. This is the amount of money that was spent acquiring
business from the 1,000 customers in the sample. This money is easier to
track with new products and services. For existing markets, use historical
financial data, for example, use the sum of the total 2001 sales and
promotions costs divided by the total number of customers acquired in
2001 and multiply that figure by the 1,000 sample size. Acquisition Costs
� (Total Sales � Promotion Costs � Total Number of Customers
Acquired) � 1,000.
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2. SG&A Fixed Costs. These data need to be provided from accounting.
SG&A Fixed Costs are those that stay the same regardless of sales volume,
such as advertising, R&D, salaries, office equipment, office space, and
depreciation. In our example, the fixed costs are 45 percent of revenue;
given that this percentage can change from year to year, an average was
used. A more precise, adjusted percentage should be used for each year’s
calculations.

3. SG&A Variable Costs. These data need to be provided from accounting.
SG&A Variable Costs are those that fluctuate with the increase or decrease
of sales volume, such as sales, salaries, and commissions. In our example,
the variable costs are 15 percent of revenue; given that this percentage can
change from year to year, an average was used. A more precise, adjusted
percentage should be used for each year’s calculations.

4. Retention Costs. None in the first year. See Projecting CLV below.

5. Total Costs. This is the sum of what it costs to acquire, maintain, and retain
the sample customers. Total Costs � Acquisition Costs � SG&A Fixed
Costs � SG&A Variable Costs � Retention Costs.

Profit Calculations

1. Gross Profit. Gross Profit � Gross Revenue � Total Costs

2. Discount Rate. The Time Value of Money principle is based on the fact that
a revenue dollar received the first day of the fiscal year has a different value
than a revenue dollar received the last day of the year. To calculate the
value of a year’s revenue stream, a discount rate is used that creates an
average value or net present value (NPV) for all of the dollars received
during the year and provides a way to calculate total future revenue. The
rate is based on interest rates and can be obtained from a Present Value or
Discount Table. These scenarios use a 12 percent discount rate. In 2001,
the discount rate is 89.29 percent, which means that the average value of
each revenue dollar for the first year is $0.8929. A dollar received in 2002
has an average value of $0.7972.

3. Profit NPV. This is the discounted value of the Gross Profit. Profit NPV �
Gross Profit � Discount Rate.

4. CLV (Customer Lifetime Value). This is the cumulative profit value of the
sample 1,000 customers at the end of each year. After 2001 in Scenario 1,
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it’s calculated by adding the CLV equal to � Profit NPV from the previous
year to the Profit NPV of the current year. CLV � � Profit NPV.

5. CLV/Customer. This figure gives you an average of the Customer Lifetime
Value in the sample or in a customer value segment, if calculations are
being made that way. It’s a cumulative number and is calculated each year
by adding the Customer Sample for that year to the Customer Sample for
each of the previous years. CLV per Customer � CLV� � Customers.

6. Value Ratio. Your company’s Value Ratio � Desired Benefits � Relative
Costs. The primary Desired Benefit of a market-focused, bottom-line
driven organization is Customer Lifetime Value (profitability). The
Relative Costs are what it takes to acquire, maintain, and retain that
profitability. A Value Ratio is a quantified indication that value is being
derived by your company from a customer or customer value segment. A
value ratio of �0.08 means that value was not derived; for each $1.00 in
cost to acquire, maintain, and retain the customer or customer value
segment, $0.08 cents was lost. A value ratio of �0.04 means that $0.04 of
profit was generated for each $1.00 in cost. Value Ratio � Profitability �
Total Costs.

CLV Calculation: Projecting CLV

This scenario (modeled in Exhibit A3-2) focuses on five years of a customer value
segment for which two years of historical data are gathered—2001 and 2002—so
that profitability projections can be made for the next three years. All of the num-
bers for 2003–2005 are projections or guesstimates.

Revenue Calculations

1. Retention Rate. For 2002, this is the number of customers from the original
sample of 1,000 in 2001 which placed an order in the second year.
Retention rates for 2003–2005 are projections or “guesstimates.”

2. Customer Sample. This is the number of customers from the original
sample of 1,000 which remain customers each year. Customer Sample �
Customer Sample from previous year � Retention Rate.

3. Spending Rate. In 2002, this is the same calculation as it was in the first
year from sales (revenue) data. The numbers for 2003–2005 are
projections.

4. Gross Revenue. Same calculation as in 2001.
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Costs Calculations

This will require data and support from accounting and finance.

1. Acquisition Costs. None after the first year.

2. SG&A Fixed Costs. Same calculation as in 2001.

3. SG&A Variable Costs. Same calculation as in 2001.
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EXHIBIT A3-2

Calculation of CLV—Projecting CLV

REVENUE 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Retention Rate 40% 50% 75% 90%

Customer Sample 1,000 400 200 150 135

Spending Rate $4,000 $4,500 $6,000 $9,000 $16,000

Gross Revenue $4,000,000 $1,800,000 $1,200,000 $1,350,000 $2,160,000

COSTS 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Acquisition Costs $2,000,000

SG&A Fixed Costs $1,800,000 $810,000 $540,000 $607,500 $972,000

SG&A Variable Costs $600,000 $270,000 $180,000 $202,500 $324,000

Retention Costs $0 $90,000 $60,000 $67,500 $108,000

Total Costs $4,400,000 $1,080,000 $720,000 $810,000 $1,296,000

PROFIT 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Gross Profit ($1,000) ($400,000) $720,000 $480,000 $540,000 $864,000

Discount Rate 89.29% 79.72% 71.18% 63.55% 56.74%

Profit NPV ($357,160) $573,984 $341,664 $343,170 $490,234

CLV = � Profit NPV ($357,160) $216,824 $558,488 $901,658 $1,391,892

CLV/Customer ($357.16) $154.87 $349.06 $515.23 $738.40

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Value Ratio �0.08 0.04 0.09 0.13 0.17

AVE LT

1.95

PCT

45%

15%

5%



4. Retention Costs. These are expenditures specifically intended to create or
maintain customer retention and loyalty. This should be tracked.

5. Total Costs. Same calculation as in 2001.

Profit Calculations

1. Gross Profit. Same calculation as in 2001.

2. Discount Rate. Same calculation as in 2001 and 2002. In 2003–2005, the
discount rates are 71.18 percent, 63.55 percent, and 56.74 percent,
respectively.

3. Profit NPV. Same calculation as in 2001.

4. CLV. Same calculation as in 2001.

5. CLV/Customer. Same calculation as in 2001.

6. Value Ratio. Same calculation as in 2001.

Discussion

In these scenarios, the Value Ratio for the first year was negative, then became pos-
itive for each of the subsequent years. Without baseline data, projections about
future profitability are difficult. And it’s impossible to answer the question, “Should
we be selling to these customers?” Even with projections, however, which are only
as good as the judgment of the marketer, the spreadsheet is a helpful tool that pro-
vides the opportunity to do some “what if” analyses. This can help establish busi-
ness objectives.

Changes in one or more parameters in the CLV Scenario as demonstrated
in Exhibit A3-3 can produce some dramatic results. For example, a 5 percent
increase in retention rate in the second year results in a 13.54 percent increase in
CLV by 2005. Increasing the retention rates in 2002–2004 improves the 2005 CLV
by more than 20 percent. Similarly, shifting the spending rate in 2003 from $4,000
per customer to $6,000 per customer boosts the five-year CLV of the sample by
12 percent. Not as dramatic as increasing the retention rate, but arguably easier
to achieve.

What happens when retention and spending rates and the SG&A Fixed and
Variable rates are all improved? Over five years from 2001 to 2005, the CLV
increases by almost 55 percent. This tool permits you to not only play “what if,”
but can result in some tangible performance targets established with profitability
results which can be quantified over time.
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EXHIBIT A3-3

Calculation of CLV “What If” Scenario

REVENUE 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Retention Rate 40% 50% 75% 90%

Customer Sample 1,000 400 200 150 135

Spending Rate $4,000 $4,500 $6,000 $9,000 $16,000

Gross Revenue $4,000,000 $1,800,000 $1,200,000 $1,350,000 $2,160,000

COSTS 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Acquisition Costs $2,000,000

SG&A Fixed Costs $1,800,000 $810,000 $540,000 $607,500 $972,000

SG&A Variable Costs $600,000 $270,000 $180,000 $202,500 $324,000

Retention Costs $0 $90,000 $60,000 $67,500 $108,000

Total Costs $4,400,000 $1,080,000 $720,000 $810,000 $1,296,000

PROFIT 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Gross Profit ($1,000) ($400,000) $720,000 $480,000 $540,000 $864,000

Discount Rate 89.29% 79.72% 71.18% 63.55% 56.74%

Profit NPV ($357,160) $573,984 $341,664 $343,170 $490,234

CLV = � Profit NPV ($357,160) $216,824 $558,488 $901,658 $1,391,892

CLV/Customer ($357.16) $154.87 $349.06 $515.23 $738.40

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Value Ratio �0.08 0.04 0.09 0.13 0.17

AVE LT

1.95

PCT

45%

15%

5%
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Begin with what you learned in your customer value segmentation. The seg-
mentation objective was to figure out the things that mattered to customers or the
things that will matter to your customers in the future. Look at what you deter-
mined were the strong economic drivers and behavior of your customers today or
what will be in the future. Don’t begin a competitive assessment until you under-
stand the segmentation insights.

The next step is to compare your competitive intelligence with what you
learned in segmentation. Who has the best position or who will have the most
future impact on the customer’s economics and behavior? Direct your thinking and
data gathering on determining who is making the biggest difference to customers.

Reevaluating your understanding of your customer’s expectations and the
competitors’ value offerings with your team is the critical step in developing and
delivering a superior customer value commitment. Key questions your team needs
to consider, debate, and fret over are as follows.

1. Review your assumptions, presumptions, points of view, and hypotheses
about the market for your products/services.
• Who are your targeted customers?
• Describe the scenarios where you are bringing the most value to

customers and explain why.
• Describe the scenarios where you bring less value to customers and

explain why.

2. Who are the competitors most closely competing against you on value
offerings?
• From your customer’s perspective, which company(ies) do they believe

provide superior value?
• Explain why.
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• How specifically are your target customers impacted when using your
products compared to using competitors’ products?

• What is the promise the customers obtain from you if they choose your
customer value commitment or from your competitors if they choose
theirs?

• What can/could customers do with you that they can’t do with any-
one else? Do you think this is meaningful to your customers? Explain
how so.

• Where is your business vulnerable compared to competitors?
• Who is best at attracting and keeping customers? What’s your rationale?

In cases where you have identified new or changing value expectations for cus-
tomers, describe your new value position and answer these questions.

1. How does this new value provide superior value for customers over what
any current companies provide?

2. How does changing your value position in the marketplace affect you or
your competitors? Who would be affected, why and how?

3. Is it possible for you or a competitor to meet the new value expectations?

4. What would it take to launch the new value offering? Could anyone
respond quickly?

Example of Competitive Analysis

For a supplier of engineering plastics (EP), a company we’ll call Generic Plastics, a
customer value segmentation analysis determined there were three primary target
customer value segments—Innovation buyers, Optimizer buyers, and Opera-
tionalizer buyers.

Competitive Behavior in the Value Life Cycle

The overall market for this type of EP was maturing. Because of the maturity of
the market, there were several dominant players for each of the three value
segments.

For Generic Plastics, its customer and competitive positions were relatively
weak compared to everyone else in the marketplace. The strategic challenge
Generic Plastics struggled with was to determine where it could be successful with
a value offering. Traditional competitive analysis showed very little promise of
opportunity, especially considering the established and strong competitors. How-
ever, when the competitive assessment was completed from the customer value
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expectation perspective, one opportunity stood out. Roughly 70 percent of all cus-
tomers were in the Operationalizers segment, but the competition was intense.
Competitors were cost-cutting and restructuring operations to run more efficiently
because margins were being squeezed. EP had become “commoditized”—custom-
ers no longer valued supplier innovations or differentiated products and services. It
was a downward spiral in a zero sum game. No matter what a company improved
operationally, the competition could quickly duplicate it. Price became the only
variable in winning business.

Since the accounts in this segment represented large revenues, competitors
committed the best sales, technical, and customer support to these accounts. But a
customer driven by productivity doesn’t value sales, technical, and customer sup-
port; and it’s not profitable for the suppliers.

When Generic Plastics really studied the Operationalizer segment drivers, it
became apparent that an Electronic Data Interface (EDI) with customers could dra-
matically improve the customers’ productivity by reducing sourcing and purchas-
ing costs. Developing new ways to do business more efficiently with customers in
the Operationalizers segment became Generic Plastics’ value offering. Options were
researched to see if there ways to do this. In mid-1998, FreeMarkets.com was iden-
tified as the first competitor to focus on efficient transactions and lowered costs of
transactions to customers in this segment.

This was great news for Generic Plastics. Its only potential competitor on the
EDI value driver was still pre-IPO with little market reputation and an objective
far broader than the EP market alone. Generic Plastics had in its sights a compet-
itive offering that would have provided superior value to the productivity buyer seg-
ment. It had significant corporate support for the new value offering and could have
launched a new customer value commitment to this segment before any traditional
competitors in the segment understood the opportunity.

But Generic Plastics wasn’t ready to innovate in E-commerce, even though
the CEO had directed leadership to look at the implications. Generic Plastics’ EP
business unit leadership was trapped by a traditional perspective about its products
and competition and couldn’t get out of that box. It wanted a solution that fit its
current business practices. The competitors launched E-commerce initiatives, neg-
atively affecting Generic Plastics’ EP performance even more.

The lessons from the Generic Plastics situation are intended to reinforce the
Pentadigm competitive perspective.

1. First, revisit what the value drivers are for your customers within each
segment that resulted in your segments in the first place.

2. Determine how your competitors are positioning themselves within the
respective customer value segments.

3. Figure out who’s going to win within the segment based upon the ability
to deliver superior value.
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4. If there’s no apparent way you can win, look for the customer value
segment or segment niche where competitors have become stale in their
thinking and practices. What are the value drivers being overlooked or
ignored in this segment?

5. There’s no substitute for leadership that is committed to delivering
superior customer value (regardless of how risky that may seem) and has
the guts to do what is necessary to make the customer and business
successful.

The opposite situation to Generic Plastics’ case is when you’re the segment
leader in providing superior value. Would you conduct competitive analysis the same
way? Obviously, the answer is no. First, a market leader who has held the position
for a while is arguably weaker than it would appear to be in a traditional competi-
tive analysis. It’s the leader who may be the most blind to new customer value expec-
tations. For example, in the data storage industry, IBM looked great on a traditional
competitive analysis, both to IBM and its competitors. Nobody was likely to attack
IBM because IBM was just too dominant in this market.

Enter EMC, which realized that, in a very mature data storage market, the
customer value driver was more to gain productivity out of accessing data in their
IBM systems. IBM missed the opportunity to lead a value offering that responded
to this need, most likely because it didn’t think it was vulnerable or didn’t acknowl-
edge or understand or believe customer values were shifting. While customer sat-
isfaction may show favorable ratings for the leader, the leader needs to hypothesize
what is happening to the customer’s world at whatever point the customer is on the
Value Life Cycle. Just like the EP market example, an updated segmentation analy-
sis of the data storage market would have identified opportunities to provide inno-
vative value offerings that met or exceeded customers’ expectations.

Developing and Sustaining the Pentadigm

Using Pentadigm as your guide to competitive analysis reminds you that everything
you do and every value you provide to customers has a potential value for custom-
ers and cost for you associated with it. Great value creators choose the most impor-
tant meaningful value for their customer segments and embed in their organization
how not to provide other benefits even when your competitors might be doing it.
Customers are retained and you grow the relationships with customers versus your
competition when you make it in the customer’s best interest to do business with
you. It’s in the customer’s best interest when you provide the best value in the mar-
ketplace. “One-upping” your competition may be ego gratifying, but it adds no
value for customers. The companies who bring the most quantified impact to the
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customer’s bottom line are in the best position to win the continued relationship
with the customer regardless of how seductive a competitor’s offer might sound.

The Threat of the Non-Generic

In Pentadigm we have urged you to define customer value segments and market
opportunities defined by the customer value or benefit sought—for example, there
is no market for buttons.

One of the reasons for this is to encourage you in your competitive analysis
to think beyond the current technology solutions and to consider what else is out
there that could be a threat, based on its ability to fulfill the defined customer value
or deliver the benefit in a better way.

The makers of telex machines didn’t recognize the threat of the fax because
they were focused on competition from other telex machine producers. The mak-
ers of fax machines didn’t recognize the threat of E-mail because they were focused
on competition from other fax machine producers. The providers of postal and doc-
ument courier services didn’t recognize the threat of E-mail and the Internet
because they were focused on competition from other postal and document courier
service providers.

Where is your next competitive threat coming from?
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One of the biggest challenges to discovering new value for customers is to be
able to determine what value looks like or doesn’t look like. More often, companies
bundle a group of their best benefits and features, convincing themselves that it
must be beneficial for the customer. Next, they present their offers to customers
with broad strokes and flowery language. Sometimes, learning from others’ success
and mistakes is the best way to illustrate what customer value commitments should
look, feel, and sound like.

This exercise is designed to help your team learn the characteristics of new
value offerings, characteristics that will get a customer to respond to an offer or in
some cases the characteristics that will make customers indifferent to a business’s
products and services. Customer value commitments that win the customers’ busi-
ness meet very clear criteria that are critical to customer success. These criteria
include the following.

1. The target customer is clearly identified. The more specifically the customer
can be described, the better.

2. There are clear and specific customer value benefits that can be quantified for
the targeted customers.

3. For the targeted customers, the value identified really matters and will
make a difference to them and what they are doing in life or business.

4. What really matters to customers can be measured for its impact on the
customer.

5. There is a clear and obvious connection among the benefits, their impact and
what the customer does or is looking to achieve.
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6. The customer value commitment must be feasible for the business to deliver
and the customer to buy.

Most companies struggle to discover a great value for their customers because
they tend to define customer needs relative to the current point of view the busi-
ness holds about its products, customers, and competition. Equally important is to
be able to distinguish between true winning customer value commitments and those
that are ill-conceived, vague, or fluff-filled sales pitches. This exercise has a variety
of different customer value commitments in a range of products and services. As
each example is worked through, it will become more apparent what truly consti-
tutes a strong customer value commitment. This exercise, with the exception of one
case, is taken from real businesses. The identity of each company has been hidden
to respect the privacy of the business. Also, remember, before criticizing any com-
pany for not clearly articulating its value to customers, first try applying this exer-
cise to your business.

Instructions: Rate each customer value commitment based upon the five-point scale.
The following sample illustrates how to rate each value commitment on six attrib-
utes using the five-point scale.
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EXAMPLE:
Our customers are large manufacturers of consumer
electronics. We promise JIT deliveries of lot-to-lot con-
sistent products that increase your production
throughput by at least 15 percent. We improve your
inventory management by offering a limited selection
of high-performance products that exceed all elec-
tronic manufacturing specifications. On average our
prices are 20 percent lower than any comparable
competitive product. 

Rate These Value Commitments 

RATING KEY:

5 Outstanding, it’s very clear 3 I get it, I think 1 They tried, but I’m clueless

4 I think it’s clear 2 I think I could guess 0 No info, no clue
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After you have rated the twelve business examples, review the Insight section
that follows the last business example to compare your answers to authors’
perspectives.
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Rate These Value Propositions

1. With our team of experts, we’ll help you develop
new business opportunities. We’ll share the risks,
the resources, the finances, everything you need.
We are serious about getting you a return on
your investments. We can take it further than
other suppliers. We share responsibility for the
ongoing development and the operations of your
entire business direction and processes. We can
also share responsibility for all your information-
technology systems.

2. For short-distance travelers, less than 750
miles, we will provide the fastest point-to-point
transportation. You will enjoy flying with our
funny and friendly people for a cost, on aver-
age, 30 percent less than any other form of
transportation. 

3. For efficiency-driven businesses, we help you
achieve your growth objectives and continuously
reduce costs with our low cost-to-serve model to
deliver low prices while leveraging leading-edge
products and technology.

RATING KEY:

5 Outstanding, it’s very clear 3 I get it, I think 1 They tried, but I’m clueless

4 I think it’s clear 2 I think I could guess 0 No info, no clue
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4. For the car care buff who takes great delight in
personally beautifying his or her car’s finish, we
provide a wax system that goes on and off 50
percent faster. Our unique applicator is also
ergonomically designed to cut muscle strain in
half, and reduce arm and hand fatigue to a min-
imum. The price is equal to the leading com-
petitive wax systems, but has ASTD surface finish
equal to a new car’s finish.

5. To financially oriented contractors and develop-
ers in need of rock- and asphalt-based construc-
tion materials, we provide Six Sigma level quality,
24 hours a day, 7 days per week, 365 days per
year. Our prices are typically at a 10 to 15 percent
premium over our competitors. 

6. We enhance technically innovative companies
with our leading-edge technological break-
throughs. We provide information to identify
market opportunities and support development
on targeted research projects and offer compet-
itive pricing with demonstrated value.

7. Our cutting-edge performance, blazing proces-
sor speeds, awesome graphics, and almost unlim-
ited multi-media options are all in a stylish,
streamlined notebook computer that you can
carry anywhere your busy life leads you.
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8. To businesses whose data warehousing expendi-
tures exceed $5 million per year: We will reduce
your system costs by 30 percent and provide a 75
percent improvement in the speed of accessing
data, while improving reliability by 50 percent. 

9. To technical buyers we provide dedicated, tech-
nical expertise and solutions allowing you to
grow by differentiation. The benefits you receive
are:
1. Quick response and better resource

utilization,
2. Reduced production costs,
3. Personal, knowledgeable expertise, 
4. Mutual success, and
5. Growth, new products, and differentiation.

10. For businesses that drive their profitability by
partnering with their suppliers, we will partner
with you to grow your business by providing
reliability of supply and predictable prices
through long-term contracts. We work closely
with you to understand and respond to your
company’s needs with knowledgeable com-
mercial contacts, and engage management in
committing to our mutual success. Your bene-
fits are: 
• Up-to-date and reliable information resource 
• Simplified transactions and product

qualification
• Predictable prices and costs with supply

guarantee 
• Improved understanding of customer wants

and needs 
• Access to the organization, both globally and

locally
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• Reduced quality-control costs 
• Vendor consolidation, lowering admin costs 
• Reduced inventory and working capital
• Keeping customers competitive in market-

place
• Updated ordering information and

reordering 

11. We exclusively run operations by ISO certifica-
tions and lean manufacturing standards. We
don’t start until we can finish, and we don’t stop
until we’re done. The tangible benefits for you
are significant: 
1. We will ship you assembled and tested prod-

ucts within five days of production start.
2. Our quality is unsurpassed. 
3. We offer the fastest time-to-market in the

industry.

12. We focus on serious golfers who are highly com-
petitive with their friends, work colleagues, and
business clients. The customers we are pursuing
have handicaps in the 10 to 20 range and are
driven to cut at least 5 to 10 more strokes off
their game. Our systematic approach to improv-
ing the golf performance of our customers does
this by:
• improving their driving distance by 25 to 40

yards
• improving the accuracy and placement of

drives by 45 to 55%
• enhancing a player’s short game accuracy to

achieve shots within a 10-foot radius of pin
placement 

• reducing putting strokes by 15 to 20%
• focusing concentration and confidence and

increasing match wins by 33 to 50%
If our customers do not achieve the results we
promise in 4 to 6 months, we reimburse all fees.
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Insight Section: Rating Customer
Value Commitments

This exercise was intended to teach through the examples of a company’s customer
value commitments. This is often easier than judging our own. In reviewing the
ratings, the users should ask, what were the common reasons why ratings for one
customer value commitment were higher or lower? Answering this question teaches
how to judge customer value commitments more accurately and realistically.

One of the critical points of Value-Based Marketing for Bottom-Line Success is
to discover value from the customer’s perspective and find out how that value pos-
itively or negatively improves their business. Promising to help customers to do
things better and faster is not the same as specifically saying what better will mean
to the customer. Our bias in rating customer value commitments therefore favors
those commitments that are very specific and descriptive in what they will help cus-
tomers be able to do better. Offering customer value commitments with broad
global statements and few specifics usually means that a business is trying to throw
its best ideas forward before truly understanding the customer’s world.

Finally, customer value commitments are the business team’s internal think-
ing and ideas about customers and its strategy. Unlike positioning and customer
mission statements that make many companies feel they are customer-focused, the
customer value commitment is where the business team is ready to bet its paychecks.
It doesn’t have to be a work of great literature; it just needs to state those things
that the team will do in order to build a profitable business in each customer value
segment it pursues.

Additionally, these are not advertising statements or sales pitches, although
they form the basis of a promotional campaign to customers. Therefore, in rating
customer value commitments, don’t get hung up on how cleverly worded something
is. Rather, spend time on figuring out what really matters to customers. Substance
matters more than style in this case.
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Rate These Value Commitments 

1. “Team of Experts”—In theory it sounds good and
probably made this business feel they were very
customer focused. But being vague and without
any specifics, it’s unclear what they will really do
for customers.

2. “Short-Distance Travelers”—In truth, in disguis-
ing this value commitment, we made it weaker
than it is in real life. This business has one of the
best values for customers and is one of the best-
run companies in the world. Lesson: It’s about
creating specific benefits that matter to custom-
ers, not creating fancy worded documents and
internal slogans. Know who this is?

3. “Efficiency-Driven Businesses”—Which busi-
nesses are efficiency driven? There could also be
some real conflicts in their implementation
between being low cost-to-serve and offering
leading-edge technology products. How will they
achieve their return on investment in new tech-
nology? Many questions still need answering. 

4. “Car Care Buff”—You’ve seen these people,
haven’t you? On a great-looking weekend they’re
cleaning their car—every detail of it. It sounds like
the company has a staff who does the same thing
on weekends! 

RATING KEY:

5 Outstanding, it’s very clear 3 I get it, I think 1 They tried, but I’m clueless

4 I think it’s clear 2 I think I could guess 0 No info, no clue
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5. “Financially Oriented Contractors”—This is
another case where the truth is better than what
we describe. This company lives and breathes the
lives of their customers and has reinvented an
industry. 

6. “Enhance Technically Innovative”—Vague,
vaguer, and more vagueness. Need we be more
vague?

7. “Cutting-Edge Performance”—From a market
leader who tried to turn their value commitments
into promotional copy. Lesson: value commit-
ments are not ad copy. And people wonder why
the advertising world gets a bad rap at times.
And as one of us found out the hard way, you
might look stylish carrying their machine, but
don’t have a serious technical problem on the
road.

8. “Businesses Whose Data”—They have a clear cri-
teria for their target customers and what they
expect to do for them. The question we would
explore is how much these benefits extend to the
overall health and profitability of the customer’s
business.

9. “To Technical Buyers”—They are on the right
track, but need to dig into specifics more of how
they are going to make a difference with their
customers. 
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10. “For Businesses That Drive”—It’s starting to get
focused in a specific area of partnering, but
needs more detailed work. The big question
may be is it feasible to do everything they are
suggesting they can? 

11. “We Exclusively Run”—Without knowing who
the target customers are, it’s very difficult to
judge what is the start of maybe a good value
commitment. Identifying specific customers
where this value matters is the next step.

12. “Focused on Serious Golfers”—You’ve seen the
type-A golfer who is so driven to do well, fun is
an afterthought. That is, after they play well. It’s
very clear what the golfer gets and knowing the
type of golfer they are, it really does matter!
And, results are guaranteed or your money
back. Where do we sign up?
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Having a deep understanding of your customers and the market environment
is the first critical step to discovering and developing customer value commitments
that will make a business successful with its customers. It’s necessary to gain new
insight and understanding of the market dynamics and opportunities, and focus
where you can provide the greatest value for customers. The following questions
will guide the start of the discovery process to further help determine whether your
value commitments are real and superior. We’re suggesting ignoring evaluating profit
at this point, since we have found too much concern for profit in early discovery
can bias creating great breakthroughs.

Determining if Value Commitments Are Real

1. What are your business’s assumptions, presumptions, points of view, and
hypothesis(es) about the market you’re trying to serve?
• Think specifically about how your market(s) and industry are emerging.
• What are the deeply held points of view and underlying assumptions

about how your markets, customers, and competitors operate?
• What are the factors that could change or influence current assumptions

and tenets about how your marketplace competes?

2. How have you been targeting customers—by organization, consumer, or
buyer type?
• Why have you chosen to focus on these customers?
• What is the basis of how you are selecting and focusing resources for

customers?
• Who specifically in the customer’s organization are your customers?
• Why do they buy from you?
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• What would they say about what your product/service does for them?
• Could they provide quantified measurement of the results they achieve

with your product/service?
• Could you provide quantified measurement of how you impact them?

3. What are your customers trying to do in their day-to-day lives?
• Why are they trying to accomplish this?
• Describe the scenarios where you bring things that are making a

difference to these customers. Why is what you’re doing working for
them?

• Describe the scenarios where you bring things that may not be making
much difference to these customers. Why are they not working?

4. Are your organization’s plans and actions consistent with helping your
intended target customers? How so? Describe specific features/benefits and
results that would appeal to target customers and your rationale.
• Are there any features/benefits and results that do not align to your

customer’s needs?
• Is your sales and marketing effort in line with your intended target

customers? How so? How not so?
• Are your resources focused in the best way to win customers’ business?

Specifically describe your viewpoint.

Determining If Value Commitments Are
Superior

1. What are the relevant and meaningful results your business claims it is
delivering to customers?
• How specifically are your target customers impacted when using your

products/services compared to using a competitor’s?
• How do you know this is meaningful to your customers?
• Is this making a positive contribution to them?
• How have you quantified the contribution?
• What is the promise you’re making to customers if they use your

product(s)?

2. If you were in the shoes of the customers, what would be your assessment
of your value commitment?
• Is the experience you create with customers meaningful and compelling?
• How so? Can this experience be quantified?
• Is your customer experience equal to, less than, or greater than the

experience they receive from a competitor?
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• How could you strengthen the experience? What additional function-
ality, features/benefits, and results would you recommend as part of your
offer? Why?

• Why would these improvements be valuable to customers? Would you be
able to quantify the value of these improvements?

3. Should your business continue to focus on its current customers or new
customers?
• Which specific new customers should the business target? Why?
• Would there be enough of these new customers to create a segment

worth going after?
• Are any benefits missing that these customers would find important and

pay for?

4. Who are the competitors most closely competing against you?
• Where is your business vulnerable compared to competitors?
• How good are you at attracting and keeping customers relative to

competition?
• What would you improve?
• What kind of competitive situation(s) would make your business

vulnerable with customers?

5. From your customer’s perspective, which company(s) do you think they see
as having the superior value and achieving the best customer results?
• How would/could you improve your value commitment to maintain and

grow your customer base?
• Do you think you can realistically implement these improvements?
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marketing diagnostic
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As an outcome of developing the Pentadigm model and mind-set, we have devel-
oped also a tool to help readers assess the Pentadigm performance of their own
organization: the value-based marketing diagnostic. This diagnostic is an objective,
comprehensive, in-depth analysis of your value-based marketing processes and prac-
tices, including:

• A detailed examination of your practice on the five steps
• A detailed examination of your approach to value-based marketing
• A detailed examination of your implementation of value-based marketing
• An internal appraisal from customer-facing staff through the CEO
• An external appraisal with direct customer feedback

1: Discover—Understand the Customer

1.1 Define and Map the Market

Areas to Address
• How the organization collects and analyzes information on the market it

operates in

Key Assessment Points
• How the organization collects and analyzes information on external

forces in the marketplace
• How this information is used by the organization to drive marketing

strategy
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• How the organization analyzes costs incurred and value created and
captured at each stage of the value chain

Examples
• Organization seeks proactively and maintains regularly customer/market

data to analyze customer value segments and their value and benefits
sought.

• The market has been defined around the key customer values and
benefits sought, with particular attention to unmet and poorly met
needs.

• Key players in the market have been identified as well as suppliers,
channels, and influencers.

• Value is captured at each level of the value chain.
• All relevant customers in the value chain have been defined, including

the ultimate end user.

Key Questions
• How do you gather information on the market?
• How frequently do you gather and update information on the market?
• What type of information do you collect?
• How objective is the information?
• How is this information stored, analyzed, and used?

Documentation/Evidence
• Market maps
• Value chain analysis
• Market force and environmental analysis
• Market research reports

1.2 Understand Customer Value Expectations

Areas to Address
• How the organization determines customers’ value and benefits sought

and expectations, and then uses these to shape its offering

Key Assessment Points
• How the organization collects and analyzes a variety of internal and

external data to determine the value and benefits sought and the
expectations of current and potential customers

• What processes the organization has for using this knowledge to review
and enhance product and service features
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• How the organization derives customer understanding from internal
customer interfaces

Examples
• External research is supplemented by internal contact information,

performance and complaint data, and correlated to customer satisfaction
data.

• Organization has developed a customer information system to obtain
and capture customer needs and expectations data, which drives a formal
process to make regular enhancements to products and services.

• All customer-contact personnel have access to a customer information
system providing a full history of transactions, contacts, value, and
benefits sought and satisfaction of customers they deal with.

• Organization closely monitors losses and gains of customers to
determine how product and service features can be enhanced to ensure
customer loyalty.

• Fully integrated process to evaluate performance in meeting customer
value and benefits is sought and a feedback system that demonstrates to
the customer that their comments are being used to improve offering
development is implemented.

Key Questions
• Which methods and sources does your organization use to identify

customer value and benefits sought?
• How do you identify customer value segments and potential customers

and distinguish among their value and benefits sought?
• How is information on customer value and benefits being sought,

centralized, stored, and communicated across the organization?
• Can you provide evidence that you have improved your products and

services over the last few years as a result of your identification of
customer value and benefits sought and expectations?

• How do you collect and analyze internal feedback at customer
interfaces?

Documentation/Evidence
• A systematic and effective process for collecting and analyzing a variety

of market and customer data
• Documentation of customer value and benefits sought and expectations

included in the organization’s strategic plans
• Product and service features changed/designed to respond to customer

value and benefits sought
• Summaries of customer research
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• Customer research plan
• Examples of questionnaires

1.3 Discover Customer Value Segments

Areas to Address
• How customers’ value and benefits sought and expectations are used to

segment the market

Key Assessment Points
• How the organization makes use of market information to group

customers into discrete customer value segments

Examples
• Organization proactively seeks and regularly maintains customer/market

data to analyze customer value segments and their value and benefits
sought.

• Customer value segmentation of the market/customer base
• How research drives customer value segmentation

Key Questions
• How do you identify customer value segments and potential customers

and distinguish among their value and benefits sought?
• Can you group customers into discrete clusters based on similar value

set?
• Can you profile and quantify each customer value segment?
• Have you identified unmet customer needs?

Documentation/Evidence
• A systematic and effective process for collecting and analyzing customer

data
• Documentation of customer needs by customer type and/or behavior
• Grouping of customer need into clusters/customer value segments
• Profiling of customer value segments
• Summaries of customer value segmentation work

1.4 Assess Competitive Position

Areas to Address
• How the organization collects and analyzes information on its

competitors’ offering and their performance in the eyes of the customers
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Key Assessment Points
• How the company identifies competition—both generic and non-

generic, existing and potential
• How the organization collects and analyzes information on competitors’

processes and the features of their products and services
• How the organization attempts to understand the driving forces in the

market
• What processes the organization uses to understand its strengths and

weaknesses relative to the competition
• How this information is used by the organization to improve its

understanding of its own products, services, and processes

Examples
• Competition identified according to ability or potential ability to fulfill

customer value set.
• Competitor information is gathered through customer contact, lost-

order analysis, market research, and formal benchmarking.
• Analysis of competitor information is widely communicated and used to

support customer-contact staff in targeting prospects and developing
sales arguments.

• Competitors’ and industry trends and standards are known by the
organization.

• Products, services, and processes are regularly compared with
competitors’ and with customer information to ensure they fully reflect
best practice and correspond competitively to customer value and
benefits sought.

Key Questions
• How do you decide who your current and future competitors are?
• How do you gather information on your competitors?
• What type of information do you collect?
• How is this information analyzed and used?
• How do you verify the accuracy of the information?
• Do you understand the driving forces in the market?
• Do you understand the relative position of your offers with respect to

competitive offerings from the customer’s perspective?

Documentation/Evidence
• A systematic process to collect, analyze, and disseminate competitor

information
• A process to benchmark and evaluate competitors’ processes and

incorporate appropriate features in the organization’s own approach
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• Typical information held on a key competitor
• Examples of changes to products and services based on improved

customer understanding achieved through competitor comparisons
• Product/service comparison data
• Competitor information pro forma
• Evidence of SWOT analysis or similar
• Evidence of market analysis

1.5 Select Target Customer Value Segments

Areas to Address
• What processes the organization uses to select targeted customer value

segments
• How the organization assesses the size, value, and relative attractiveness

of each customer value segment
• What process is used to evaluate competitive position from the customer

perspective

Key Assessment Points
• How the organization sets the criteria for evaluation of customer value

segments
• How the organization evaluates its own performance and that of its

competitors with regard to customer need fulfillment and critical success
factors (CSFs)

• How this information is used by the organization to select targeted
customer value segments

• How the organization defines the customer value segment attractiveness
relative to its business goals and strategies

Examples
• A variety of external information is used to evaluate size, value, and

relative attractiveness of each customer value segment and relative
competitive position.

• Competitor information is gathered through customer contact, lost-
order analysis, market research, and formal benchmarking.

• Analysis of competitor information is widely communicated and used to
support customer-contact staff in targeting prospects and developing
sales arguments.

• Competitors’ and industry trends and standards are known by the
organization.

• Products, services, and processes are regularly compared with those of
competitors and with customer information to ensure they fully reflect
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best practice and correspond competitively to customer value and
benefits sought.

Key Questions
• Do you understand the relative size, value, and attractiveness of each

customer value segment?
• Can you quantify the customer value segment attractiveness criteria?
• Can you prioritize the customer value segment attractiveness criteria?
• Can you measure the customers’ perception (or actual rating) of your

ability to fulfill their value set versus competitive offerings?
• Do you understand the relative competitive position in each customer

value segment?
• How accurate is the information you have? Is it verified externally?

Documentation/Evidence
• Key market attractiveness criteria
• Weighting of attractiveness criteria
• Target Customer Value Segment Tracer
• Customer satisfaction research

2: Commit—Commit to the Customer

2.1 Define Customer Value Segment Strategy

Areas to Address
• How the organization develops and refines its customer value segment

strategy
• How it develops its position in specific customer value segments
• How the portfolio will be balanced

Key Assessment Points
• How the organization defines its customer value segment strategy
• How the organization develops a position for the customer value

segment (grow, maintain, harvest, exit)
• How the organization develops a marketing strategy for the customer

value segment
• How the organization defines a brand strategy per customer value

segment

Examples
• A clear strategy has been developed with clearly communicated goals

and objectives.
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• The business has a portfolio of strategies, ranging from growth, through
maintain, to harvest.

Key Questions
• What is your customer value segment strategy?
• Do you understand the size and trends of the customer value segments?
• Do you understand your relative position in the customer value

segment?
• Do you understand the position of your brands in each customer value

segment?

Documentation/Evidence
• Internal and external research
• Market/product life cycle analysis
• Customer value analysis
• Brand tracking and positioning studies
• Customer value segment plans
• Local marketing plans

2.2 Develop Superior Offering

Areas to Address
• How the organization takes the information on customer values by

customer value segment and builds differentiated customer offers based
on value to the customer; how these offers are differentiated

Key Assessment Points
• How information gathered in Step 1 is summarized per customer value

segment based on customer values
• What process the organization uses to develop distinctive customer

value commitments
• What process is used to assess the value of customer value commitments

to the organization and to the customer

Examples
• Customer value commitments are defined per target customer value

segment.
• Customer value commitments are clearly defined with target audience,

customer value, superior customer value, and profit.
• A clear and concise banner headline explains the customer value

commitment (elevator test).
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• Customer value commitments are distinctive, differentiated, and
deliverable.

Key Questions
• Are the target audiences for each customer value commitment clearly

defined?
• What is the compelling reason for the customer to buy?
• How is the value superior to the customer?
• How is the customer value commitment profitable?
• How can the customer value commitment be protected and for how

long?
• What are the barriers to competitive entry?

Documentation/Evidence
• Target audience defined for each customer value commitment
• Customer values clearly defined for each main customer value segment
• Key differentiators defined for each customer value commitment
• Compelling reasons defined

2.3 Create the Right Organization

Areas to Address
• How the organization assesses its current capabilities and maps these

against the capabilities necessary to deliver the customer value
commitment, in order to establish the gaps

• How the organization plans to fill the capability gaps

Key Assessment Points
• How the organization defines the capabilities needed to deliver the

customer value commitment competitively
• What process is used to assess the organization’s current capabilities to

deliver
• How the organization plans to fill the capability gap in terms of skills

and competencies, service standards, warranties and returns, customer
service, etc.

Examples
• A well-defined set of skills, capabilities, and competencies is defined for

each key job in the organization.
• Each job in the organization contains an element of customer focus,

customer value.
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• A training and development program is offered to staff at all levels and
is linked to career development.

Key Questions
• Have you defined what the key criteria are to deliver the customer value

commitment?
• Have you assessed the organization’s capability to deliver the customer

value commitment?
• Have you identified any major shortfalls?
• Do you have an ongoing plan to fill the gaps?
• Is there a training and development program in place for all staff at all

levels?

Documentation/Evidence
• Clear definitions of business criteria to deliver customer value

commitments
• Capabilities audit
• SWOT analysis
• Skills and competencies defined and documented for all jobs in the

organization

2.4 Define Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

Areas to Address
• How the organization develops and maintains customer service

standards, how they are deployed by customer service staff, how
performance is tracked and improved

• How the organization benchmarks its performance

Key Assessment Points
• How the organization establishes key customer related measures
• How the organization defines a clear set of business rules and service

standards to deliver the customer value commitment
• How performance against service standards is tracked
• How service standards are evaluated and improved to meet changing

customer value and benefits sought and competitor offerings
• How the organization benchmarks its performance

Examples
• Standards are driven by customer expectations and key quality

indicators, fully deployed throughout the organization, and these are
compared to competitors’ service standards.

• Employee customer contact performance is measured to these standards.
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• Standards are reviewed on a regular basis with input from customer-
contact personnel, customers, and management information systems,
showing the consequences of past performance against standards.

• Organization embarks upon regular benchmarking exercises in key
process areas.

Key Questions
• Which major customer service standards has your organization

developed?
• Have they changed over the past three years?
• How do your service standards compare to those of competitors?
• How are the standards measured and tracked?
• What internal measures and standards do you have to ensure the support

given by other units is timely and effective?
• How do you ensure service standards are competitive in the marketplace

(benchmarking)?

Documentation/Evidence
• The organization’s major customer service standards and the criteria by

which they are measured
• Processes that demonstrate service standards are clearly derived from

customer relationship criteria
• Trends in performance against service standards
• Examples of changes to service standards in response to internal

evaluation and market value and benefits sought
• Reporting on performance versus service standards over time

2.5 Communicate Internally and Externally

Areas to Address
• How the organization defines and develops its customer value

commitment communication process externally
• How the organization defines and develops its customer value

commitment communication process internally

Key Assessment Points
• How the organization develops clear external communications of the

customer value commitment
• How the organization plans the external communication of the customer

value commitment to its customers
• How the organization develops clear internal communications of the

customer value commitment
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• How the organization plans the internal communication of the customer
value commitment to its staff and channel partners

Examples
• Clear, well-written literature, brochures, technical documents (print and

electronic) using customers’ language and terminology are created.
• Regular communications programs target customers.
• Newsletters
• Regular communications programs to staff and channel partners are

implemented.
• Publish clearly defined and documented business rules and service

standards to each customer value segment.
• Plan regular updating.

Key Questions
• Does a set of business rules and service standards exist for each

customer value commitment?
• Are they clearly defined and communicated to customers?
• Are they clearly defined and communicated internally?
• Has the customer value commitment been defined in terms meaningful

to the customer?
• Has the customer value commitment been defined in terms relevant to

the business?
• Has the customer value commitment been communicated to customers?
• How do you check customer understanding?
• Has the customer value commitment been communicated to staff and

channel partners?
• How do you check staff and channel partner understanding?

Documentation/Evidence
• Customer value commitment guidelines and standards
• External customer value commitment communications
• Internal customer value commitment communications
• Newsletters, briefings, etc.

3: Create—Create Customer Value

3.1 Develop a Customer Value Commitment Culture

Areas to Address
• How senior executives’ personal leadership and involvement, and the

organization’s leadership system, create and sustain a customer focus and
promote performance excellence. Including senior executives’ role in
creating and reinforcing values and expectations throughout the entire
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workforce, reviewing overall company performance, including customer-
related and operational performance, using the leadership system and
organization to focus on customer and high-performance objectives

• How the organization takes action to increase employees’ authority to
act (empowerment), their responsibility, and their ability to innovate

Key Assessment Points
• Management style as it impacts on customer value commitment and

business performance
• The types of questions management regularly asks staff
• Commitment of leaders to improving customer value and supporting

staff in delivering customer value
• How the organization takes action to increase employees’ empowerment,

responsibility, and innovation
• The organization’s plans to prepare employees to take on increased

responsibilities in day-to-day decision making

Examples
• Customer focus and commitment is part of corporate vision, mission,

and values.
• Empowerment and innovation is stressed in organization’s vision

statement and in senior manager’s day-to-day contact with employees.
• Practice of empowering leadership from top to bottom of organization

is evident.
• Leaders regularly hold reviews on customer value aspects of the business

and regularly meet to identify ways of improving customer focus.
• Organization has empowered customer-contact employees to resolve the

majority of customer problems, including access to all relevant functions
in the organization, considerable freedom to develop solutions, and
authority to act.

Key Questions
• What are the key management concepts followed by your leaders?
• What types of contact do your leaders have with the staff?
• How do leaders set direction and monitor performance?
• What actions have you taken to increase the empowerment of employees

in all functions?
• What is the perception of the customer-facing staff regarding

empowerment?

Documentation/Evidence
• Visibility and accessibility of leaders to customer-contact personnel
• Examples of leaders’ behavior as a role model in terms of customer value

commitment
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• Consistent reinforcement of the importance of customer value through
management communications, decisions, actions, values, and expectations

• A leadership system that sets goals and directions to inspire performance
excellence and reward increased focus on customers

• Change management programs in place and functioning
• Plans for increasing employee empowerment
• Evidence of increases in employee empowerment over the last 2–5 years
• Financial and other important powers granted to employees

3.2 Plan Customer Value Processes

Areas to Address
• How the organization defines and plans processes and subprocesses

needed to deliver customer value
• How the organization implements those processes

Key Assessment Points
• How the organization plans customer value processes
• How the organization plans subprocesses
• Techniques used to ensure comprehensive process definition
• Linkage of processes to customer value

Examples
• Well-organized, rigorous system for planning customer value processes

is in place.
• Formal and informal organizational structure that allows and encourages

team building and team problem solving, cross-functional communica-
tions, contact with customers, and integration with suppliers is in place.

• Process planning and improvement teams that are empowered to help
the organization change are in place.

• Innovative methods for opening lines of communication up and down
the organization have been established.

Key Questions
• What are the key processes needed to deliver each element of customer

value to which you have committed?
• Have you defined high-level processes and detailed subprocesses in a

hierarchy down to individual activities?
• Do you know the value contributed by each process, subprocess, and

activity?

Documentation/Evidence
• Process maps
• Linkages to customer value commitments at an item level
• Regular review and refinement of processes
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3.3 Populate the Customer Value Processes
Areas to Address
• How the organization defines skills and competencies needed to

implement customer value processes
• How the organization acquires, develops, and deploys these skills and

competencies
• How the deployment of the skills and competencies is rewarded
• What process the organization uses to promote employee involvement,

individually and in groups. Include how the organization gives feedback
for achieving and maintaining motivation and involvement at all levels
and functions

• What the key people management processes are, including how
employees are managed, supported, and trained in order to be able to
satisfy customer needs. How recognition, reward, and performance
measurement for individuals and groups, including managers, supports
the company’s customer service objectives

Key Assessment Points
• How the organization defines skills and competencies needed to

implement customer value processes
• How the organization acquires, develops, and deploys these skills and

competencies
• How the organization deploys staff and external suppliers
• How the deployment of the skills and competencies is rewarded
• How employees are managed and supported in order to be able to

deliver customer value
• How employees are trained and developed to be able to deliver customer

value
• Techniques used to promote both team and individual contributions that

will enhance customer value
• Ways in which individual employee ideas can be heard
• Systems that ensure timely feedback
• Programs to acquire and develop skills and competencies
• How the organization determines the training needs of employees, and if

there is an ongoing method for reevaluating those needs
• Whether the organization has compensation systems in place linking a

portion of employees’ remuneration to the achievement of customer
value goals

Examples
• Formal and informal organizational structure that allows and encourages

team building and team problem solving, cross-functional communi-
cations, contact with customers, and integration with suppliers is in place.
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• Process assessment and improvement teams that are empowered to help
the organization change exist.

• Innovative methods for opening lines of communication up and down
the organization have been established.

• Regular assessment of skills and competency needs against processes is
used.

• Well-developed programs to acquire, develop, and deploy skills and
competencies are in place.

• Customer value creation skills are the highest performance factor for
hiring customer-contact employees.

• Policy, procedures, and management directives emphasize customer
value.

• All functions in the organization are aware of customer value and
benefits sought.

• Training is provided to all employees to improve job performance.
• A range of customer-value related reward schemes is in place to

recognize individuals and teams.
• Performance (appraisal) is linked to customer value goals.
• Well-defined outsourcing and partnering programs are in place.

Key Questions
• What is the employee perception with regard to cooperation and

teamwork in your organization?
• How do you measure employee perception?
• Are the skills and competencies needed for process implementation

clearly defined for all processes, subprocesses, and activities?
• Have you defined an appropriate skills and competencies development

strategy?
• Have you selected appropriate learning methods and providers?
• Do you know the value contributed by a set of skills and competence?
• Are the rewards for performance in skill and competency deployment

well-defined, communicated, and clearly understood?
• How do you identify and select employees, in particular, customer-

contact employees?
• To what extent do employees feel they are supported by management?
• To what extent are employees able to decide on the necessary course of

action to meet customer requests?
• To what extent are employees able to improve their processes?
• To what extent does your organization have a strategic training and

development plan to meet the training needs of new and existing
employees? How are they developed?

• How do you assess employee training value and benefits sought and meet
their needs?
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• To what extent is compensation based on the achievement of customer
value goals?

Documentation/Evidence
• Multiple avenues of employee access to management to propose ideas
• Well-defined skills and competencies for all processes, subprocesses, and

activities, linked to job descriptions and levels
• Well-developed, communicated, and defined skill and competency

acquisition and development programs
• Examples of customer value creation initiatives
• Customer value creation criteria used in recruitment and selection of

employees
• The inclusion of service standards and measurement criteria in job

descriptions, performance appraisals, promotion, and remuneration of
employees

• Job descriptions and skill sets for employees
• Results of training needs assessments included in training plans
• Range of financial and nonfinancial mechanisms to recognize and reward

good performance in customer value creation
• Records of routine employee meetings to review company progress
• Well-communicated reward and motivation system in place

3.4 Invest in Appropriate Infrastructure

Areas to Address
• Decisions about investments in infrastructure and outsourcing in line

with customer values
• Decisions about system strategy, how systems are aligned with customer

values
• Technology and channel support for employees to enable them to

provide reliable and responsive service
• How customer data is stored and made accessible to all staff that have

dealings with the customer.

Key Assessment Points
• How the organization decides upon investments in infrastructure and

outsourcing in line with customer values
• How the organization decides upon its system strategy, how systems are

aligned with customer values
• How the organization provides technology and channel support for

employees to enable them to provide reliable and responsive service
• What processes exist to capture customer data, refine it, and store it in

such a way that frontline staff has ready access to live information
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Examples
• Well-developed investment programs for all key infrastructure elements,

covering the long term and defining ROI exist.
• Management information system provides real-time support and insight

to employees servicing customer inquiries and complaints.
• Employees are able to follow up on problem status in real time.
• Employees are involved in reviewing and developing systems to ensure

they are easy to use and meet their business value and benefits sought.
• CRM database combines customer account data with customer sales and

marketing data.

Key Questions
• Do you have an infrastructure and investment strategy that will enable

realistic achievement of customer value commitments?
• Do you have a systems strategy that has been clearly communicated?
• How do you assess whether the level of technologies available to support

employees is appropriate?
• To what extent do employees feel they are involved in developing an

appropriate level of technology?
• Have you designed and implemented enterprise-wide knowledge

management systems to share customer information?
• Is customer information accurate and up-to-date?
• How many different systems do employees need to use?
• Are all customer-facing systems user-friendly and efficient?
• Have you automated customer-facing interfaces?

Documentation/Evidence
• Infrastructure and investment plan are well-defined and clearly

communicated
• Clearly defined partnering, channel, and outsourcing programs
• Systems strategy documented
• Management information systems and structures to provide information

on performance against business and customer value creation
• Ease of access and use of customer and product databases
• Support available to staff based out of the office

3.5 Implement Customer Value

Areas to Address
• How the organization plans and prioritizes its actions
• How the actions are linked to the customer value commitment
• How the organization measures achievement of goals by successful

completion of actions
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• What processes exist for ensuring easy access for customers to seek
assistance and to comment?

Key Assessment Points
• What process the organization uses to plan and prioritize its key 

actions
• What process the organization has to measure achievement of goals by

successful completion of actions
• How effectively the organization sees that it is off track or off target
• How customers are provided with easy access to the organization for

assistance, complaints, or other feedback
• Mechanisms available to customers that are both easy to use and

responsive to their needs
• How quickly the organization responds to customer inquiries and

resolves problems

Examples
• Transparent and well-documented action planning, linked to line items

in the customer commitment, is in place.
• Regular reporting and assessment of actions, results, and achievements

occurs throughout the company.
• Customer service and support is available and easily accessed.
• Company management can be accessed by the customers.
• A single point of contact enables rapid response to all customer needs.

Key Questions
• How do you set priorities?
• How do you ensure that customers know whom to contact when they

have questions, comments, suggestions, or complaints?
• How do you evaluate your contact methods to see if they meet customer

needs?
• How do you keep track of actions and their completion?
• How do you know if something is not going according to plan?

Documentation/Evidence
• Minutes of meetings where conflicting projects have been prioritized
• Documentation showing existence and patterns of use for the various

contact mechanisms, e.g., free customer service numbers, product
comment cards, etc.

• Effectiveness of contact channels as well as measures of their ease of use,
e.g., how long it takes to get through on free phone numbers, how
quickly questions are answered/problems resolved, etc.

• Results of research into how easy the organization is to do business with
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• Reports showing numbers of contact by channel and by reason for
contact

• Statistics showing waiting time, numbers in queue, etc.
• Regular documented reviews of action plans and commitments at all

levels in the organization, with 360-degree assessment

4: Assess—Obtain Customer Feedback

4.1 Track Won and Lost Business

Areas to Address
• How the organization analyzes key customer-related data and

information to understand why customers or orders are won or lost and
potential sales achieved or not achieved

Key Assessment Points
• How the organization analyzes key customer-related data and

information to understand why customers or orders are won or lost and
potential sales achieved or not achieved

• How this data is used to develop an understanding of customer needs
and to enhance products, services, and processes

• How independent and objective the analysis is

Examples
• Rigorous, systematic approach and structure are in place to identify the

causes of lost customers or orders. Feed this into the overall under-
standing of customer value and benefits sought and drive improvements
in products, services, processes, and behaviors.

• Rigorous, systematic approach and structure are in place to identify the
causes of won customers or orders. Feed this into the overall under-
standing of customer value and benefits sought and sustain and reinforce
the successful behavior.

• Through rigorous analysis, the organization understands the relationship
between won and lost orders and the situation among all its customers.

• The organization translates this information into projections to deter-
mine the impact on its business.

Key Questions
• To what extent do you carry out follow-up to determine the causes of

lost/won customers or the reasons why new customers/sales have been
made/not made?

• To what extent does your organization measure and put a value on
customer retention?
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• To what extent does your organization analyze the cost of lost
customers/business?

• How is data on won customers/business and successes used to sustain
and/or reinforce marketing, products/services, pricing, or other
strategies that will result in increased customer retention?

• How is data on lost customers/business and complaints used to change
marketing, products/services, pricing, or other strategies that will result
in increased customer satisfaction?

Documentation/Evidence
• Examples of data analysis that have resulted in action plans, new

measures of performance, or reset priorities of product or service
features

• Reports showing lost/won order analysis, with well-researched and
documented reasons

4.2 Proactively Seek Customer Feedback

Areas to Address
• How the organization defines customer interfaces from awareness,

through inquiry to ordering, services, after-sales contacts, and repeat
business

• How the organization seeks feedback from customers, at all interfaces,
to determine satisfaction with those interfaces and uses this to help build
relationships and improve processes

Key Assessment Points
• How the organization identifies all customer interfaces
• How proactive and aggressive the organization is in seeking customer

feedback that will help to build relationships and improve products and
services

• How many different methods are used to gain customer input to ensure
that the organization thoroughly samples its customer base on all types
of transactions

• How easy it is for the customer to communicate with the organization
on customer interfaces

• How well the organization responds to customer input and corrects the
subject of customer complaints

Examples
• All possible customer interfaces (both passive and active) are defined and

documented.
• Customer feedback is encouraged, respected, applied, and responded to.
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• The organization routinely follows up on all, or a sample of, customer
transactions to systematically determine satisfaction and gain
information for improvement.

• Follow-up information is communicated throughout the organization for
product and service improvements.

• Customers are informed of how their comments have been used by the
organization to improve quality.

Key Questions
• To what extent do you carry out follow-up to determine if customers are

satisfied with the contact they have had with your organization?
• To what extent do you gather data on new customers to determine why

they selected your organization’s products/services?
• Can you provide evidence that data obtained from feedback is used to

improve existing products/services and to design new ones?
• What evidence can you provide to show the positive reinforcement of

successful customer-facing behavior and the sharing of such successful
ideas between different parts of the organization?

Documentation/Evidence
• Regular monitoring and reporting of all customer interfaces and their

outcomes
• Reports showing inquiry levels and conversion rates of inquiries to

customers
• Reports showing number of contacts by channel and by reason for

contact
• Descriptions of a variety of methods of customer follow-up (e.g., phone

calls, mail, surveys, and site visits)
• Customer retention reports and analysis
• Data showing the number and percentage of customers surveyed
• Evidence of the systematic analysis of survey data and linkages to

process/product improvement activities
• Questionnaires and feedback cards
• Summaries of feedback findings

4.3 Resolve Customer Complaints

Areas to Address
• How the organization ensures that formal and informal complaints and

feedback are recorded and aggregated for overall reporting and analysis
• How the organization ensures that complaints are resolved promptly and

effectively
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Key Assessment Points
• Whether the organization has a comprehensive yet simple process for

collecting, summarizing, and reporting all formal and informal customer
comments and complaints

• Whether customer feedback is analyzed, disseminated, and acted on
quickly

• Whether the organization has a comprehensive process for tracking and
resolving all formal and informal customer comments and complaints
promptly and effectively

Examples
• Formalized system is in place to record, track, and give feedback on

customer complaints to the overall organization and appropriate
organization unit, regular reporting of complaint trend analysis at senior
management levels.

• Employees in contact with customers have direct responsibility for
resolving customer complaints.

• Indicators show a continuous improvement in response to customer
complaints over time.

• Follow-up program is in place to inquire with customer that the
customer-contact person acted in a responsive manner. This information
is fed back to the customer-contact employee.

• Measurement indicators include: response time to complaint resolution;
number of complaints per employee; cost impact of lost or gained
business.

Key Questions
• How do you ensure that customer comments/complaints are quickly fed

back to the appropriate units?
• What process exists to aggregate the overall level of complaints and

communicate this to management?
• How does your organization keep track of customer complaints?
• To what extent do you record both formal and informal complaints?
• How do you ensure that all complaints are resolved?
• Can you demonstrate that the time needed to resolve customer

complaints is continuously decreasing?
• Can you show that customers are satisfied with the way you handle

complaints?

Documentation/Evidence
• A comprehensive system for managing complaints from initiation to

resolution
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• A comprehensive system for collecting and analyzing customer
comments and complaints

• Customer complaint and feedback reports that are disseminated
throughout the organization for information and/or action

• Methods to track complaints to ensure timely resolution
• Reports showing complaint resolution times and/or other related

measures

4.4 Assess Performance Against Customer Expectations

Areas to Address
• How the organization determines customer satisfaction for customer

groups, and how satisfaction relative to competitors is determined.
Review of the process should include what information is sought,
frequency of surveys, interviews, or other contact.

• How objectivity is assured, how the organization sets the customer
satisfaction measurement scale to adequately reflect customer
preferences; how the information is used

Key Assessment Points
• How the organization determines customer satisfaction for defined

customer groups and customer value segments, covering the information
sought, how measurement scales are set, and frequency of assessment

• How research partners are selected and managed to ensure objectivity
• How customer satisfaction data is analyzed, applied, and responded to
• How customer satisfaction relative to competitors is determined
• How results are communicated internally and externally

Examples
• Customer satisfaction indices are developed by customer group and

customer value segment, drawing on a range of measures including
regular satisfaction surveys, internal data, adverse indicators—such as
complaints and returns—and transaction feedback.

• Processes exist to integrate customer satisfaction results into process
reviews and overall customer understanding.

• Verification of data is performed through independent sources to
confirm objectivity and validity.

• Satisfaction data is displayed relative to key competitors and bench-
marked against best practices.

Key Questions
• How do you measure customer satisfaction?
• What are the different sources from which you obtain data on

competitors’ level of customer satisfaction?
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• Do your methods vary for different customer value segments?
• How were the measures derived?
• What use is made of customer satisfaction research results?
• How do you ensure the data are objective, appropriate, and thorough?
• Do you measure satisfaction of current and potential customers?

Documentation/Evidence
• Selection criteria for independent provider of customer satisfaction

research
• Formal process for measuring customer satisfaction and sources of data
• More than one source of customer satisfaction data
• Frequency and sample size when measuring customer satisfaction
• Examples of analysis and recommendations based on customer

satisfaction data
• Systematic process for collecting and analyzing competitive satisfaction

data
• Questionnaires used in satisfaction surveys
• Summaries of findings
• Details of actions taken and completed as a result of survey findings

4.5 Combine Analyses to Improve

Areas to Address
• Integration of key indicators and methods the organization uses to

evaluate and improve its customer feedback processes, particularly
addressing effectiveness, response time improvement, and translation of
findings into improvements

• How the company identifies gaps in performance and translates them
into new and improved processes

Key Assessment Points
• How the organization evaluates and improves all its customer feedback

processes
• How the organization evaluates and improves its overall methods and

measurement scales used in determining customer satisfaction relative to
competitors

• How indicators and methods address effectiveness and the translation of
findings into improvements

• How the organization identifies major gaps in performance
• What process is used to close performance gaps

Examples of Best Practice
• Policies and procedures supported by management information systems

exist to improve the process for managing customer complaints.
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• Focus groups are formed by the organization to compare internal
perspectives of customer complaints with external groups.

• Customer complaints have decreased over time.
• Speed of complaint resolution has improved.
• Formal reviews of customer satisfaction measurement and analysis

processes take place regularly.
• Independent sources are used to review and evaluate improvement of

customer satisfaction processes.

Key Questions
• How have your complaint handling processes changed over the last three

years? What has caused these changes?
• Can you provide evidence that changes in strategies have resulted in

fewer complaints and fewer lost customers?
• What do you do when major adverse indicators show an upward trend?
• How do you review your processes for measuring satisfaction with your

own and your competitors’ products and services?
• How do you compare and contrast the results from different sources of

customer interface and feedback?
• How do you validate results?
• What changes have been made to your processes over the last two to

three years?

Documentation/Evidence
• Systematic processes to collect and analyze measurements of key criteria
• Examples of improvements made in methods to assess customer satisfac-

tion or apply satisfaction data
• Evidence of cross-comparison and validation of data from different

interfaces and sources
• Evidence of routine evaluation of the process
• Examples of changes and improvements made to the complaint-handling

process

5: Improve—Measure & Improve Value

5.1 Spot Gaps and “Quick Hits”

Areas to Address
• What processes the company uses to understand customer and market

trends and anticipate change. How that information is used to develop
and analyze business scenarios
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• How the organization identifies and monitors appropriate business
measures (e.g., market share, average customer size) and seeks to
identify the impact of improvements in customer service on the business
results. Trends and results in appropriate key performance indicators
(e.g., customer retention)

Key Assessment Points
• What processes the company uses to understand future customer needs
• How the organization establishes market trends
• Scenario development and analysis
• Trends in gaining (or losing) customers by customer value segment

relative to competitor
• How the organization establishes and monitors links between customer

satisfaction and business results
• Trends in key performance indicators relative to major competitors

Evidence Required
• Data that shows a positive trend in key performance indicators
• Customer profitability measured over time shows positive trend; losses

of customers are lowest among industry.
• Evidence that these gains are due to improvements in customer

satisfaction and were not the result of market factors

Examples
• Correlation analysis is performed to determine the impact of customer

satisfaction on key measures such as market share, retention rates, and
customer profitability.

• Positive trends exist for customer satisfaction and all key performance
indicators, ahead of the competition.

• Organization demonstrates growth in market share for key customer
value segments that is higher than competitors’.

Key Questions
• Can you demonstrate that you measure trends in gaining or losing

customers by customer value segment?
• How does this trend compare with your competition?
• What are the key measures of performance for your organization? What

are the trends in these key measures over the last two to three years?

Documentation/Evidence
• A systematic process to collect and analyze measurements of key criteria
• Evidence of routine evaluations of the process
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• Reports linking customer satisfaction results with Key Performance
Indicator

• Data that show a steady trend in gaining customers (beyond the rate of
market growth)

• Data that show customer retention levels exceeding that of major
competitors

• Reports showing trends in gaining and losing customers over time

5.2 Challenge Customer Understanding

Areas to Address
• How the organization evaluates the processes for gathering and analyz-

ing data on customer value and benefits sought and expectations in order
to continually improve

• How the organization shares customer data with all key contact staff
• What process the organization uses to review customer value segmen-

tation in the light of new data

Key Assessment Points
• How the organization evaluates the process for gathering and mining

data on customer value and benefits sought and expectations in order to
continually improve

• The key criteria used to evaluate the processes for determining current
and future expectations of customers and value and benefits sought

• How the organization shares customer data with all key contact 
staff

• What process the organization uses to review customer value segmen-
tation in the light of new data

Examples
• The organization routinely and continuously evaluates the effectiveness

of the processes used to determine customer expectations and improves
the process as a result.

• The organization regularly updates key customer data and uses this to
review and update customer value segmentation.

• The organization routinely assesses methods used to ensure they are
effective; often outside experts are invited to do this.

• The organization reviews the collection methods for internal
consistency.

• Summarized customer data is routinely shared with all departments so
that they are aware of changing customer needs by customer value
segment.
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Key Questions
• How do you systematically evaluate your methods for gathering data on

customer value and benefits sought and expectations?
• Can you provide evidence that you have improved the way you collect

and use information on customer value and benefits sought as a result of
the process evaluation?

• How do you share customer data?
• When did you last review your customer value segmentation?

Documentation/Evidence
• A systematic process to collect data on key criteria
• Evidence of routine evaluation of processes
• Examples of improvements made in the process
• Examples of increasingly successful market introductions of new

products and services

5.3 Redefine Customer Value Commitment

Areas to Address
• The process for determining customers’ future value and benefits sought

and changes in the relative importance of product and service value to
customers

• How changing needs have been reflected in new and updated customer
value commitments

• Whether service standards and KPIs have been updated to reflect the
change in customer value commitment

Key Assessment Points
• How the organization collects and analyzes customer and market data

and other information to project future customer value and benefits
sought

• How broad a range of information the organization uses from sources
on competitors, technology, and social and economic factors to help the
organization predict with confidence what customers will value

• What process is used to review and redefine customer value
commitments

• Whether service standards are updated to reflect changes in customer
value commitments

Examples
• Organization policies, procedures, and marketing communications stress

that products and services are designed to meet changing customer
values.
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• Organization involves all appropriate functions in developing new
products and services, and this is clearly driven by documented
projections of customer value and benefits sought.

• Organization uses a mix of methods to identify and project value and
benefits sought and features, such as surveys, focus groups, interviews,
review of customer complaints and suggestions, etc.

• Customers are asked to rank benefits according to importance.

Key Questions
• How do you identify changes in customer value and benefits sought and

project what they will be in the future?
• How do you incorporate future customer value and benefits sought in

new-product development?
• Do you review past projections of customer value and benefits sought to

see how accurate they were?
• When did you last review and update customer value commitments?
• How do you evaluate your customer value commitments against those of

your competitors?
• How do you ensure that you are evaluating the true customer

perspective (rather than your interpretation of the customer’s
perspective)?

• How do you ensure service standards are updated?

Documentation/Evidence
• A systematic process for obtaining, analyzing, and using multi-faceted

data to project the future needs of customers and to determine which
product and service benefits will be important to them

• Examples of previous projections that have proved timely and accurate
• Product and service benefits changed to respond to customer value

sought
• Past projections versus reality
• Clear evidence of regular customer inputs obtained

5.4 Improve Customer Value

Areas to Address
• How the organization measures and improves leadership commitment

and customer focus
• How the organization evaluates and improves its customer management

strategies and practices. Including:
1. how the organization develops a greater understanding with all

customers or with key customers
2. how evaluations lead to improvements in customer value creation
3. how customer information is used in the improvement process
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Key Assessment Points
• How the organization measures and improves leadership
• How the organization measures and improves its customer focus
• How the organization evaluates and improves its customer value

management strategies and practices
• Criteria used to evaluate the customer value management strategies and

processes

Examples
• Formal evaluation process is documented and institutionalized at all

levels.
• Employee involvement teams at all levels are evaluating their processes

to learn where they can improve customer value creation.
• Comparisons to competitors and best practices are performed to

maintain leading-edge capability.
• Management reviews and directives continuously drive for improvement.
• Customers actively participate in improving services.

Key Questions
• How do you measure the organization’s level of customer focus?
• How are managers’ training and development linked to customer values?
• How does your organization measure the value it creates for customers?
• How is this evaluation used to drive training, technology upgrades, or

customer value management practices?

Documentation/Evidence
• The key criteria used to evaluate the customer value management

process
• Systematic process to collect data on key criteria
• Evidence of routine evaluation of processes
• Examples of improvements made in customer value creation

5.5 Anticipate Change

Areas to Address
• How does the organization track and anticipate changes in the market,

customer needs and behavior, and competitor activity?

Key Assessment Points
• How the organization tracks and anticipates changes in the market,

customer needs and behavior, and competitor activity
• How this information is used to change and improve customer value

commitments, positioning at target customers, and differentiation versus
key competition
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Examples
• Clear evidence of changes in market position, planning, and strategy

driven by anticipated changes to customer, market, and competitor
conditions exists.

• New-product development is clearly linked to changing customer value
and benefits sought supported by external research.

• Systematic analysis to determine root causes and processes to identify
and implement corrective action is used.

• Repetitive customer complaints for the same problem have been reduced.
• Information is communicated to customers that improvements are

reflective of customer complaints and processes are driven to control
complaints.

Key Questions
• How are changes in market trends tracked and monitored?
• How are changes in customer need and behavior tracked and monitored?
• How are changes in competitor offerings tracked and monitored?
• How are these changes used to transform customer value segmentation,

customer value commitments, differentiation, and competitive
advantage?

• How does external customer feedback get fed into new-offering
development?

• How are gaps in customer needs identified?
• What is the process for analyzing complaints to determine the

underlying cause?
• Can you produce evidence that customer complaints analysis is used to

drive changes in processes, products, and services?
• How do you ensure that appropriate actions are taken to prevent the

recurrence of complaints?

Documentation/Evidence
• Reports on root cause analysis
• Improvements in processes and service standards resulting from this

analysis (e.g., training of customer-facing staff or information to
customers to help them make more effective use of products and/or
services) 
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